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From Teacups to Lumber: Archaeological Content and Integrity of the Copeland
Site (35BE90), Corvallis, Oregon.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

In 2001, the Oregon State University Department of Anthropology conducted

an archaeological field school under the direction of Dr. Barbara Roth in Block 2 of

Avery's addition in downtown Corvallis, Oregon along the Willamette River

waterfront (Figure 1.1). The site, 35BE90, is known locally as the Copeland Lumber

Company, property or simply the Copeland site.

The Copeland site is located on Block 2 of Avery's Addition, the first of three

land additions J.C. Avery made to the city of Corvallis. Block 2, lots 1-6 are located

in the Original Town of Marysville (Figure 1.2). Presently, First Street borders the site

on the east; Adams Street lies to the north and Washington Street to the south. An

unnamed alley borders the site along its west side. Two structures are presently

located on the site. One is on the southern half of the site and is a corrugated metal

structure. The second structure is located on the northern part of the site and is also a

corrugated metal structure. The half block consists of six lots numbered 1-6 located on

Block 2 of Avery's Original Donation land Claim (Avery Plat Map 1851; Littlefield

1997; BCDR 1907:47-380). Each individual lot is 100 feet by 50 feet. As the lots were

sold over time the lots coalesced into larger units of property. Lots 1 and 2 became a

unit of property, lot 3 remained an individual lot and lots 4, 5, and 6 became a single

unit of property.

The Oregon State University archaeological field school developed out of a

cooperative agreement between the Benton County Historical Society and Oregon
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State University's Anthropology Department. The Benton County Historical Society

acquired the property with the intent of building a new museum in the near future.

Before the site is developed, the Benton County Historical Society agreed to allow

Oregon State University's Anthropology Department to conduct an archaeological

field school directed by Dr. Barbara Roth on the property. The benefits of this project

were twofold: archaeology students would receive practical training in archaeological

techniques and the Benton County Historical Museum would be provided information

about, "the presence and character of subsurface archaeological resources on the site

prior to its future development as a museum" (Hébert, 2001:1). The archaeological

field school was conducted during June and July of 2001. The artifacts recovered

during this investigation are currently being curated by Oregon State University's

Department of Anthropology but the collection will eventually be transported to the

Benton County Historical Society for long-term curation.

The goal of the 2001 field school was to test for subsurface archaeological

resources and to find, "archaeological remains related to early Corvallis history"

(Hébert 2001:1). Twelve archaeological test units where placed across the site in order

to achieve this goal. Historical documents indicate that the Copeland site had three

residential houses located on the property from 1852 through the mid-i 900s. By the

mid-1900s, the use of the Copeland site changed from residential houses to

commercial-industrial businesses.



Research Questions

Like many cities in the country the city of Corvallis, is constantly undergoing

change. As new buildings are built, old structures are torn down and the patterns of

Corvallis history are lost. As in the past the Copeland site will be undergoing

development that will again change the use of the site. The Benton County Historical

Society plans to eventually build a "regional museum complex" on the Copeland site

(Museum update n.d.). According to Benton Business, First Street is undergoing

redevelopment partly due the construction of the Riverfront Park (Geist and Nolan

2004). Much of the riverfront of Corvallis has been developed into a park and

Littlefield's (1997) study of the Corvallis waterfront determined that there is abundant

archaeological potential located along the waterfront.

The archaeological investigation at the Copeland site offers a way to explore

the history of Corvallis and provides the opportunity to answer the following

questions.

What is the material record of past cultural occupation at the Copeland

site?

Is the artifact assemblage consistent with what is known about the

Copeland site from the historical documents and is the archaeological

record able to contribute new information not found in the historical

documents?

What is the archaeological integrity of the Copeland site?

Is future subsurface archaeological investigation warranted at the site?
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This thesis will examine the artifact assemblage recovered from the Copeland

site during the 2001 field season as a means of defining its archaeological content and

evaluating it archaeological integrity. Following this, recommendations will be made

concerning further archaeological exploration of the site and how this site can be used

for public interpretation.
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Historical archaeology is built on a foundation of using both archaeological

methods and historical documents as data sets (Deagan 1996:18). Historical

documents were particularly important to understand the background and history of

the Copeland site. These historical documents were found in a variety of different

locations and each document had strengths and weaknesses. The historical documents

that were consulted in the process of this research are listed below along with a

description of what information they contained. Problems that were encountered with

the documents are also discussed.

The information gained from these historical records was used to understand

the history of the Copeland site. The biggest problem encountered during the archival

research was locating the documents. Some county agencies did not know what they

had and some documents were stored in off site locations. Access to historical

documents located in off site facilities was limited due to agencies not having the time

or staff to access documents necessary for this project.

General Histories

Before the archival research began, general histories pertaining to Oregon,

Benton County, and Corvallis were consulted. These histories provided a general

understanding of Corvallis and Oregon as a whole. Books and other documents that

detail the history of Oregon, Benton County and Corvallis can be found at the Oregon

State University Valley Library and the Corvallis Public Library.
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Archival

To find historical documents relating to Benton County, and more specifically

Corvallis, the State of Oregon Archives website was consulted. The State of Oregon

archives include a statewide survey of historical county records. The Oregon

Historical County Records Guide list all historic county records and where they are

located. This guide can be found at:

http ://www .arcweb .sos.state.or/us/county/cphome.html

Deed Records

Deed records were consulted in order to establish who had owned the lots on

the Copeland site. Deed records contain information regarding ownership of the

property and recorded when the property changed hands. In addition, the purchase

price and information regarding liens or seizure by the sheriff for non-payment of

taxes are included. A chronological history of ownership for the Copeland site was

constructed using the information contained in the deed records. The deed records for

Corvallis can be found at the Benton County Courthouse Records office located in

Corvallis, Oregon. Early deed records are kept on microfiche. The quality of the

microfiche and the handwriting of the deed recorder can make the deed records

difficult to read. Other problems encountered include missing or incomplete deed

records and mistakes made by the deed recorder when recording block and lot

numbers. Overall, the deed records provided useful information about owners of the

lots on the Copeland site.



Tax Records

Tax assessment records were the next historical documents to be examined.

Tax assessment records contain information regarding property owners and list all the

property they own. Property includes land, animals, and household goods. Tax

assessment records were examined to find the names of the owners of the lots and to

determine how much property they owned. Tax assessment records were also used to

cross check the deed records. Tax assessment records can be found at both the Benton

County Courthouse in the Records Office in Corvallis and at the State Archives

located in Salem, Oregon.

The State Archives retains tax assessment records from 1850-1857 and the tax

assessment record for 1865. The early tax assessment records (1851-1856) list the

exact block and lot numbers a person owned. The recording method for tax assessment

records changed after 1856. Instead of recording the additions and blocks the lots were

located in only the total number of lots a property owner owned were recorded. If the

property owner owned multiple lots in different locations it was impossible to tell the

locations of the property from the tax assessment record. The Benton County

Records office has tax assessment records located in the Clerks Vault in the Records

Office in the Benton County Courthouse the Clerks Vault is restricted access. A fee is

assessed to have Records office personal retrieve the documents needed.



Census Records

Once the owners of the properties were determined, census records were

examined to find family size and occupation. Census records are located at Oregon

State University Valley Library and the Corvallis public library on microfiche.

Only those owners who owned the lots on the Copeland site for more than a

year where looked up in the census record. The census records for 1860, 1870, and

1880 list the street that the enumerator was on. This was an informal way to determine

if the owner of the property was also the occupant of the property. The census record

revealed all people living in a household, their occupations and ages. The quality of

the microfiche and the handwriting of the enumerator made the reading of the census

records difficult at times. Some owners were not able to be located in the census since

their ownership did not coincide to the time the census was taken.

Newspapers

Newspapers were examined for information pertaining to the occupants and

businesses that were located on the Copeland site. Newspapers are preserved on

microfiche located at the Oregon State University Valley Library and Corvallis Public

Library. Corvallis had several different newspapers. Newspapers were useful in

finding advertisements relating to the businesses located on the Copeland site and the

occupations of the residents of the houses. Newspapers also listed real estate sales,

divorce notices, obituaries and advertisements regarding some of the businesses

located on the Copeland site.
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Business Directories

Business Directories for the years 1867, 1878, 1913, 1917/1918, 1921/1922,

1923/1924, and 1925/1926 were examined for information regarding the businesses

and residents that were located on the Copeland site. Business Directories contain

information regarding businesses, owners and the location of the business. The Benton

County Historical Society has all of these business directories.

Telephone Books

Telephone books were examined to see if the addresses of the residences were

listed along with the names of the residents. The occupants of the houses were often

difficult and sometimes impossible to find in newspaper accounts or even in the

census records. Early telephone books often do not give exact addresses. For example,

in the 1907 phone book C.W. Thrasher's address is listed as "residence 1st and

Washington" (Independent Telephone book 1907). Later telephone books do list the

exact addresses of businesses and residents. For the businesses that were located on

the Copeland site the name of the business, address and who the owner/manager were

all listed. Early telephone books (Independent Telephone 1907, 1909, 1910, 1931) are

located at the Benton County Historical Society. The Oregon State University Valley

Library also has a collection of later telephone books.

Maps

Maps of many types were located and examined as a part of this research in

regards to the Copeland site. The first set of maps examined was Sanbom Fire

Insurance maps. Sanbom Fire Insurance maps are detailed maps of a city that show in

great detail the streets, buildings and houses located within a city. The Sanborn maps
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show the development of Corvallis and record the dwellings and businesses that were

located on each block within the City of Corvallis through time. Sanborn maps are

available for the city of Corvallis for the years 1884, 1888, 1890, 1895, 1912 and

1927. The Sanborn maps are located at the Oregon State University Valley library in

the Map collection. The Oregon State University Valley library also has other

historical maps of Corvallis. While these historical maps are in the computerized

catalog the best way to look up these historical maps is to use the old card catalog. The

library has more maps than are listed in the computerized catalog.

The Department of Engineering and Public Works located in Corvallis at City

hail was visited to examine their maps regarding various public work projects that

occurred in the vicinity of the Copeland site. Some of these maps were helpful since

they showed details relating to how the construction of these projects and had an

impact on the site. The maps of constructions projects in the vicinity of the Copeland

site included the installation of sidewalks and the replacement of water mains.

Problems were encountered at the Department of Engineering and Public Works in

trying to find these maps. Maps and other documents relating to public work projects

are cataloged in eight different cataloging systems. In addition, not all information is

cataloged and different descriptions are used for the same document in different

catalogs. Documents relating to early public work projects such as the installation of

the first water pipes and electrical lines are thought to exist but their exact location is

unknown.



Oral Histories

Oral histories were located and examined for potential information regarding

the Copeland site. The Benton County Historical Society has oral histories that were

collected for a Works Project Administration (WPA) project during the Depression.

These oral histories included interviews with pioneers and their descendents from

Corvallis. An oral history was found that mentioned First Street and the residential

houses.

Photographs

Historic photographs and aerial photographs were located and examined.

12

Unfortunately, there are no known historic photographs of the Copeland site except for

a photograph showing the interior of the Horning Brothers machine shop. The water

tower located on Adams and First Street was a popular place to take bird eye view

photos of Corvallis. However, no photographs of the Copeland site were found. There

are many historic photographs of Second Street and other areas of Corvallis. The

Benton County Historical Society, The Oregon State University Valley Library

archives and the Oregon State Historical Society all have historic photographs of

Corvallis.
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Aerial photographs were examined. Most of these aerial photographs are from

the I 930s, '40s and 'SOs. They show the buildings and activities that may have been

occurring on the Copeland site. The University of Oregon Knight Library has a very

good aerial photograph collection of the Willamette Valley and the Corvallis area.

While Oregon State University Valley library does have some aerial photographs of

Corvallis the University of Oregon's collection is recommended due the volume of

photographs they have.

Archaeological Field Methodology

Prior to subsurface archaeological testing, preliminary research was conducted

using Sanbom maps to determine the location and manner of buildings and "use areas"

on the property (Hébert 2001:3). Michael Rogers conducted a cesium magnetometer

survey in an attempt to find subsurface features that could be compared to the Sanborn

maps and this data were used to guide the placement of test units (Hébert 200 1:8).

The cesium magnetometer survey focused on areas where structures were located

during the early residential period of the Copeland site. Placement of the

archaeological test units was based on three different criteria. First, test units were

placed where the cesium magnetometer survey indicated a subsurface anomaly.

Second, archaeological test units were placed in areas where a historic structure was

noted on the Sanborn maps. Third, test units were placed where both the Sanbom

maps and cesium magnetometer survey indicated the presence of a subsurface feature

(Hébert 2001:8) (Figure 2.3). A total of twelve test units were laid out. Each test unit

was one meter by two meters in area and given a numerical designator.
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Figure 2.3: Redrawn 1884 Sanbom map showing test unit distribution.
Adapted from Hébert 2001. Test unit location is noted by triangles.

During the course of the field school the grid system was changed twice.

Michael Rogers laid out the first grid system to conduct the cesium magnetometer

survey. Michael Rogers laid out the grid using plat north and followed the orientation

of the fence that surrounded the site on all sides (Rogers 2001:2). At the start of the

field school it was decided to use Rogers's grid system. After laying out test units 1,

6, 9, 10 and 12 on the original grid it was decided by the field staff to change the lay
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out of the grid system. The second grid system was laid out using true north. The

remaining test units 2, 3,4,5,7,8 and 11 are laid out on the second grid.

Once the test pits had been laid out, excavators removed a layer of sterile

overburden consisting mainly of gravel and blacktop. The overburden was not an

excavation considered level and varied in depth for each test unit. According to the

field notes, level 1 began as soon as cultural material was encountered below the

overburden. All subsequent levels were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm intervals of

depth. Artifacts were recovered in quarter inch mesh screens and were placed in level

bags. It was noted in the field report that not all units were dug to sterile soil due to

time limitations but were still producing historic artifacts up to their termination

(Hébert 2001:11). The field school students were assigned to a test unit and recorded

information from their work in a field notebook. The students created stratigraphic

profile drawings of all test units with the exception of test unit 3 and test unit 11.

Descriptive terminology was not consistently applied among the profile drawings.

Thus, stratigraphic layers shared among test units are described differently making

inter unit correlations a challenge.

Archaeological Lab Methodology

After the artifacts were placed in level bags they were sent to the field lab

where they were sorted into categories, cleaned, and cataloged. Artifacts were both

cataloged individually and cataloged in bulk. For example, multiple artifacts such as

nails and glass fragments from the same test unit and level were commonly counted,

placed in an artifact bag and given one catalog number. After the completion of the

archaeological field school, the cleaning and cataloging of the artifacts stopped and the
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artifacts (both cataloged and uncataloged) were stored in the OSU Department of

Anthropology archaeology lab. In the fall of 2002, the remaining artifacts that had not

been cataloged were cleaned and cataloged. The cleaning, cross mending and

cataloging of the artifacts was finished by the author in the spring of 2003.

The Copeland site was excavated and the artifacts cataloged prior to the site

receiving a Smithsonian trinomial number. The artifacts were labeled according to the

site name initials, the unit number and catalog number. Example CP (Copeland

Project) 2 (Unit 2)il (catalog number) would be the catalog number CP 2-11.

Artifacts that had been cataloged in the field had their level indicated on them. Once

the artifacts were cataloged in the lab the level was not written on the artifacts due the

fact this information was already recorded in the artifact catalog. After the artifacts

were cataloged they were divided into functional categories using Sprague's

Functional Typology (Sprague 1980) (Appendix 1).

Under this approach artifacts are placed into a typology based on primary

function of the artifact instead of artifact's material.

For example metal, bone and ceramic buttons are all placed in the functional

category of fasteners under clothing. Commenting on this approach Brauner notes,

I prefer a classificatory scheme, which attempts to
reflect some degree of cultural rea4ity. Unlike the dilemma of
prehistoric archaeology this is a task, which is quite realistic for
historic sites archeology. A classificatory scheme based as
much as possible on function and secondarily on material and
morphology seems much more appropriate (Brauner 1979:129).

Identifying the function of artifacts, dates of manufacture and examining the

context in which these artifacts are found allow conclusions to be drawn regarding the

Copeland site. Once the artifacts had been placed in the typology they were then
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described in detail in Appendix 2, which deals with the artifact descriptions.

Descriptions of Artifacts follow the outline of Sprague's Functional Typology and all

artifacts are described using the written word and measurements. The dates of

manufacture, when known, are included.
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORICAL SETTING

Environment

In 1843, American settlers began to arrive in the Willamette Valley. These

American settlers were attracted to western Oregon by the promise of fertile land for

farming and fully expected to arrive in an unoccupied landscape, claim a portion of

land and begin farming. What they encountered was a valley that was already

occupied by the Kalapuya Indians, Hudson's Bay Company's employees, retired fur

traders and missionaries.

The Willamette Valley is 100 miles long and 20 to 30 miles wide (Bowen

1978:6). Before agricultural conversion, grasslands cover the valley floor. The edges

of the valley are dominated by oak savanna (Quercus savanna). The oak savanna

turned into forests of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), with increased elevation on

the slopes of the Coast range and Cascades Mountains. The Willamette Valley was

"rolling prairie" that had been managed by the Kalapuya through annual burning

practices (Dicken and Dicken 1979:35; Fagan 1885 :229; Gallagher 1993:2). These

annual burns cleared the valley and made farming easier for settlers. As the white

settlers arrived and began to displace the Kalapuya, the annual bums stopped and the

land naturally began to revert to Douglas fir forests (Dicken and Dicken 1979:35).

Temperature climate in Western Oregon the settlers encountered was a mild

one. The winter months were rainy and the rainfall averaged between 40 and 50

inches. Temperatures averaged 4.4 degrees Celsius (40 degrees Fahrenheit) in the

winter and 18.8 degrees Celsius (66 degrees Fahrenheit) in the summer (Littlefield

1997:15; Balster and Parsons 1968:1)
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Prior to the arrival of American settlers, the northern Willamette Valley was

settled by retired Hudson Bay fur trappers and their families beginning in the early

1830s (Bowen 1978:53). The first American settlers arrived in 1843 and claimed land

in the northern Willamette Valley. As more American settlers arrived in Oregon they

found that the northern Willamette Valley was already settled and that open land for

settlement could be found farther south in the valley. White settlement reached the

mouth of the Mary's River in 1845 (Fagan 1885:323; Gallagher 1993:6). The junction

of the Mary's River and the Willamette River was an attractive place to settle since the

Willamette River was the main transportation route.

The landscape of the Corvallis area prior to Euroarnerican settlement consisted

of a mix of Douglas fir, Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia), cottonwood (Populus

trichocarpa), oak (Quercus garryana), alder (Alnus rhombUblia), willow (Salix

fluviatilis) and big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum). The under story vegetation would

have consisted of Oregon grape (Berberis nervosa), salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis),

elderberry (Sam bucus arborescens), and cascara (Rhamnus purshiana,)(Gallagher

1993). Corvallis is located in the Willamette Valley between the Coastal mountains to

the west and the Cascade Mountains to the east. The Benton County Almanac notes

that the city of Corvallis was settled on a plateau, "that is one and half miles wide,

entirely above high water" (Benton County Almanac 1874).
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Native Settlement

Prior to the arrival of Euro American settlers, Native Americans occupied the

Willamette Valley. The Kalapuya were the original occupants of the Willamette

Valley and it is believed that the Kalapuya lived in small bands throughout the valley

(Cultural Resource Inventory 1980:16). Based on ethnographic evidence, the

Kalapuya language was divided into three different dialects (Jacobs 1945:7). The

Kalapuya that lived in the Corvallis area belonged to the Santiam (ha'lpam) dialect

group (Jacobs 1945:7).

The Kalapuya were decimated by smallpox and other epidemics prior to the actual

arrival of white settlers in Oregon Territory. These outbreaks can be attributed to the

Spanish and other explorers who explored the Washington and Oregon coast. In the

1780s a smallpox epidemic broke out along the Northwest coast and in 1829-1830

there was a malaria outbreak (Cultural Resource Inventory 1980:18; Gallagher

1993:3). These epidemics would have had an affect on all aspects of life and the social

and economic structures of the Kalapuya as a group would have been affected. The

Kalapuya that the settlers encountered would have been affected by the epidemics.

The majority of the Kayapuya winter villages were located along the tributaries that

fed into the Willamette River. Each village was considered to be an independent

economic, cultural and political group (Gallagher 1993 :2 Jacobs 1945:145).

The accounts of early explorers and settlers note that the Kalapuya appeared to

be a "wandering" group since the explorers and settlers did not considered the shelters

and winter villages of the Kalapuya to be permanent. Since the Kalapuya moved

around in the summer they constructed what have been described as windbreak
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shelters. In the winter months the Kalapuya dug shelters into the ground and covered

the top with fir bark and dirt (Cultural Resource Inventory 1980; Jacobs 1945:39).

The Corvallis area is known to have a least two Kalapuya occupation sites. The

first site is located between Corvallis and Albany and the second known site is in

Pioneer Park near the mouth of the Mary's River (Littlefield 1997:17). There is a

strong possibility that the site in Pioneer Park is the same site that is mentioned as

being used throughout the 19th century (Gallagher 1993:11; Reynolds 1977:32).

While it is possible that there are other Kalapuya sites located along the

Willamette and Mary's River there is no evidence at this time to indicate that there

was a Kalapuya encampment on the Copeland site. There is no historical

documentation to indicate that a Kalapuya site was in this location and excavation

revealed no evidence of a Kalapuya occupation.

Euro American Settlement

In 1811, the Astoria Company established a fort at present day Astoria in

order to trap animals to supply the fur trade market (Dicken and Dicken 1979:53;

Gallagher 1993:4). Fur trappers were in the Willamette Valley by 1812, and by 1814,

fur trappers had arrived in the Corvallis area (Gallagher 1993:4). Missionaries arrived

in the Willamette Valley in 1834 and the first farms established by French Canadians

preceded the missions by five years.

Settlement reached the mouth of the Mary's River in 1 845; only two years

after the first American wagon train had arrived in the Willamette Valley (Gallagher

1993:6). The first settlers to claim land and establish a cabin in the location of what

was to become Corvallis were James L. Mulkey who arrived in the Corvallis area in
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the fall of 1845, and Thomas D. Reeves and Mr. McKissick (Fagan 1885:324;

Gallagher 1993:6). Joseph C. Avery arrived in 1845 from Illinois and claimed 640

acres at the junction of the Willamette and Mary's river. Avery did not stay the winter

but left and came back in the spring of 1846. (Martin 1938; Fagan 1885:324;Gallagher

1993:7; Littlefield 1997:17). In 1846, William Dixon arrived and claimed 640 acres

adjacent to Avery's claim (Figure 3.4)
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Figure 3.4: Map of Corvallis showing the Donation Land Claims (DLC) of
William Dixon and Joseph Avery. Modified 7.5 USGS map.
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In 1848, J.C. Avery went to the gold mines in California and brought back

supplies to establish a store on his claim (Fagan 1885:423). With the discovery of gold

in California, Marysville (Corvallis) was on the route that miners took to reach the

California gold mines. J.C. Avery established a store on his land claim to take

advantage of the demand for supplies and was able to provide the miners with the

supplies they needed. Prior to the establishment of the J.C. Avery's store, supplies

could only be obtained in Oregon City (Gallagher 1993:8). With the establishment of

his store Avery surveyed 12 acres of his land with the intention of making these 12

acres into town lots and selling the lots (Gallagher 1993:8). It was on these town lots

that other commercial businesses developed. Hartless and St. Clair established a

second store, a schoolhouse was erected, and a ferry was established across the

Willamette River (Gallagher 1993:9; Fagan 1885:423). The actual town of Marysville

was not platted until 1851 (Gallagher 1993 :21). It was not unusual to have towns

surveyed and lots sold years before the actual plat maps were filed. The town was

most likely platted because there were already several businesses established and J.C.

Avery had the post office in his store (Gallagher 1993:9). Figure 3.5 shows a drawing

of Corvallis in 1858 and Figure 3.6 shows Main (Second) Street in 1869.
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Figure 3.5: 1858 Drawing of Corvallis, Oregon. (Negative 4300 Courtesy of
Oregon State Historical Society)

1

I4pJ

Figure 3.6: 1869 Corvallis Main Street 1869. (Number 596 Oregon State
University Archives Harriet Collection)
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J.C. Avery and William Dixon both donated more land for the further

development of Corvallis in 1851. Since the Willamette River was one of the main

transportation routes, Corvallis was in a very good position due to its location on the

Willamette River. Corvallis was the head of navigation during low water episodes.

The first steamboat visited Corvallis in 185 1(Littlefield 1997:24; Throckmorton

1961: 161).

Marysville was renamed Corvallis in 1853 since there was another town in

California named Marysville. These two towns were along the same mail route and

often mail intended for Oregon would be sent to the town of Marysvifle in California.

To avoid confusion, the name of Marysville was changed to Corvallis meaning "heart

of the valley" in 1853 (Fagan 1885:425).

The Corvallis plat maps show that the city lots were laid out with the long axis

facing the Willamette River and within the blocks the lots were laid out with the short

side facing the Willamette River (Figure 1.2). Each block was 300 feet wide by 200

feet long with a 14-foot wide alley. The lots within the blocks are 50 feet wide by 100

feet long. There are a total of twelve lots within one block with the exception of

fractional lots located along the banks of the Willamette River. There are only 6 lots in

the fractional blocks. Streets were 80 feet wide. Blocks in each addition were

consecutively numbered starting with the number one. The lots within each block were

numbered 1-12. The numbering of blocks starts over in each addition. For example,

both Avery's first addition and Dixon's addition both have a designated "Block 2".

Streets that ran parallel to the Willamette River were designated numerically. The
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streets that ran perpendicular to the Willamette River were named after United States

presidents beginning with Washington.

J.C. Avery donated a total of three additions to the City of Corvallis. The

Copeland site is located in what is known as Avery's Addition, which was the first

addition that J.C. Avery donated.

Development of Corvallis

The Willamette River played an important role in the development of

Corvallis. Roads were muddy and impassable during the winter months (Dicken and

Dicken 1979; Gallagher 1993:25; Littlefield 1997:21). Steamboats were faster than

traveling by road. Since Corvallis and other river towns used the Willamette River for

transportation of goods these towns developed and shared certain characteristics.

According to Elizabeth Keeler, early Willamette Valley towns were platted in order to

take the best advantage of the river access. These early plats were laid out in a

rectangular shape parallel to the river in order to facilitate access to the river (Keeler

1985:22 1). Within the individual plats, lots were orientated with the short side facing

the river in order to maximize access to the river (Keeler 1985 :228). Since the river

was the main transportation route the steamboat landings became the nucleus of the

town. Stores and warehouses quickly developed around these landings (Keeler

1985:290). In Corvallis the warehouses were located along First Street next to the

river (Figure 3.7). These warehouses held grain, mainly wheat, which was one of the

most profitable crops for farmers (Dicken and Dicken 1979:75-76; Littlefield 1997:25-

26). As the river towns grew, businesses and residents that did not have a need for

steamboat access moved away from the river (Keeler 1985:290). For many years



steamboats were the main carriers of commercial goods. The first steamboat visited

Corvallis in 1851 and steamboats remained a vital form of transportation until the

development of the railroad in the early 1880s (Littlefield 1997:21-28). The upper

portion of the Willamette River was considered to be unnavigable for many years

making Corvallis the head of navigation (Littlefield 1997:24). Steamboat

transportation was important until the 1 880s when the railroad offered serious

competition. Steamboats operated on the Willamette River up to the 1 920s (Reynolds

1977:34-35). There were at least two steamboat landings located along the Corvallis

waterfront. The first landing was located to the south of the VanBuren Bridge the

second was at Fischer's Mills (Littlefield 1997:24). A steamboat landing may also

have been located at the end of Washington Street (Gallagher 1993:58).

Figure 3.7: Corvallis Waterfront circa 1890-1894. (Photo P221:1, Oregon State
University Archives.)



First Street became a warehouse district since steamboat landings were located

along the river. Although some stores and businesses were located on First Street, such

as the T.W. Close Store, Frank W. Brown Store and the Corvallis Brewery, the

majority of the businesses were located on Second Street (Gallagher 1993:28).

The railroad came to Corvallis in 1879, however it was not until 1885 that a

rail line was placed down First Street to access the warehouses located along the

waterfront (Gallagher 1993:75; Munford 1984; Littlefield 1997:27).

The use of the Copeland site changed throughout the l9 and 2O" centuries

from residential houses to commercial businesses, beginning when the Crawfords sold

lots 1 and 2 to the Oregon Pacific railroad in 1884. Houses remained on lots 1-6 of

Block 2 until the early 1900s, even with the spur line running through the Copeland

site and railroad tracks built down First Street facilitating the needs of the warehouses.

Dwellings were located on both the platted lots and the fractional river lots along the

riverbank of the Willamette. In a WPA interview, Martha Huston states, "When I was

a girl our home in Corvallis was on the river front near First and Adams Streets. That

is all the manufacturing district now, but there were many fine homes along the

Willamette in those days" (Huston in Aukerman 1939).
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CHAPTER 4: HISTORY OF SETTLMENT ON BLOCK 2: AVERY'S
ADDITION

In order to understand the Copeland site and the different uses that occurred

over time, the history of the site must be reconstructed. Block 2 has a total of 6 lots

measuring 100 feet by 50 feet. For ease of understanding and clarity, I have divided

the lots into ownership units and will trace their history and reconstruct their

individual historical landscapes through time.

LOTS 1-2

Prior to 1858, lots 1-2 on Block 2 within Avery's Addition changed hands

rapidly. The Benton County tax assessment records show that J.C. Avery owned lots 1

and 2 until 1851 when they were sold to a Bailey (illegible first name in the tax

record). These lots where valued at $80 with improvements on Bailey's land claims at

$700 (BCTA 1851). In 1852, the tax assessment records show that E.E. Taylor a

stonemason and carpenter owned lots 1 and 2 (BCTA 1852; Gallagher 1993:55). It is

likely a house was built on lots 1 and 2 as the Benton County tax record has the word

"house" written next to the lot numbers (BCTA 1852). In 1853, the property was

owned by John Lewis and a year later in 1854 John Lewis was listed as deceased. At

the time of his death the value of the property was $500 (BCTA 1853,1854).

The deed records for these lots began in 1 855 and the property changes hands

on a yearly basis until 1858 when Isaac Moore sold lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 to Daniel

Nicholson (BCDR 1858: B32). The deed records are incomplete and the next record

shows that in 1866 Andrew Roberts sold lots 1, 2 and 3 to William Preston (BCDR

1866:G562). William Preston owned lots 1,2 and 3 until 1875 when he sold all three

lots to Nathaniel P. Briggs. William Preston and Nathaniel Briggs were business
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partners and blacksmiths (BCDR, 1875: Ll0; U.S. Census 1860). Nathaniel P. Briggs

owned lots 1, 2 and 3 for four years and then sold the lots to his daughter Viola

Crawford in 1879 (BCDR 1879:N10). Viola Crawford was married to William

Crawford, a jeweler in Corvallis. According to the 1880 census records the Crawford's

lived somewhere along First Street (U.S. Census 1880). At some point a second house

was constructed on lot 3. The Crawfords lived in one of these houses while building a

house on Adams Street (Corvallis Cultural Resource Inventory Form 1993). In 1884,

the Crawfords sold lots 1 and 2, including the house, to the Willamette Valley and

Corvallis Railroad Company for $3,000 (BCDR 1 884:U78). That same year the

Crawfords sold lot 3 with its house to Louisa Renz a woman with several children for

$900 (BCDR 1884: R390). The first house that was located on lots 1 and 2 is not

shown on the 1884 Sanbom map but the map notes that a two-story frame dwelling

was located on the lots (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Redrawn 1884 Sanborn map showing dwellings and outbuildings
on the Copeland site. Only lots 3-6 are shown.

Sometime between 1884 and 1888, the Oregon Pacific Railroad (formerly the

Willamette Valley and Coast Railroad Company) constructed a spur through the

property. In 1880, the Willamette Valley and Coast Railroad Company was

reorganized and renamed the Oregon Pacific Railroad (Gallagher 1993:68; Martin
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1938: VI:1). A house was shown on the 1888, 1890, 1895, 1912 Sanbom maps next to

the spur (Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11).

By examining the Sanborn maps, changes to the house and outbuildings on lots

1 and 2 are noted. The 1888 Sanborn map shows the house with outbuildings located

at the back of the lot. The spur divides the house from the shed, stable and privies. In

1890, the house appears to be unchanged. In 1895, the house has an attached shed and

only the stable remains out of all of the outbuildings (Figure 4.10). The shed was

likely attached to the house since the railroad spur spilt the lot diagonally separating

the original outbuildings from the house. The 1912 map shows this house along with

the stable as being the only residential structures left on the half block (Figure 4.11).

Between 1912 and 1927, the house and stable have been removed and a concrete and

lumber storage shed was constructed (Figure 4.12). The railroad no longer ran down

Washington Street and while the railroad spur was shown on the 1927 map, it was no

longer in use. The house located on lots 1 and 2 was the longest standing house on the

half block. Since the railroad acquired the property the house was most likely used as

a rental. No documents after 1884 have been found relating to the house and it has

been difficult to determine whom the occupants of the house might have been. The

1907 telephone book indicates that there were several residences located along

Washington and First Street (Independent Telephone Company 1907). The addresses

of the houses are not given; instead the phone book gives a general location of where

houses were located. There are several possibilities as to who might have occupied

that house. In 1907, a D.C. Montgomery had a residence at First and Washington,

C.W. Thrasher had a residence at First and Washington and a Henry Wortham had a
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residence at First near Washington (Independent Telephone Company 1907). Any one

of these people could have lived in this house. By 1910, none of these people are listed

in the phone book (Independent Telephone Company 1910). Lots 1 and 2 remained in

railroad ownership, first the Oregon Pacific Railroad and later the Southern Pacific

Railroad. Even though the Southern Pacific Railroad retained ownership of lots 1 and

2 aerial photographs show that the J.W. Copeland Yard (Copeland Lumber) used lots

1 and 2 for lumber storage during its years of operation 1924-1999 (Figure 4.13).

Copeland Lumber used lots 1 and 2 until the Benton County Historical Society bought

the lots in 1999.
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Figure 4.9: Redrawn 1888 Sanborn map showing dwellings, out buildings and
railroad spur on Copeland site. (Oregon State University Map Collections)
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Figure 4.10: Redrawn 1895 Sanborn map showing dwellings, outbuildings and
railroad spur on Copeland site. (Oregon State University Map Collections)
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Figure 4.13: 1936 Aerial Photo of Corvallis. Copeland site is circled (University
of Oregon Aerial Photo Collection)
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LOT3

Until 1884, the history of lot 3 is combined with lots I and 2. A house was

constructed at some point between 1850 and 1884. In 1884, Louisa Renz (Reny)

bought the house from the Crawford's (BCDR 1884: R390). The 1884 Sanbornmap

shows a shed attached to the house with a one-story stable directly behind the house

(Figure 4.8). In 1886, Louisa Renz sold a 15-foot right of way to the O.P.R.R.

(Oregon Pacific RailrOad) in order to facilitate the railroad spur. The 1888 Sanbom

map shows that the one-story stable had been removed from the property with the shed

still attached to the house (Figure 4.9). The 1890 and 1895 Sanborn maps shows the

dwelling located on lot 3 and does not show any outbuildings that might be associated

with the house. It is possible that Lousia Renz shared outbuildings with the house

located on lots 1 and 2. Louisa Renz owned the property until her death in 1902. Her

heirs sold the property to J.H Wortham for $200.00 in gold coin (BCDR 1902:42-

155). The 1907 telephone directory lists a Henry Wortham whose residence is on First

Street near Washington Street (Independent Telephone Company 1907). J.H

Wortham owned the house until 1910 when he sold the property to J.J. Howser

(BCDR 1909:50-124). Looking at the Sanborn maps (1884, 1888, 1890, 1895) there

appears to be little change to the house. It is possible that the house was present until

1910 and that J.H. Wortharn lived in the house until he sold it in 1910. By 1912, the

house is no longer on lot 3 (Figure 4.11). In 1913, Edward and Ida Nichols purchased

lot 3 (BCDR 58:217). In 1922, the Nichols sell lot 3 to B.F. and Mary Bier (BCDR

89:362). It is not known what the property was used for between 1913 and 1922.

When the Bier's bought lot 3 they were the proprietors of Corvallis Soda Works.
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Corvallis Soda Works is listed as being in business from 1909 to 1938 (Fowler

1981:22). A Soda Bottling plant that was located on lot 3 is shown on the 1927

Sanborn map (Figure 4.12). It appears that Corvallis Soda Works had several different

addresses in Corvallis. From 1909 to 1911 the Corvallis Soda Works address is 648 S.

Second Street. In 1911, the address is 315 Third St (Fowler 1981:22). After 1912, no

address is given for Corvallis Soda Works until the 1924 telephone book, which lists

the address as 424 South First Street. Sometime between 1912 and 1924, the Corvallis

Soda Works moved to lot 3. The 1927 Sanborn map shows the Soda bottling plant

located on lot 3 along with a lime and cement storage building. The J.N. Copeland

Yards acquired the property in 1936 and used lot 3 for lumber storage (BCDR 1936

87:347).

LOTS 4, 5 and 6

Lots 4, 5 and 6 are the last unit of property in the half block. Tax assessment

records show that in 1850 John Thomas owned lots 5 and 6. It is not recorded who

owned lot 4 but it is noted in the tax assessment record that lot 4 was "not returned by

owner" meaning that the owner had not paid the tax assessed on the lot (BCTA 1850).

The deed records for lots 4,5 and 6 are incomplete until 1859. In 1859 Walter

McFarland acquired lots 4 and 5 from J.L. Coombs and lot 6 from J. C Avery (BCDR

1859:E 224; BCDR 1859:E 336). It is unknown as to when the house was constructed

on these lots. Walter McFarland acquired the property in 1859 and owned it until

1873. In June of 1859, the marriage between Walter McFarland and Sarah Spencer,

the youngest daughter of Nicholas Spencer of Linn County, was announced in the

Oregon Union (Oregon Union June 1859). It is possible that Walter McFarland
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bought these lots in preparation of his marriage to Sarah Spencer. The 1860 census

lists Walter McFarland as a tinsmith and newspaper advertisements show that Walter

McFarland had a shop located along Second Street in a fire proof building (Corvallis

Gazette April 18th
1868; U.S. Census 1860). Walter McFarland owned lots 4, 5 and 6

until 1873, when he and his wife Sarah McFarland got divorced (BCDR 1873: J296;

Corvallis Gazette July 19th1, 1873). The deed records show that after the divorce the

property was sold to James Bayley in 1873 (BCDR 1873: J296). Between 1873 and

1880 there is no information on the property. In 1880, Sarah McFarland sold the lots

to her daughter Winnie McFarland (BCDR 1880: N14). Three months later, Winnie

McFarland sold the lots to H.B. Springer (BCDR 1880: N14). Two years later in 1882,

Sarah Fisher formerly Sarah McFarland and her daughter Winnie had again acquired

the property and sold it to John and Susan Rickard (BCDR 1882: Q235). The 1884

Sanborn map shows the dwelling located on lots 5 and 6 with a shed to the side of the

house and two privies at the back of the lots. A two-story stable was located at the

back of lot 4 (Figure 4.8). By1888, the stable had been removed and the 1890 and

1895 Sanborn maps show that a new stable was apparently rebuilt in the same location

(Figure 4.10).

The Rickards owned the property until 1908 when C.L. Baker and R.F. Baker

bought it for $1300 and, that same year, sold the property to W.A. Wells for $10

(BCDR 1908: 48-336, 48-337). W.A. Wells sold the property to Marshall Miller

(BCDR 1911: 43-448). It is likely the house was removed from the property between

1908 to 1911. W.A. Wells and Marshall Miller were well-known house movers in

Corvallis (Gallagher 1993:72).



In 1911, Marshall Miller sold the property to Levi Mellon who was one of the

owners of the Concrete Construction Company. The 1912, Sanborn map shows that

the dwelling had disappeared and lots 4, 5 and 6 are occupied by Mellon and Gendron

Contractors and Builders (Concrete Construction Company). A machine and concrete

manufacturing building, a block storage building and a storage structure were located

on these lots (Figure 11). In 1912, Levi Mellon sold the property to A.F. Finley, C.L.

Jamison and L.C. Rulifson (BCDR, 1912: 54-298). Looking through the deed records

it is apparent that the Concrete Construction Company was having financial

difficulties. In 1917, the property was foreclosed on and Levi Mellon bought the

property back from the sheriff (BCDR 1917:62-531).

In the 1913 business directory, Concrete Construction Company location is at

First Street on the SW Corner of Adams Street. The historical documents reveal that

Concrete Construction Company was only in business for seven years. With the

decline of the Concrete Construction Company the property changed hands.

Levi Mellon sold lots 4, 5 and 6 to Robert Elliot in 1917 (BCDR 1917:63:52).

In 1921, Robert Elliot sold lots 5 and 6 to Joe Francis who turned around and sold the

lots to Axel G. Stonewall (BCDR 1921:72-9). Lot 4 had several owners and was

finally sold to the J.W. Copeland Yards in 1934 (BCDR 1934: 89-362).

In 1922, lots 5 and 6 where sold to Axel Stonewall (BCDR 1922:72-9). Axel

Stonewall is listed in the 1922-1923 Polk Business Directory as operating the

Corvallis Blacksmith and Machine shop. The address is given at First and Adams. In

1923, Stonewall sold lots 5 and 6 to James Horning (BCDR 1923:72-305). In 1925,

lots 5 and 6 were divided in half horizontally. The Hornings retained ownership of the



East 65 1/2 feet of the lots and C.W. Altman owned the other 65 1/2 feet of lots 5 and 6

(BCDR 1925: 75-283; BCDR 1925: 76-91). Looking at the 1927 Sanborn map, lots 5

and 6 have a car garage, a blacksmith shop and a machine shop (Figure 4.11). C.W.

Altman owned the Farmers & Merchant Motor Transport Inc. and it is possible that

the garage was part of the Farmers & Merchant Motor Transport Inc. (Probate Journal

35:140). The Horning Brother's Blacksmith Shop was located on part of lots 5 and 6

and the address was 114 Adams Street. Figure 14 is an undated photo of the interior of

the Horning Brother's Blacksmith shop. James Horning died September 1932. It is

possible that James Homing lived in one on the houses located on Block 2 his obituary

notes that he was born within 100 ft of his blacksmith shop (Gazette Times September

1932). In 1934, Adam Homing sold the property to Joe Francis who continued

operating a blacksmith and welding shop at 114 Adams until the 1950s (BCDR

1934:86-561; Maxson's Corvallis Directory 1934:76). The deed records become

confusing with the transfer of the property to Joe Francis. A City of Corvallis map

from 1951 shows that lots 5 and 6 had been divided into fourths (Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.14: Undated photo of Horning Brother's Blacksmith and Machine Shop.
Number 288-C, Courtesy of Oregon State Historical Society
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Figure 4.15: Redrawn 1951 City of Corvallis parking map-showing structures
located on Copeland site. Railroad spur is shown.
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CHAPTER 5: MIDDLE RANGE THEORY AND SITE INTEGERITY

Middle Range Theory

In order to place the Copeland site in an historical context and to understand

the information gained from the excavation, the integrity of the Copeland site will be

examined. Middle range theory will be used to place the archaeological record in a

framework to understand the past cultural activities that took place on the Copeland

site.

Middle range theory is used to connect the past with the present (Binford 1983

Johnson 2000:49). In essence, the archaeological record is found in the present but it is

considered to be a reflection of the actions, interactions and choices humans made in

the past (Binford 1987; Johnson 2000:49; Leone and Crosby 1987:397 and Trigger

1995:451). Middle range theory employs logical frameworks to interpret the cultural

behaviors associated with archaeological patterns. These logical frameworks can

include the use of analogy when human actions in the present can be examined to

understand past human behavior and how it is reflected in the archaeological record

(Johnson 2000:50). According to Trigger, "The goal of middle-range theory is not to

explain human behaviour but to infer it from material remains recovered from

archaeological context" (Trigger 1995:450). Within historical archaeology human

behavior can be inferred not only from the material remains recovered but also from

the historical documents relating to the site (Leone and Crosby 1987:402).

To bridge the gap between the past cultural actions that occurred on the

Copeland site and the archaeological record found in the present, historical documents
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and artifacts were employed as two independent sources of data that could link the

past actions on the Copeland site to the artifact assemblage.

To understand the past human actions that took place on the Copeland site

historical documents relating to the people, residences and businesses were examined.

It is known that the site had three houses located on it circa 1852 to the mid-1900s.

The use of the site changed in the mid- 1 900s from residential to commercial

businesses. The Copeland site had a lumber and concrete storage shed, a soda bottling

plant, the Concrete Construction Company, a blacksmith and a machine shop located

on it during the commercial period. Knowing the ways in which the Copeland site was

used through time and the identification of the artifacts recovered from the Copeland

site, the nature and changing patterns of human behavior can be inferred.

Integrity and the Copeland site

The concept of integrity as it is related to archaeological sites is based on the

premise that an undisturbed site is better able to answer research questions than a site

whose temporal and spatial aspects have been compromised (Conaty 198 1:191;

Glassow 1977:4 15; Wilson 1990:54). All archaeological sites have been disturbed to

some degree through cultural and natural activities. The creation of the archaeological

record is formed by two main factors known as cultural formation processes and

natural formation processes (Schiffer 1987:7). Cultural formation processes are human

activities that affect artifacts and the archaeological record such as recycling of

building materials and the plowing of fields. In addition, the activities of

archaeologists through excavation, and analysis of the artifacts disturb and alter the

archaeological record. Natural formation processes are non-human activities that



affect the archaeological record such as rodent burrows and flooding (Schiffer

1987:7). These forces both cultural and natural are constantly affecting the

archaeological record and the preservation of artifacts within the archaeological sites

(Schiffer 1987:7; Wildesen 1982:55). The integrity of an archaeological site relates to

the context in which the material remains are discovered and the condition of the site

(King 2002:155).

Site formation processes have the potential to adversely affect the integrity of

an archaeological site. According to Wildesen, "...transfer and removal of artifacts,

without alteration, affects the integrity of the site, and the validity of the cultural

inferences based on artifact locations or descriptions" (Wildsen 1982:55).

In order to determine the physical integrity of an archaeological site several

considerations must be taken into account. These considerations include site

formation processes that have affected the site, distribution and identification of

artifacts and the stratigraphy of the site all must be examined and identified to

determine the physical integrity of the site (Schiffer 1987; Thorns 2004:75).

Evaluating the site formation processes and depositional alterations of the

Copeland site will determine if the character of the site has been significantly altered

that the cultural behaviors of residential and commercial usage cannot be recognized

in the archaeological record. If the site is disturbed to the extent that past cultural

behaviors cannot be seen in the archaeological record then the physical integrity of the

site would be disturbed.
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The questions that an archaeological site can answer depend on the

physical integrity of the site. Wildesen states,

In the context of modern archaeological resource conservation
and management, it is the integrity of the site, its potential for
answering significant research questions, and its susceptibility
to damage as the direct or indirect result of human activity that
are crucial for decision making (Wildesen 1982:55-56).

While determining the significance of an archaeological site is tied to its

physical integrity, a disturbed site that is deemed to have little archaeological integrity

can still provide answers to some research questions and can still be considered to be

an be an important source of information (Dickens and Bowen 1980: 42; Talmage et.

al. 1977:2). Archaeologists working within cities and urban areas raise the point that

the majority of urban archaeological sites, have been disturbed to some degree due to

their location in areas of intensive use (Dickens and Bowen 1980:42). According to

Staski (1982: 127), "Obviously disturbed sites should not be ignored or assumed to be

places of little or no scientific significance. This point is particularly salient for the

urban archaeologist, who is working in an environment of current and sometimes

intensive use". Hardstey (1990:48) in his work on western mining sites where the

physical integrity of sites can be greatly disturbed states, "But integrity is not an

absolute and must be related to the formation and structure of particular site types".

The majority of American archaeology is conducted within the realm of

cultural resource management (CRM) and federal laws have been enacted to protect

these cultural resources (Hardesty and Little 2000:7; King 1998:2). The most

significant federal law that has had an affect on archaeological sites is the National



Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). Under the National Historic Preservation Act

(NHPA), archaeological sites must have significance to be placed on the National

Register of Historic Sites (King 1998, 2002; Hardesty and Little 2000:11).

To determine significance of an archaeological site one of these four criteria of

the National Historic Preservation Act must be met:

A) That are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history;
B) That are associated with the lives of persons significant in
our past;
C) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period,
or method of construction, or that represent the work of a
master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represented
the works of a master
D) That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history (36 CFR 60.4).

It is under criteria D that the significance of most archaeological sites is

determined; however if a site has been "completely" excavated it is no longer eligible

under criteria D (Hardesty and Little 2000:37). Integrity of an archaeological site is

also determined by the NHPA. The NHPA considers integrity to include, "integrity of

location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association" (National

Register 1991:44-48).

The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) states that the eligibility and

significance of archaeology sites are determined in regards to actions that might affect

the archaeological sites (King 1998). Even though the Copeland site is on private

property it is a registered archaeological site with the Oregon State Historical

Preservation Office. If federal funding will be used to construct the Benton County
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Historical Museum then the Benton County Historical Society will be affected by the

NHPA and the Oregon State Historical Preservation Office will need to be consulted.

In order to evaluate the archaeological integrity of the Copeland site its

physical integrity will be examined to see if its physical integrity has been

compromised by the many activities that took place there. If disturbance did occur, the

potential that further information might be gained from the Copeland site will be

determined,

The results of the 2001 OSU archaeological field school's preliminary testing

indicates that the Copeland site retains a subsurface archaeological record. The

construction of the future Benton County Historical Society Museum has the potential

to affect the archaeological record of the Copeland site.

What does the historical record tell us about the Copeland site?

The historical documents relating to the Copeland site indicate that the site is a

multi-component site. By 1852, the first of three houses was located on the Copeland

site. The residential period of the Copeland site began as early as 1852 and lasted to

the mid 1900s. The Crawfords owned the first house located on lot 1 and 2 from 1879

to 1884 when they sold the property to the railroad. After 1884, no information was

able to be located regarding the occupants of this house. The second house located on

lot 3 was also owned by the Crawfords and was sold to Louisa Renz in 1884. Louisa

Renz is the longest occupant of any of the residents on the Copeland site. Louisa Renz

owned the property from 1884 until her death in 1902. The third house is located on

lots 4 and 5. Walter McFarland and his family owned the property and most likely

occupied the house from 1859 to 1873. After Walter McFarland the house had several



owners but the actual occupants are unknown. Following the residential period the use

of the Copeland site changed to commercial industrial businesses and was used for a

variety of different purposes. Lots I and 2 had a lumber storage shed, lot 3 had a soda

bottling plant and later a lumber storage shed. Lots 4, 5 and 6 had the Concrete

Construction Company, a blacksmith shop, a machine shop and a car garage.

Since the Copeland site is a multi-component site it is expected that the artifact

assemblage recovered will contain artifacts relating to both the residential and

commercial periods of the site. The domestic assemblage is expected to consist of

items that can be associated with the residential occupation such as ceramics, faunal

remains, buttons and other artifacts that are consistent with domestic assemblages. It is

known that children were present in at least two of the houses on the Copeland site

and it is possible that the presence of children can be identified in the artifact

assemblage.

The commercial period of the Copeland site is the most recent occupation and

it is expected that artifacts relating to the commercial period will heavily dominate the

artifact assemblage. Evidence relating to the construction of the commercial

businesses on the Copeland site is expected to be found in the archaeological record.

Construction activities that took place on the Copeland site are likely to have disturbed

the archaeological record to some degree but the stratigraphic sequence of cultural

occupation at the site is expected to reveal information regarding the changes the

Copeland site underwent during the 1 9th and 2O Century.



CHAPTER 6: DESCRIPTIVE ARCHAEOLOGY, BLOCK 2, AVERY'S
ADDITION

The goal of the research design for the Copeland site by the archaeological

field school was to find evidence of "early Corvallis history" (Hébert 2001:1). Test

units were placed in areas on the Copeland site where the Sanborn maps indicated

historic structures and where the cesium magnetometer survey revealed anomalies.

The test units were concentrated on lots 1-3 with only one test unit on lot 5.

The Copeland site is a multi-component site. The artifacts recovered from the

2001 field school include artifacts that are likely associated with both the residential

and commercial period that occurred on the site.

The test units will be discussed relative to their location on the lots since the

lots, over times had coalesced into "units of ownership" (discussed in Chapter 4). Test

units 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11 were placed on lots 1-2 (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). Test

units 1,2, 3,7 and 12 were placed on lot 3 (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). Lots 4, 5 and

6 are the last unit of ownership with test unit 8 located on lotS (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and

6.18). A summary typology by level of the artifacts was completed for the test units on

lots 1-2, the test units on lot 3 and the test unit on lot S. In addition, a table for each

test unit showing levels, the depth below surface, association with layer on profile map

and a brief summary of the artifacts was completed by the author.
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Figure 6.18: Redrawn 1927 Sanborn map with railroad spur. Adapted from
Hébert 2001. Test units are represented by a dot with the numerical designator for
each test unit.
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Stratigraphy
As field school students finished excavation of the test units, profile maps were

completed with the exception of test units 11 and 3. Each student described the layers

of soil within their profile maps using differing terminology. These profile maps have

been redrawn in Adobe Illustrator for the purpose of consistency and clarity. An

attempt has been made to standardize the terminology used by the field school

students by consulting and cross referencing the student field notebooks with the

written descriptions the field school students completed for each profile map. It should

be noted that there are inconsistencies between the fie'd notes and the written

descriptions of the profile maps. These profile maps should not be considered anything

more than a rough guide regarding the stratigraphy of the Copeland site.

Each test unit had an overburden layer containing a mix of asphalt, hardened

soil and gravel. This overburden layer was removed until cultural material was

encountered. Level 1 began with the first appearance of cultural material (Hébert

2001:4). The depth of the overburden varied with each test pit and was considered a

"non-layer" meaning that the depth of the overburden was not designated a numerical

level. For example, the depth of overburden may have been 20 cm but in field notes

and the artifact catalog the depth of level 1 was noted as 0-10 cm. The levels in each

test unit have been correlated with the stratigraphic layers on the profile map.
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Descriptive Archaeology of Lots I and 2

A house and outbuildings were located on lots 1-2 and by 1912, this house is

the only house left on the Copeland site. The construction of the railroad spur divided

the house from the outbuildings. It is unknown if the stable and outbuildings were

used by the occupants after the construction of the railroad spur. By 1927, the house

had been removed from the site. After the house was removed, Copeland Lumber used

lots I and 2 for lumber storage. The 1927 Sanbom map shows lumber storage shed

with a smaller concrete storage adjacent to the lumber shed. The location of the

concrete storage and lumber shed is in the same location of the former stable that was

associated with lots 1 and 2. Seven test units 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 were excavated on

lots 1 and 2 (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18).

A total of 5,212 artifacts were recovered from the seven test units located in

lots 1 and 2. Based on the function and chronology of the artifacts recovered, these

artifacts are likely associated with both the commercial and residential use of the site.

L
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Test Unit 4

Test unit 4 was placed in the east half of lot 2 along a possible fence that

divided the house from the railroad tracks (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). The

overburden for test unit 4 was 10 cm in depth and a total of eight 10 cm arbitrary

levels were excavated. The profile map and artifact summary and stratigraphic

description table show that levels I and 2 are associated with the large round gravel

layer, levels 3 and 4 are associated with the dark clay/sandy clay layer and levels 5-8

are associated with the sandy clay layers (Figure 6.19 and Table 6.1). A detailed

summary typology of the artifacts for test unit 4 was completed and can be found in

tables A.30-A.34 in Appendix III.

Artifacts that can be related to the residential period were recovered throughout

levels 3-6 in test unit 4. Buttons were recovered in level 4 and level 5 contained three

effigy pipe bowl fragments. Fragments of a medical bottle and a porcelain doll

fragment were recovered from level 3. Domestic related items include five ironstone

fragments representing a minimum of three cups were found in levels 4 and 5. One of

the cup fragments is decorated with the flow blue pattern "Montana". This pattern was

manufactured by the Johnson Brothers Ltd Company circa 1883-1913 (Godden

2001:355). The remaining two cup fragments are plain ironstone. Butchered faunal

remains were recovered from levels 3-7 with the majority of faunal remains from

levels 3, 4, 5 and 6. The faunal remains that were recovered consist of sheep, cow and

oyster fragments. The cuts of meat include blade steaks, round steaks and rib cuts.

A total of 12 beverage bottle fragments recovered from level 3. Of these

fragments, one is a base fragment with a Pacific Coast Glass Company maker's mark
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circa 1925-1930 (Toulouse 2000:414). The beverage bottle fragments are likely

associated with the commercial usage of the Copeland site as the residential usage of

the site ended in the mid 1900s.

A total of 135 architectural related artifacts were recovered throughout levels

3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of test unit 4 and can be attributed to the residential and possibly the

commercial activities of the Copeland site. The architecture related artifacts included,

brick fragments recovered from levels 3, 4 and 8, window glass from levels 3, 4 and 5,

round and square nails from levels 2, 3, 4,and 5.

Transportation items found in test unit 4 include a rail road spike was found in

level 4 and can be associated with the railroad spur that ran through the Copeland site.

Within the commerce and industry category included a shotgun cartridge found in

level 2 and six utility pipe fragments found in level 3.
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Figure 6.19: Profile of test unit 4 east wall



Table 6.1: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 4

Levels Depth below Profile layer Artifact Summary
surface by level

Overburden 0-10 cm Gravel Overburden Round nail
1 10-20 cm Large Round Rubber fragments

Gravel
2 20-30 cm Large Round Shot gun casing,

Gravel glass fragments,
nail fragments, wire
fragment

3 3 0-40 cm Dark Clay/ Sandy Ceramic fragments,
Clay glass fragments,

beverage bottle
fragments, canning
jar lid liners, faunal
remains, brick
fragments, utility
pipe fragments,
doll fragment, nail
fragments

4 40-50 cm Dark Clay! Sandy Buttons, belt slide,
Clay canning jar lid

liner, ceramic
fragments, glass
fragments, faunal
remains, nails
fragments,
hardware

5 50-60 cm Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments,
Fillmore pipe
fragments, glass
fragments faunal
remains, nail
fragments

6 60-70 cm Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments,
glass fragments,
faunal remains, nail
fragments, gravel

7 70-80 cm Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments,
faunal remains, nail
fragments

8 80-90 cm Sandy Clay Glass fragment,
brick fragment, nail
fragments
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Test Units 6

Test units 6 and 10 were placed in the southwestern corner of lot 2 where a

shed is indicated on the Sanborn maps (1884, 1888, and 1895). These two test units

were placed here to search for the presence of a privy. Test unit 6 was opened first and

test unit 10 was opened as an extension of test unit 6 to further explore the possible

presence of a privy. After the use of the site changed a storage area for concrete and

lumber shed was located here.

The overburden for test unit 6 was 2 cm in depth and a total of 11 levels were

excavated (Table 6.2). Level 8 was sterile. Levels 1 and 2 were associated with the

gravel overburden layer. Level 3 was associated with the dark clay layer that has

cinder blocks located through out. Levels 3-1 1 were associated with the sandy clay

layer (Figure 6.20 and Table 6.2). The profile map for test unit 6 shows the features

that were uncovered during excavation. The features that were found in test unit 6

indicate the commercial usage of the Copeland site (Figure 6.20). The first feature is

feature 3, which appeared in level 3. Feature 3 has been identified as a post mold

surrounded by cinder blocks and a wood sill (Hébert 2001:17). The second feature is

feature 8 and was found in level 4. Feature 8 was identified as a trench. A non-

functioning utility pipe was found at the bottom of feature 8 in level 11. The yellow

and black fill shown in Figure 19 for test unit 6 is related to feature 8. A detailed

summary typology for test unit 6 was completed and can be found in tables A.35-A.38

in Appendix III.

Artifacts that can be related to the domestic period were found through levels

1-10. Buttons were recovered from levels 3 and 4. Ceramic fragments of both



ironstone and earthenware vessels were recovered from levels 1-7. The majorities of

the ceramics are very fragmentary and were not able to be cross mended. Fragments of

canning jar lid liners found in levels 3, 4 and 5 indicate that residents were preserving

food items. Butchered cow, sheep and chicken bones were recovered in levels 3-10. A

total of 82 chicken remains were recovered and represent a complete chicken. The

cuts of meat represented by the butchered cow and sheep remains include round steak,

pin steak, chuck and foreshank cuts.

The architecture related artifacts recovered from test unit 6 are likely

associated with both the stable and later the lumber storage shed and concrete storage

shed that were located in that area. Level 3 had a total of 70 architectural related

artifacts followed by level 3 at 32 artifacts. Artifacts include window glass recovered

from levels 4 and 5. Round and square nails were recovered from levels 3-10. Screws,

bolts and washers were recovered from levels 3 and 4. Two gun cartridges were

recovered in levels 4 and 5. Test unit 6 did not have any transportation related

artifacts.
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Table 6.2: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 6

Levels Depth Profile layer Summary of artifacts by level
below
surface

Overburden 0-2 cm Gravel None
Overburden

1 2-1 1 cm Gravel Glass fragments, metal fragments
Overburden

2 11-20 Gravel Glass fragment
cm Overburden

Cinderblocks in
Dark
Clay/Feature

3 20-30 Cinderblocks in Fasteners, Ceramic fragments, glass
cm Dark Clay fragments, nail fragments, faunal

Feature remains, hardware, chain link, wire
fragments

4 30-40 Sandy Clay Fasteners, ceramic fragments, canning
cm Features jar lid liner fragments, glass fragments,

nail fragments, cartridge, faunal remains,
unidentified metal

5 40-50 Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments, glass fragments,
cm Features cartridge, nail fragments, faunal remains

6 50-60 Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments, glass fragments,.
cm nail fragments, faunal remains

7 60-70 Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments, sq. nail fragment,
cm faunal remains

8 70-80 Sandy Clay Sterile
cm

9 80-90 Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments, glass fragments, sq
cm nail fragments

10 90-100 Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments, sq. nail fragments,
cm faunal remains

11 100-110 Sandy Clay Abandoned utility pipe feature 8
cm
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Test Unit 10

Test unit 10 was an expansion of test unit 6 and was opened to further

determine if a privy was in this area (Hébert 2001:23). Test unit 10 was placed in what

would have been the interior of the concrete-lumber storage shed. Prior to the concrete

storage and lumber storage shed a stable was located here.

The overburden for test unit 10 is 25 cm in depth and a total of 6 levels were

excavated. Level 1 was associated with the dark clay and sandy clay layer that had

cinder blocks through out. Levels 2-6 were associated with the sandy clay layer. Test

unit 6 and test unit 10 both had a layer of dark clay with cinder blocks found in this

layer (Figure 20 and 21). Due to the variance in overburden depth level 3 in test unit 6

is the same as level 1 in test unit 10. A detailed summary of the artifacts for test unit

10 was completed and can be found in tables A.39-A.43 in Appendix III.

Artifacts that can be related to the domestic usage of the site were recovered

from test unit 10. Test unit 10 had highest amount of buttons and button fragments

found out of all of the test units. Buttons were recovered from levels 1, 2, 4 and 5 and

included "Boss of the Road" buttons commonly found on men's work clothes plain

white "agate" buttons found on both men's and women's clothing. Like test unit 6, the

ceramics and glass fragments recovered from test unit 110 were very fragmentary and

were not able to be cross mended together. The faunal remains recovered for test unit

10 includes 149 chicken bones representing two complete chickens, as well as

butchered cow, sheep and pig remains. The faunal remains were recovered from levels

1-6 and the cuts of meat represented by the butchered remains include blade steaks,

chuck roast and foreshanks.
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A total of 173 architecture related artifacts were recovered from test unit 10.

Architecture related artifacts include hardware such as a fast joint butt recovered in the

overburden and a padlock recovered from level 5. Window glass, round and square

nails as well as screws, nuts and bolts were recovered from levels 1-5. The

architectural artifacts are likely be related to the both the stable and later the lumber

storage shed. A whifule tree coupling from a carriage or wagon was recovered in level

3 and can also be attributed to the structures.

Test units 6 and 10 were specifically placed to find evidence of a privy. Due

the intrusion of the features in test unit 6, and the mixing of artifacts in test unit 10 no

evidence of a privy was found. Both test units have been disturbed due the removal of

the stable and the construction of the lumber storage shed and concrete storage shed.

Gravel Overburden 010 2030

Dark Clay with whole Cinder Blocks

Sandy Clay

Figure 6.21: Profile of test unit 10 south wall
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Table 6.3: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 10

Levels Depth below surface Profile layer Summary of
artifacts by level

Overburden 0-25 Gravel Overburden Stem castor, carriage
and cinderblocks in part, Fast joint butt,
Dark Clay chain link, hardware,

fauna! remains
1 25-35 Cinderblocks in Dark Fasteners, fauna!

Clay and Sandy Clay remains, ceramics
fragments, spoon
fragment, hardware,
glass fragments, nail
fragments, hardware,
concrete fragment,
wire fragments

2 3 5-45 Sandy Clay Fastener, ceramic
fragments, I whole
cross mended bottle,
faunal remains, glass
fragments, hardware,
nail fragments, wire
fragments

3 45-5 5 Sandy Clay Fastener, ceramics
fragments, carriage
part, fauna! remains,
glass fragments, nail
fragments, hardware

4 55-65 Sandy Clay Fastener, canning jar
lid liners fragments,
pocket knife, fauna!
remains, hardware,
nail fragments, glass
fragments, ceramic
fragments

5 65-75 Sandy Clay Fasteners, ceramic
fragments, marble,
hardware, light bulb
base, glass
fragments, fauna!
remains, nail
fragments

6 75-85 Sandy Clay Shotgun shell, glass
fragments, faunal
remains, nail
fragments



Test Unit 7

Test unit 7 was placed in the northwest corner of lot 2 and extends into lot 3.

Test unit 7 was placed where the stable and later a lumber storage shed was located on

lots 1 and 2 (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). The gravel overburden for test unit 7 was 26

cm in depth and 11 levels were excavated (Figure 6.22 and Table 6.4). Level 1 was

associated with the large round gravel layer and the remaining layers are associated

with the dark clay and feature 10.

The profile map for test unit 7 shows a large intrusive pit (feature 10) (Figure

6.22). Feature 10 was discovered in the profile of the north wall of level 4. It is noted

that this feature extended into test unit 7 but no precise measurements are given.

Feature 10 has been identified as a pit (Hébert 2001:27). Field notes indicate that the

soil from feature 10 was darker and softer than the surrounding soil. Bricks, faunal

remains and the stove lid lifter and cast iron pot lid were recovered from level 4 of this

feature and a whole hand-blown aqua bottle was found at the bottom in level 10.

The artifacts recovered from test unit 7 point to both the residential and

commercial aspects of the Copeland site. A detailed summary of the artifacts for test

unit 7 was completed and can be found in tables A.44-A.48 in Appendix III.

Artifacts relating to the domestic usage of the Copeland site were recovered

from test unit 7. Buttons were recovered from levels 3 and 4 along with wine bottle

fragments. Domestic related artifacts include ceramics from levels 1 and 2 and

canning jar lid liner fragments from levels 1, 3 and 4. A cast iron pot lid and a stove

lid lifer were recovered from level 4. Faunal remains recovered from test unit 7

include butchered cow, sheep and pig remains recovered from levels 1-3 as well as
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fauna! remains too fragmentary to be identified recovered from levels 1-5. The cuts of

meat represented but the butchered cow, sheep and pig include round roasts, foreshank

cuts.

Concrete tiles and brick fragments were found through levels 1, 2 and 3. A

total of 100 window glass fragments were recovered from level 1 and level 2 had a

total of4l window g!ass fragments. Nail fragments were recovered throughout levels

1, 2, 3, and 4.

Vehicle parts including a car spindle and 45 rubber tire fragments with a patent

date of 1933 were recovered from level 1.

140
15O

full Overburden Feature 10-Dark Clay Fill

Eli Round Gravel Charcoal Lens ° °

El Clay Fill Lll Sandy Clay

Debris Layer

Figure 6.22: Profile of test unit 7 north wall



Table 6.4: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 7

Levels Depth Profile layer Summary of artifacts by level
below
surface

Overburden 0-26 Gravel None
Overburden

1 26-36 Gravel I clear whole bottle, ceramic fragments,
Overburden/Large canning jar lid liner, glass fragments, car
Round Gravel spindle, car tire fragments (circa 1933)

shot gun shell, metal pencil cap, hardware,
brick, concrete tile, faunal remains

2 36-46 Top of Feature 10 Ceramic fragments, canning jar lid liner
fragment, toy gun part, quill pen tip,
hardware, glass fragments, fauna! remains,
nail fragments, brick, concrete tile

3 46-56 Feature 10 1 clear whole bottle, ceramic fragments,
fasteners, glass fragments, decorative
buckle, concrete tile, brick, canning jar lid
liner fragments, fauna! remains, hardware,
nail fragments

4 56-66 Feature 10 Fastener, cast iron pot lid, stove lifer
handle, nail fragments

5 66-76 Feature 10 Glass fragments, faunal remains, square
fragments

6 76-86 Feature 10 Nail fragments
7 86-96 Feature 10 Glass base fragment
8 96-106 Feature 10 Sterile
9 106-116 Feature 10 Sterile
10 116-126 Feature 10 Whole aqua bottle
11 126-136 Feature 10 Square nail fragment

Test Unit 5

Test units 5 and 11 were placed near the east boundary of lot 2 and are in close

proximity to test unit 4. Test unit 5 was opened first and test unit 11 was opened as an

extension of test unit 5. The overburden for test unit 5 was 20 cm in depth and a total

of six levels were excavated in test unit 5. Levels 1-4 were associated with the dark

clay layer and levels 5-7 are associated with the sandy clay layer. A posthole is seen in

the profile map for test unit 5 (Figure 6.23 and Table 6.5).



Three features were discovered in test unit 5. Feature 6 was discovered in level

6 and was identified as a posthole with the remains of a wood post. Feature 7 was

discovered in level 6 and identified as a post mold. The third feature (feature 11) is

seen in the profile map of south wall for test unit and was identified as a post mold

(Figure 6.23). These postmolds along with the post mold found in test unit 4 are likely

related to a fence that was in the area of test units 4, 5 and 11 during the domestic

usage of the Copeland site. A detailed summary typology of the artifacts for test unit 5

was completed and can be found in tables A.49-A.53 in Appendix III.

The function and chronology of the artifacts recovered from test unit 5 point to

both the domestic and commercial usage of the Copeland site. Personal related

artifacts include S agate buttons recovered from levels 2, 3 and 4. Wine bottle

fragments recovered from levels 2, 3 and 5. Domestic related artifacts include

fragments of an ironstone plate circa 1865-4877 from level 3 that cross mend to

ironstone fragments found in test unit 11. Fragments of a medical bottle with the

writing "Graham/Druggist/Corvallis" embossed on the front were recovered from

level 2. Henry Graham was a druggist in Corvallis during the 1880s and 1890s

(Gallagher 1993: Appendix A; Gentry 1895 :4). A "PLUTO" bottle base circa 1890s-

1920s was recovered from level 2 as well as a United Drug Company medical bottle

circa 1910-1930. A kaolin pipe stem fragment with "Scotland" impressed on the side

was recovered from level 5. The McKinlay Tariff of 1891 required nations importing

items into the United States to indicate the nation that they were from on the product

(Cook 1989:206). A children's marble was recovered from level 3. Butchered cow

remains were recovered from levels 3 and 5. The cuts of meat that are represented by
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the butchered cow remains are round steaks and pin steaks. Test unit 5 was temporally

mixed with Orange Crush bottle fragments from levels 2-4 circa 1930-1932.

A total of 176 artifacts relating to architectural artifacts were recovered from

test unit 5. The majority of architectural artifacts is window glass and nail fragments.

Level 2 had a total of 112 window glass fragments. Nail fragments were recovered

from level 2, 3 and 4 and brick and concrete fragments from levels 3 and 4.

Depth
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Figure 6.23: Profile of test unit 5 south wall
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Table 6.5: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 5

Levels Depth Profile layer Summary of artifacts by level
below
surface

Overburden 0-20 cm Gravel None
Overburden! Top
of Dark Clay

1 20-30 cm Dark Clay Gravel
2 30-40 cm Dark Clay Orange Crush fragments, ceramic fragments,

fastener, hardware, faunal remains, nail
fragments

3 40-50 cm Dark Clay Orange Crush fragments, fasteners canning jar
lid liners, ceramics fragments, marble, faunal
remains, cement tile, brick fragments,
hardware, nail fragments, a 1912 wheat back
penny

4 50-60 cm Dark Clay Fasteners, Orange Cnish fragments, ceramic
fragments, brick, canning jar lid liner
fragments, hardware, faunal remains, pipe
stem

5 60-70 cm Sandy Clay Ceramic fragments, canning jar lid liner
fragments, glass fragments, faunal remains

6 70-80 cm Sandy Clay Glass fragment, Gravel, nail fragment
7 80-90 Sandy Clay Glass fragments, faunal remains

Test Unit 11

Test unit 11 was an extension of test unit 5 to further explore the possibly of a

trash pit. Test unit 11 had 13 cm of overburden and two levels were excavated (Table

6.6). No profile map was found for test unit 11. Due to the time limitations in the

field, test unit ii was not completely excavated to sterile soil. A detailed summary

typology of the artifacts for test unit 11 was completed and can be found in tables

A.54-A.58 in Appendix III.

Domestic related artifacts were recovered from test unit 11 and include buttons

from levels 2, 3 and 4. A whole clear glass bottle that held hair tonic was recovered

from level 1. Porcelain doll fragments as well as a toy gun part were recovered from
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levels 1 and 2. Fragments of an ironstone plate that cross-mended with fragments

recovered from test unit 5 were recovered from levels 1 and 2. Fauna! remains include

butchered sheep, cow and chicken. Cuts of meat include pin steaks, foreshanks and

chuck cut. Orange Crush bottle fragments temporally mixed through out levels 1 and

2.

The architecture related artifacts include stucco fragments from level 1,

window glass fragments from levels 1 and 2, as well as round and square nails from

levels 1 and 2. Screws, nuts, bolts were all recovered from level 1. A light bulb base

fragment was recovered from level 1.

Two railroad spikes can be associated with the railroad spur were found in

level 1. Shotgun cartridges and one business label was recovered from level 1 of test

unit 11.
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Table 6.6: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level for test unit 11

Levels Depth Profile Summary of Artifacts
Below Layer
Surface

Overburden 0-13 cm No Data Ceramic fragments, glass fragment

1 13-23 cm No Data 1 whole glass clear bottle, ceramic fragments, toy
gun part, nail fragments, hardware, wire fragments,
light bulb base, Orange Crush fragments, glass
fragments

2 23-33 cm No Data Ceramic fragments, canning jar lid liner, fasteners,
Orange Crush fragments, glass fragments, nail
fragments, faunal remains

Test Unit 9

Test unit 9 was placed in what would have been the interior of the house

located on lots 1 and 2 (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.1 8). Based on the Sanbom maps, the

test unit was placed along a wall and doorway that divided the house from the living

area and the west wing of the house (Hébert 2001:2 1). Test unit 9 was placed here to

test for the presence of a cellar (Hébert 2001:2 1).

The overburden for test unit 9 was 22 cm in depth and four levels were

excavated (Figure 6.24 and Table 6.7). Level 1 is related to large round gravel layer,

level 2 and 3 is associated with the gray clay layer and level 4 is associated with the

sandy clay layer (Figure 6.24). A detailed summary typology of the artifacts for test

unit 9 was completed and can be found in tables A.59-A.63 in Appendix III.

Due to the location of test unit 9 in the interior of the house, the artifacts

recovered are most likely related to the residential use of the house located on lots 1

and 2. Of those artifacts the majority are wine bottle fragments recovered from levels
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2 and 3. One fastener was recovered from level 2. Artifacts relating to the domestic

usage of the Copeland site include Lea and Perrin bottle fragments recovered from

levels 1, 2 and 3. Fragments of a stoneware container were recovered in levels 1 and 2

as well as an ironstone fragment with the "Montana" pattern circa 1883-1913 from

level 1. Faunal remains include cow, sheep and shell recovered from levels 1 and 3

Cuts of meat that are represented by the faunal remains include a foreshank as well as

sheep ribs and vertebra.

A total of 267 architectural related artifacts were recovered from test unit 9. A

total of 93 window glass fragments were recovered from levels 1, 2 and 3. Fragments

of a strap hinge were recovered from level 1. The majority of nail fragments were

recovered from level I and 2. One railroad spike was recovered from level 1 and a

.22 cartridge and utility pipe fragment recovered from level 1.

Compared with the rest of the test unit on lots 1 and 2, test unit 9 had the

lowest number (72) of items relating to domestic items and the second highest number

of artifacts (260) in the architecture category.

Since test unit 9 was placed in the interior of the house on lots 1-2, a high

amount of domestic items would not necessarily be found since trash would have been

disposed of away from the house. The high amount of architecture items such as

window glass and nails indicate the presence of a structure, such as the house.
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Figure 6.24: Profile of test unit 9 west wall
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Table 6.7: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 9

Levels Depth Profile Summary of artifacts by level
below Layer
surface

Overburden 0-22 cm Gravel None
Overburden

1 22-33 cm Large Round Lea and Perrin bottle fragments,
Gravel Stoneware container fragments,

faunal remains, ceramic fragments,
glass fragments, hardware, cement
fragments, nail fragments

2 33-43 cm Gray Clay Lea and Perrin bottle fragments,
Ceramic fragments, marble,
buttons, glass fragments

3 43-53 cm Gray Clay Lea and Perrin bottle fragments,
Ceramic fragments, faunal
remains, glass fragments

4 53-63 cm Sandy Clay Glass fragments
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Figure 6.25: Aqua bottle found in test unit 7
at the bottom of feature 10. Scale in cm.

Figure 6.26: Orange Crush bottle fragments
found in test unit 5 and 11. Scale in cm.
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Figure 6.27: Ironstone Flow blue cup fragments with
"Montana" pattern. Found in test units 4 and 9. Scale in cm.

Descriptive Archaeology of Lot 3

A house and stable were located on lot 3 and as the use of the Copeland site

changed the Corvallis Soda Works and a lime and concrete storage area were located

on lot 3. Four test units 1, 2, 3 and 12 were placed on lot 3. A total of 1,910 artifacts

were recovered. The function and chronology of the artifacts recovered from the test

units on lot 3 can be associated with the residential aspect of lot 3. A summary

typology was created for each test unit by level.

Test Unit 1

Test unit I was place at the western edge of lot 3 where the stable is shown on

the 1884 Sanborn map. No other structures are shown in this location on subsequent

Sanborn maps (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). The overburden for test unit 1 was 10 cm

in depth and total of 9 levels were excavated. Levels 5-9 were sterile (Table 6.8).

Level 1 was associated with the large round gravel and dark clay layer. Levels 2 and 3

are associated with the dark clay layer and levels 4 and 5 are associated with the dark



clay/sandy clay layer. Levels 6-9 are associated with the sandy clay layer (Figure

6.28).

Feature 2 was discovered at the bottom of level I and extends into level 2.

Feature 1 was identified as a possible trash pile. Artifacts recovered from feature 2

included faunal remains represented by pig teeth, butchered cow and sheep remains.

Ironstone fragments, a blue bead and glass fragments were also recovered.

The artifacts recovered from test unit 1 can be attributed to both the domestic

and commercial usage of the Copeland site. A detailed summary typology was

completed for test unit 1 and can be found in tables A.64-A.68 in Appendix III.

A total of 14 personal related artifacts were recovered from test unit 1. Buttons

were recovered from levels 1 and 3 a blue bead found in level 2 and fragments of a

locket recovered in level 3. Two marbles and a toy gun part were recovered from

levels 1 and 3. Two pipe stem fragments were recovered from levels 3 and 4.

A total of 237 domestic related artifacts were recovered and include 25

canning jar liners recovered from level 1. Fauna! remains were recovered from levels

1-4 and include butchered cow, sheep, pig as well as chicken bones. The cuts of meat

the butchered faunal remains include foreshanks, chuck cuts, pin, blade and round

steaks.

A total of 533 architectural related artifacts were recovered from test unit 1.

The architecture related artifacts include insulator fragments from level 1 one with a

patent date of 1922, Window glass, a porcelain jet doorknob and gate hook was

recovered from level 1.
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A total of four transportation related artifacts were recovered from test unit 1.

A universal valve cap used on car tires was recovered in level 1. Horse harness

buckles were recovered from level 2 along with a railroad spike.

A total of six utility pipe fragments were also recovered from level 1.

Table 6.8: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 1

Level Depth Profile Layer Summary of Artifacts by level
Below
Surface

Overburden 0-10 Gravel None
Overburden

1 10-20 Large Round Fastener, ceramic fragments, porcelain door
Gravel/Dark knob, insulator fragments, canning jar
Clay fragments, glass fragments, hardware, nail

fragments, universal valve cap, utility pipe
fragments, marble, fauna! remains

2 20-30 Dark Clay Ceramic fragments, glass fragments, blue bead,
harness buckles, shotgun shell, nail fragments,
fauna! remains

3 3 0-40 Dark Clay Ceramic fragments, glass fragments, marble,
nail fragments , shot gun shell, fastener, pipe
stem, fauna! remains

4 40-50 Dark Clay/ Ceramic fragments, pipe stem, nail fragments,
Sandy Clay faunal remains

5 50-60 Dark Sterile
Clay/Sandy
C lay

6 60-70 Sandy Clay Sterile
7 70-80 Sandy Clay Sterile
8 80-90 Sandy Clay Sterile
9 90-100 SandyClay Sterile
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Figure 6.28: Profile of test unit 1 west wall.
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Test unit 2 was placed 5 meters east of test unit I and at the southeast corner of

the stable shown on the 1884 Sanborn map (Figure 4.8). The overburden of test unit 2

was 10 cm in depth and seven levels were excavated (Figure 6.29 and Table 6.9). A

detailed summary typology was completed for test unit 2 and can be found in tables

A.69-A.73 in Appendix III.

Artifacts were recovered from test unit 2 and can be related to the domestic

usage of the site. A total of 10 personal related artifacts were recovered from test unit

2. Six fasteners including agate buttons and a rivet were recovered from levels 3 and 4.
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Identifiable faunal remains include butchered cow foot bone as well as a sheep rib and

a foreshank cut. A total of 73 unidentifiable faunal remains were recovered in level 4.

A total of 272 architectural related artifacts were recovered from test unit 2.

Architecture related artifacts include round and square nails from levels 3-6 as well as

window glass recovered from level 2. Hardware was found in levels 2, 3, and 4.

Screws, nuts, bolts and washers were recovered in levels 2 and 3. The architecture

artifacts point the possibility of a structure in the area most likely the stable.

A total of 3 transportation items were recovered from test unit 3. A manifold

clamp was recovered from level 2 and a crank case front bearing from level 3. A

railroad spike was recovered from level 2. A 1900 liberty head coin was found in level

2.

Artifacts recovered from test unit 2 can be attributed to domestic and

commercial usage of the Copeland site.



Table 6.9: Artifact summary and stratigraphic summary by level of test unit 2

Level Depth below surface Profile Layer Artifact summary
by level

Overburden 0-10 cm Gravel Overburden None
1 10-20 Large Round Gravel Rosette-insulator

fragments, composite
roofing, nails

2 20-3 0 Part of Large Round Ceramic fragments,
Gravel and Sand glass fragments,

canning jar lid liners
fragments, insulator
fragments, hardware,
1900 liberty head
coin, manifold
clamp, faunal
remains, nail
fragments

3 3 0-40 Grey Clay/Dark Clay Fasteners, canning jar
lid liner fragments,
ceramic fragments,
glass fragments,
crank case foot
bearing, faunal
remains, nails
fragments, hardware,
shot gun shell

4 40-50 Dark Clay Fastener, ceramic
fragments, canning
jar lid liner
fragments, faunal
remains, hardware,
nail fragments, wire
fragments

5 50-60 Dark Clay/Sandy Stoneware, glass, nail
Clay fragments

6 60-70 Sandy Clay Glass, Square nail
fragment

7 70-80 Sandy Clay Gravel
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Figure 6.29: Profile of test unit 2 north wall

Test Unit 3

Test unit 3 was placed were the railroad tracks ran through lot 3. Test unit 3

had the least number of artifacts recovered, which is mostly likely due to its location

atop the railroad tracks. There was no profile map created for test unit 3. Feature 1 was

uncovered in level 1 and was identified as the railroad tracks resting on a bed of gravel

(Figure 6.33). A total of 3 levels were excavated in test unit 3. No profile map was

created for test unit 3. The one domestic item recovered in test unit 3 is a Carter's ink

bottle base recovered from level 1. The 10 artifacts in the architecture related category

are brick fragments, nail fragments as well as coal fragments. A detailed summary



typology for the architecture items was completed for test unit 3 and can be found in

table A.74 in Appendix III.

Ten artifacts were recovered that are architecture related. Brick fragments were

recovered from level 3. Levels 1 and 2 contained nail fragments. 10 items in the

architecture related category and zero artifacts in the transportation category, zero

artifacts in industry and commerce and 9 artifacts in the unknown category.

Test Unit 12

Test unit 12 was located on the north side interior of the house on lot 3 and

would have been at the northwest corner of Corvallis Soda Works bottling plant. The

overburden was 20 cm in depth and three levels were excavated. Level 1 is associated

with cobble rock, level 2 is associated with cobble rock/sandy clay and level 3 is

associated with sandy clay (Figure 6.30 and Table 6.10). A detailed summary typology

was competed for test unit 12 and can be found in tables A.75A.78 in Appendix IlL

The function and chronology of the artifacts recovered from test unit 12 can be

attributed to the domestic usage of the Copeland site. Artifacts relating to the domestic

usage include a bone toothbrush head found in level 2 and ceramic doll fragments

found in levels 2 and 3. A total of 69 domestic related artifacts were recovered from

levels 2 and 3 of test unit 12. Four canning jar lid liners were recovered in level 3. Six

white ironstone plate rim fragments were recovered from level 2. The majority of

butchered faunal remains was recovered from level 2 and includes cow and sheep.

Cuts of meat include pin, round and blade steaks, foreshanks.



Test unit 12 contained a total of 80 architecture related artifacts. A total of 32

architectural related artifacts were recovered from level 1. The majority of

architectural related artifacts are nail fragments and window glass.

12.

A Modern Woodman of America pin was recovered from level I of test unit

With the exception of test unit 3, test unit 12 had the lowest number of artifacts

in the personal, domestic, architecture, transportation and commerce and industry

categories on the test units on lot 3. Since test unit 12 was placed in what would have

been the interior of the house on lot 3 a high number of domestic related artifacts

would not have been recovered, as trash would have been disposed of away from the

house.
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Figure 6.30: Profile of test unit 12 north wall
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Table 6.10: Artifact summary and stratigraphic description by level of test unit 12

Level Depth below surface Profile layer Artifact summary
by level

Overburden 0-20 cm Gravel None
Overburden/Large
Round Gravel

1 20-30 cm Cobble Rock Glass fragments,
Modern Woodman of
American Pin

2 30-40 cm Cobble Rock/Sandy Bone toothbrush
Clay Head, faunal

remains, Ceramics
fragments, doll face
fragment, glass
fragments, Nails
fragments, hardware,
insulator fragment

3 40-50 cm Sandy Clay Doll face fragments,
Ceramic fragments,
glass fragments,
Canning jar lid liners,
Faunal remains, nail
fragments
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Figure 6.31: Cement tiles found in test units 5 and 7. Scale in cm.

Figure 6.32: Bone tooth brush head found in test unit 12



Figure 6.33: Feature 1 railroad tracks found in test unit 3

Descriptive Archaeology of Lot 5

Test unit 8 was located on lot 5 and is the only test unit placed near the

majority of the commercial industrial businesses that were located on the Copeland

site. A total of 1,424 artifacts were recovered from test unit 8.

Test Unit 8

Test unit 8 was the only test pit to be placed on lot 5 (Figure 6.16, 6.1 7 and

6.18). Test unit 8 was placed in the southwest corner of lot 5 and is directly south of

the current metal structure located on lots 5 and 6. The early Sanborn maps (1884,

1888, 1890, 1895) indicated that there were possibly two privies in this area. As the



use of the site changed test unit 8 was located near the concrete storage shed and the

machine storage area of the Concrete Construction Company.

The overburden for test unit 8 was 23 cm in depth and four levels were

excavated. The overburden is associated with the gravel overburden and concrete slab,

level I is associated with pea gravel and large round gravel, level 2 is associated with

large round gravel and sandy clay. Levels 3 and 4 are associated with sandy clay

(Figure 6.34). Artifacts were recovered from the overburden. These artifacts were

recorded as being from level 1 rather than from the overburden. Artifacts recovered

from both the overburden and level one are all recorded in the artifact catalog as level

1.

Based on the function and chronology of the artifacts and features recovered

from test unit 8 the artifacts are associated with the commercial-industrial aspect and

to a lesser extent to the residential aspect of the Copeland site. The profile map and

stratigraphic summary of test unit 8 shows level 1 associated with the gravel level that

was laid down over the site for vehicle use. Level 2 is associated with the pea gravel/

sandy clay level. Levels 3 and 5 are associated with sandy clay layer (Figure 6.11 and

Table 6.11). A detailed summary typology of the artifacts for test unit 8 was

completed and can be found in tables A.79-A.83 in Appendix III.

Artifacts that can be related to domestic usage were recovered from test unit 8.

A total of 33 personal items were recovered for test unit 8. Level 1 had a total of 23

artifacts and includes an agate button, a pair of eyeglass frames and wine bottle

fragments. Level 2 contained a porcelain bead. In the domestic items category a total

of 138 artifacts were recovered. Level 1 contained a total of 38 artifacts and level 2



contained a total of 100 artifacts. In addition, ironstone and earthenware ceramics

fragments; butchered faunal remains; a glass vase and canning lid liner fragments

were also recovered from levels 1 and 2. The faunal remains include butchered cow,

pig and sheep remains. The butchered faunal remains represent forshanks, pin steak as

well as sheep ribs and pig vertabra.

The majority of artifacts recovered for test unit 8 were identified as architectural

related. These artifacts include construction material, window glass and nails. The

majority of architectural related artifacts in both level 1 and 2 are window glass

fragments. Level 1 had a total of 304 widow glass fragments and level 2 had a total of

589 widow glass fragments. Level 2 also had the highest amount of bolts and nail

fragments. In addition, Brick fragments, round and square fragments along with bolts,

nuts and washers were also recovered from levels 1 and 2.The high amount of

architectural related artifacts recovered from test unit 8 combine with the concrete slab

seen in the profile map indicates the presence of a structure in this location.

A total of 8 transportation related artifacts were recovered from test unit 8. All

artifacts were recovered from level 1. Artifacts include vehicle parts, carriage parts

and 1 railroad shank.

A total of three commerce and industry related artifacts were recovered from

levels 1 and 2 of test unit 8. A Copeland ink pen circa the 1930's was recovered from

level I and a commercial business label was recovered from level 2.
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Table 6.11: Artifact summary and stratigraphic descriptions by level of test unit 8

Level Depth Profile Layer Summary of artifacts by level
below
surface

Overburden 0-23 cm Gravel See Level 1
Overburden/
Concrete Slab

1 23-33 cm Pea Ceramic fragments, glass fragments, faunal
Gravel/Large remains, carriage parts, nail fragments,
Round Gravel wire fragments, hardware, glass vase, eye

glass frames, light bulb base fragment,
brick fragments, Copeland pen

2 33-43 cm Large Round Fastener, ceramic fragments, bead, glass
Gravel/Sandy fragments, faunal remains, nail fragments
Clay

3 43-53 cm Sandy Clay Nail fragments
4 5 3-63 cm Sandy Clay Glass fragments
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Figure 6.34: Profile map test unit 8 north wall
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Figure 6.35: Copeland Ink Pen from test unit 8. Scale in cm.

Figure 6.36: Vase from test unit 8. Scale in cm
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CHAPTER 7: DISSCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMDATIONS

The archaeological investigation at the Copeland site reveals the presence of

both the residential and commercial usage in the archaeological record. Since the

Copeland site is a multi-component site the artifacts recovered were identified and

their function and chronology were determined. The presence of both the residential

occupation and the commercial occupation can been seen in the artifact assemblage as

well as by the features that were revealed by the archaeological investigation.

Discussion: Lots I and 2

The test units on lots 1 and 2 were designed to reveal the presence of the

house, stable, possible privies and the presence of the concrete storage and lumber

storage shed (Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). Test units 4,6, 10,5, 11 and 9 were placed

in areas that were hoped would reveal the presence of both the residential and

commercial period of the Copeland site. The table below shows the percentage of

artifacts in each functional group for lots 1 and 2.

Table 7.12: Percentage of artifacts in test units on lots 1 and 2

Personal Items 6.33 %
Domestic Items 28.2%
Architecture Items 29%
Transportation/Commerce and Industry 1.48%
Unknowns 35.1%
Total 100%
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Domestic usage for lots 1-2 is clearly seen in the functional categories of

personal items (6.33%) such as clothing fasters, medicinal bottle fragments and

children's toys. Domestic items (28.2%) include butchered faunal remains, canning jar

lid liners, ceramics and food containers fragments. Feature 10, which has been

identified as a pit can possibly be attributed to the domestic usage of lots 1-2. Bricks,

butchered faunal remains and a whole aqua bottle were recovered from feature 10.

The commercial usage is seen in areas where commercial activities took place.

The commercial usage on lots 1-2 is illustrated by the features that were uncovered as

well as temporal mixing of the artifacts recovered in the test units. Feature 3

(postmold) and feature 8 (utility trench) in test unit 6 indicate construction

disturbances and can be associated with the commercial usage of lots 1-2. A wooden

sill with concrete cinder blocks surrounded feature 3. A concrete storage shed and a

lumber storage shed was constructed in the location of test units 6 and 10 and feature

10 is likely a post mold relating to the concrete storage shed. The construction of

feature 8 the utility trench as well as the postmold temporally mixed the artifacts that

were recovered from test unit 6.

Very few of the artifacts in the artifact assemblage can be directly attributed to

the commercial occupation of lots 1 and 2. Items placed in the functional category of

architecture (29%) can be attributed to both domestic and commercial related

structures.



The features and cultural materials found in test units 5, 11, 6, 10 and 8 show

the greatest disturbances as evidenced by the temporal mixing of artifacts relating to

the residential period with features relating to the construction of commercial-

industrial structures.

Discussion: Lot 3

The test units located on lot 3 were placed in locations that would reveal the

presence of the residential house and early stable. As the use of the site changed to

commercial businesses the Corvallis Soda Works bottling plant along with a concrete

and lime storage area occupied lot 3. The table below shows the percentage of artifacts

in each functional group for lot 3.

Table 7.13: Percentage of artifacts in test units on lot 3

Personal Items 1.43%
Domestic Items 20.13%
Architecture 44.2%
Transportation/ Commerce and Industry 1.0%
Unknowns 33.3%
Total 100%

The artifact assemblage and features found on lot 3 indicate the domestic usage

and indirectly the commercial usage of the lot. The domestic usage of lot 3 can be seen

the artifacts in the functional categories of personal (1.43%) and domestic (20.13%)

items. As with the artifact assemblage of lots 1 and 2 the domestic usage for lot 3 is

seen in the butchered faunal remains, fragments of earthenware and ironstone vessels

and personal items such as a bone toothbrush head and children's toys. Commercial

usage on lot 3 was minimally seen in the artifact assemblage. Car parts and electrical

insulator fragments recovered from test unit 1 point to commercial usage of lot 3 as
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these items were manufactured after the residential usage of the site had ended. The

architectural artifacts can be associated with both the domestic structures as well as

with the commercial structures that were located on lot 3.

Domestic usage can also be seen in the transportation artifacts relating to

carriage or wagons as found in the test units I and also point to the stable that was

present on the 1884 Sanbom map. Feature 2 a possible trash pile in test unit I

indicates that this area may have been used for trash disposal. Corvallis did not have

regular trash pick up until 1928 (Cromwell 1997) and many residents disposed of trash

behind their houses.

In some test unit locations on lot 3 signs of commercial usage could be seen in

the test unit profiles. For example, field notes for test unit 12 indicate that four distinct

layers of gravel were seen in profile and suggest that the area was graveled multiple

times. It is possible that when the Corvallis Soda Works bottling plant was in

operation gravel was laid down and later more gravel was laid with the construction of

the lumber shed. Test units 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 12 are the least disturbed test units in

terms of temporally mixing of artifacts and disturbances of construction related

activities.

Discussion: Lot 5

Test unit 8 was place on lot 5 to reveal the presence of the residential house

and stable that was located on the lot. In addition to the residential house and stable

test unit 8 was also placed in what would have been the interior of the machine shop

that was located on lot 5. The artifact assemblage recovered from test unit 8 on lot 5

indicates commercial usage and well as possible domestic usage evidence for the



residential house that was located on lots 4 and 5. The artifacts within test unit 8 are

temporally mixed. The table below indicates the percentage of artifact place in

functional categories.

Table 7.14: Percentage of artifacts in test units on lot 5

Personal Items 2.2%
Domestic Items 9.6%
Architecture 71.1%
Transportation! Commerce and Industry 0.77%
Unknowns 14%
Total 100%

Domestic usage can be seen in the personal (3.0%) and domestic (12.2 %)

items. Fragments of ironstone vessels, butchered faunal remains point towards the

domestic usage of lot 5.

The commercial use of lot 5 can been seen in the artifact assemblage as well

and the disturbances encountered in test unit 8. A Copeland ink pen as well as carbon

batteries cells were recovered and point to the commercial usages of the lot. Evidence

of the commercial- industrial presence in is seen in the concrete slab shown in the

profile map of test unit 8. This concrete slab is likely associated with the machine

shop, which had a concrete floor. The test unit was also soaked with an unknown

chemical substance is also an indication that lot 5 was associated with the commercial-

industrial aspect of the site. The artifact assemblage for lot 5 contained the highest

percentage (7 1.1%) of artifacts placed in the functional architecture category. The

majority of architectural related artifacts indicated the presence of a structure in the

area and the high amount of window glass recovered from levels 1 and 2 suggest that

the architecture items can be associated with the machine shop. The temporally mixed

L



artifacts and well as the fact that the majority of the artifacts were recovered from

levels 1 and 2 which was associated with the large round gravel layer indicates that

this area has undergone disturbances likely caused by the removal and construction of

the businesses that were location on lot 5 and the adjacent lots.

Site Formation Processes

The site formation of the Copeland site can been gleaned from the profile maps

of the test units. The area of the Copeland site is associated with the Willamette Series

soil more specifically with Willamette silt loam (WeA). The Willamette Series soil is,

"deep, well drained soils that formed in silty alluvium on broad terraces above

fioodplains in the Willamette Valley" (Knezevich 1975:42).

The profile maps for the test units show that the layers students had identified,

as sandy clay, dark clay, and gray clay are likely all Willarnette silt loam. The houses

and outbuildings for the Copeland site were most likely constructed on this soil. The

construction of the building and sheds related to the commercial businesses were also

likely constructed on this soil. The profile maps also show at least two distinct layers

of gravel. In most cases the gravel was laid down over the Willamette silt loam. The

large round gravel and the gravel overburden shows that at some point the Copeland

site was graveled for vehicles. Larger gravel would be laid down first and smaller

gravel laid over so that the smaller gravel would filter down and fill the spaces created

by the larger gravel layer. This would create a stable surface for vehicles needing

access to different areas of the Copeland site. Field notes indicate that some of the test

units had more than two gravel layers. For example, field notes for test unit 12

mention that four distinct layers of gravel were seen during excavation, which would
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indicate multiple graveling episodes. Profile maps of test units show localized

disturbances. Often artifacts were found in the large round gravel layer and in the case

of test unit 8 were recovered from the overburden. Profile maps show that in areas

where there were structures relating to the commercial businesses there was the most

disturbance within the archaeological record.

The Copeland site had been used continually since 1852 and the construction

of houses and outbuildings, the activities of the occupants, the changes that occurred

with the removal of the houses, and the construction of structures relating to the

commercial industrial businesses, have all affected the Copeland site. According to

Schiffer, "any activity that modified the surface of the ground--by moving or

removing earth--disturbs previously deposited artifacts" (Schiffer 1987:122). While

the majority of the profile maps show that the stratigraphy for the test units is layered

in sequence the artifacts recovered through out the test units are temporally mixed.

Test units 5, 11, 6, 10 and 8 are the test units that have the most mixing. All test units

had artifacts recovered from the gravel layer. Artifacts were commonly found in the

large round gravel layer and in heavily disturbed areas such as test units 5, 11, 6, 10

and 8. The activities that caused the temporal mixing of artifacts are mostly likely

related to the removal of the residential houses and their outbuildings, the construction

of the commercial businesses and their related storage sheds and the gravelling of the

Copeland site for vehicle access. The profile map of test unit 6 indicates that digging

and the construction of the post molds for the storage area connected to the lumber

storage shed disturbed the vertical stratigraphy and mixed the artifacts. While the

profile maps of the remaining test units do not show the same level of disturbance as
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test unit 6, the temporal mixing of the artifacts within the levels points to the fact that

the residential houses and their related out buildings were constructed and removed on

the same surface that the later commercial buildings and associated storage area were

constructed on. The removal of buildings and construction of building and the

gravelling episodes would have affected the archaeological record of the Copeland

site. While the vertical stratigraphy has been disturbed in the Copeland site there is no

indication that the horizontal stratigraphy has been significantly disturbed. While the

the same activities that affected the vertical stratigraphy would have influenced the

horizontal stratigraphy there is no evidence that horizontal stratigraphy has been as

disturbed to the same extent that the vertical stratigraphy. Artifacts recovered on the

lots can be associated with the residential and commercial usage of those specific lots.

Artifacts did not crossmend between test units except when they were adjacent to each

other. This points to the lack of significant horizontal movement of the artifacts.

The Copeland site it owned by the Benton County Historical Society who will

be constructing a museum on the site. The proximity of the Copeland site to the

Benton County Historical Museum creates an opportunity to incorporate the

information gained from excavations into a museum exhibit. A museum exhibit on the

Copeland site will enable visitors to learn about the history of the riverfront and the

role that the riverfront played in the development of Corvallis.

The Copeland site not only offers information on an archaeological site on

several lots in Corvallis, but as more archaeological research is conducted the

Copeland site has the potential to be a part of a regional pattern of the settlement and

development of river towns along the Willamette River. Settlement patterns,
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development and urbanization of the Willamette River towns and lifeway patterns can

be examined within a regional pattern. Copeland, taken with other archaeological sites

in other river towns, can be used to establish a regional pattern for settlement and

examine trade networks and products within the Willamette valley.

Discussion of Findings

It was expected that artifacts that could be directly attributed to the commercial

businesses would be found in higher quantity than items that could be associated with

the residential period. One reason that the commercial-industrial occupation of the

Copeland site was not seen as much in the archaeological record as was expected can

be attributed to the research design of the field school. The research design of the field

school excavations heavily focused on the residential aspect of the site, especially on

the houses that were located on lots 1, 2 and 3. One test unit was placed on lot 5 to test

for the presence of the house located on the lot (Figures 14, 15 and 16). The majority

of commercial activity occurred on lots 4, 5, and 6. It is possible that if additional test

units had been placed on lots 4, 5 and 6 more evidence of both the residential and

commercial period would be seen in the material remains. While the focus of the

research design was on finding the residential aspect of the Copeland site,

archaeological excavation did reveal the presence of the commercial businesses that

occupied the site.

The findings of the excavation on the Copeland site are consistent with what is

known about the site through the historical documents. The historical documents were

able to provide information regarding the structures that had been located on the

Copeland site as well as provide information regarding the owners of the owners of
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the lots. The historical documents revealed that three houses and outbuildings were

located on the site and that a railroad spur ran through the property. The historical

documents also indicate that in the mid 1900s the use of the site changed from

residential houses to commercial industrial businesses. The archaeological record

confirms that the presence of items that can be associated with the occupation of

residential houses and other activities that are commonly found at domestic sites. The

presence of commercial-industrial businesses was also found in the archaeological

record. The excavation also showed a high degree of vertical disturbance across the

site.

Conditions of Integrity

The Copeland site is a multi-component archaeological site located within an

urban setting. It has been acknowledged that urban archaeological sites undergo more

disturbances over time as development occurs upon the site (Dickens and Bowen

1980:42; Staski 1982:102). The Copeland site has been disturbed by activities relating

to both the residential occupation and the commercial businesses located on the site.

The demolition, removal and construction of buildings and the gravelling that have

occurred on the site have all affected the archaeological record and the integrity of the

Copeland site. While various disturbances have occurred on the Copeland site, the

integrity of the site has been affected but is not destroyed. The domestic and

commercial usage of the site is seen in the features and artifact assemblage. In

addition, the artifact assemblage reveals that there is no clear temporal or spatial

distinction between the residential and commercial usage of the site. This is due to the

continual occupation of the site as the commercial buildings used the same surface as
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the residential houses. The profile maps of the test units show that the most

disturbances occurred in areas where commercial structures were constructed.

While the physical integrity is often disturbed to some degree on urban

archaeological sites, larger features such as privies, cellars, garbage pits and wells

have been uncovered. These features are generally dug into the ground and later filled

in. They often do not undergo the same degree of disturbance as the site since they are

dug into the ground. The disturbances that have affected the physical integrity of

urban archaeological sites can be studied and answer questions regarding land use

over time and the development of urban areas (Dickens and Bowen 1980:54).

In terms of public significance and integrity the Copeland site had shown that

the Corvallis riverfront does contain an archaeological record relating to the early

historic settlement period. Further research conducted on the Copeland site can

provide more in depth answers to the residents and businesses that were located on the

site.

Conclusions

While the archaeological testing of the Copeland site revealed the integrity of

the site to be compromised, the artifact assemblage and cultural features seen at the

site reveal evidence of both the residential and commercial periods of occupation.

The residential aspect of the Corvallis waterfront while known through the

historical documents had not previously been explored archaeologically. The results of

the archaeological excavations at the Copeland site reveal the physical integrity has

been compromised in areas where construction of commercial structures occurred

however; evidence of the residential period can be still seen. The artifact assemblage
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that was recovered is consistent with what was known about the Copeland site through

the historical documents and the archaeological record was able to provide

information on the residents such as food choices, the presence of children and

provided a more in depth look at the lives of early Corvallis residents. Test unit 9 and

12 with their location in the interior of two of the houses revealed evidence of the

residential occupation, as did the majority of the test units.

The archaeological investigation also revealed the presence of the commercial

businesses and how their construction disturbed the site. The commercial occupation

of the Copeland site is seen not only in the artifact assemblage but is revealed by the

features uncovered in areas where there were commercial buildings. The temporally

mixed artifacts as well as the disturbed archaeological context in areas that

experienced repeated phases of construction are also evidence of the commercial

occupation.

This testing project has shown that a subsurface archaeological record does

exist along the waterfront and it is highly possible that other locations within

downtown Corvallis also retain an archaeological record relating to early Corvallis.

Archaeological investigation at the Copeland site shows us that beneath the

buildings, sidewalks, streets and parks of modern day Corvallis there is a rich

archaeological record waiting to be explored. Steven Littlefield (1997) asserted in his

thesis of the Corvallis waterfront that there was a high probability that archaeological

resources would be encountered. The Copeland site has shown that Littlefield's

assertion was correct.
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The archaeology of the Copeland site and of the City of Corvallis in general

are important to understanding the history of Corvallis. Through archaeology we are

provided with an in depth look at the every day lives of Corvallis residents. Corvallis

has a rich history and archaeology provides a way to explore that history in greater

detail. Archaeology can help to inform our ideas about the past and can change and

challenge how we think about the past. The Copeland site records provide an insight

into the history and development of Corvallis and to the residents that occupied the

site.

The Copeland site it owned by the Benton County Historical Society who will

be constructing a museum on the site. The proximity of the Copeland site to the

Benton County Historical Museum creates an opportunity to incorporate the

information gained from excavations into a museum exhibit. A museum exhibit on the

Copeland site will enable visitors to learn about the history of the riverfront and the

role that the riverfront played in the development of Corvallis.

The Copeland site not only offers information on an archaeological site on

several lots in Corvallis, but as more archaeological research is conducted the

Copeland site has the potential to be a part of a regional pattern of the settlement and

development of river towns along the Willamette River. Settlement patterns,

development and urbanization of the Willamette River towns and lifeway patterns can

be examined within a regional pattern. Copeland, taken with other archaeological sites

in other river towns, can be used to establish a regional pattern for settlement and

examine trade networks and products within the Willamette Valley.
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Recommendations

Since the Copeland site is the future home for the Benton County Historical

Society Museum and is also a registered archaeological site with the Oregon State

Historical Preservation Office all laws federal, state and local need to be followed

regarding the development of the site. If the Benton County Historical Society will be

using federal money for the construction and development of the museum than Federal

laws come into effect. If federal funding is being used than criteria for the National

Register of Historic places must be taken into consideration. If federal funding will

not be used than state and local laws need to-be followed. Since the Copeland site is an

archaeological site it is important that everything is done in order to preserve and

protect the site.

The Copeland site is eligible for the National Register based under criteria D.

As one of the few-documented archaeological sites located within the City of

Corvallis the Copeland site is significant in that it is associated with the founding,

establishment and development of Corvallis. Residential occupation occurred with the

first house present on the site by I 852. As Corvallis grew the site changed from

residential usage to commercial businesses. The testing of the Copeland site had

revealed that the presence of the domestic usage of the site still exists. Since the

Copeland site is one of the first archaeological sites within the City of Corvallis it can

be used as a baseline to determine the condition of other archaeological sites the might

be uncovered within Corvallis in the future.



Oregon law (SB 61) states, "A person may not excavate, injure,

destroy or alter an archaeological site or object or remove an archeological object

located on public or private lands in Oregon unless that activity is authorized by a

permit issued under ORS 390.235" (ORS 358.920). Since archaeological testing has

already been done on the Copeland site through the 2001 field school and the

Copeland site is now a known archaeological site, The Oregon State Historical

Preservation office must be contacted before construction begins on the site. The

Benton County Historical Society will need to contact and consult with the Oregon

State Historical Preservation office in order to determine the procedures that need to

be followed to protect the archaeological site and to allow the development of the

Benton County Historical museum.

The City of Corvallis has a comprehensive plan that calls for the inventory of

the archaeological sites within the City of Corvallis. The Copeland site should be

added to the Corvallis Register of Historic Landmarks and Districts as this is the

official historic sites list for the City of Corvallis (City of Corvallis Comprehensive

Plan 5.4.1). The Corvallis Register of Historic Landmarks and Districts allows for

archaeological sites to receive historic designation that, "contain artifacts related to

pre-history or early history of the community" (Historic Preservation Provisions

2.9.30). Since the Copeland site still contains artifacts that relate to the early history

of Corvallis and is associated with the development of Corvallis the Copeland site

should be on the City's official listing for historic sites.



Based on the findings of this thesis recommendations regarding the Copeland

site are:

Prior to ground disturbing activities a further archaeological

excavation should be completed in area where there will be ground-

disturbing activities. By conducting excavation in the areas prior to any

ground disturbing activities construction can take place. Further

evidence of the residential and commercial usage of the site could be

found.

Monitoring of ground disturbing activities should occur.

Protection of the site. If excavation is not feasible then steps should be

taken to protect the site from any ground disturbing activities.

The material recovered from the 2001 field school and the history of

the site should be incorporated in an exhibit.

It was noted by Kristen Hébert that due to time limitation not all test units were

finished. It is highly possible that these test units still contain artifacts and features

relating to the residential period of the Copeland site. If future excavation is conducted

at the Copeland site then these test units should be located and excavate to sterile soil.

Since the artifacts recovered from the Copeland site will become part of the

Benton County Historical Museum, a display with some of the artifacts and

information about the history of the site will inform public about the results of the

2001 field school and subsequence research. One of the goals for archeology is to

inform the public about past life ways and allow their questions regarding the past to
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be answered. The Copeland site played an important role in the development of

Corvallis and needs to be recognized.

Future Research

The artifact assemblage and data recovered from the 2001 field school offers

ideas for future research to be done on the Copeland site. The site has shown that even

after undergoing change there is still an archaeological record within the city of

Corvallis. The Copeland site can be used as a comparative sample when other sites are

discovered in Corvallis that deals with the residential aspect of Corvallis. Questions

regarding the socio-econornic status of residents of Corvallis can attempt to be

answered. The Copeland site also offers the opportunity to study the reasons why

occupations at the Copeland site and other sites like it in Corvallis changes from

residential to commercial. While the Copeland site is only one site within the City of

Corvallis it is also part of a larger system of settlement and economic development

along the Willamette Valley. The opportunity exists for future research of

incorporating Corvallis and other Willamette River town into a regional study.

Hopefully, as Corvallis continues to grow and develop there will be

opportunities for the City of Corvallis to explore more of its past.
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Appendix I
Typology

Copeland Site (35BE90)

Personal Items N

Fasteners
Buttons 029
Button fragments 007
Snap, metal 002
Rivets, metal 003
Ladies Belt slide, metal, brass 001
Decorative Belt Buckle (ladies), brass 001
Clip 001

Adornment
Locket, metal (three pieces) 003
Bead, Glass, Blue 001
Bead, Porcelain, white 001

Body Ritual and Grooming
Dental
Toothbrush head, bone 001

Hair Care
Bottle, whole, clear 002
(Minimum vessels=1)

Medical and Health
Eye glass frames, metal
Glasses, wire rim 001

Pharmaceuticals
Medicine bottle, glass, whole, clear 001
(Minimum vessels=1)
Medicine bottle base, glass, clear 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Medicine bottle, glass, clear 005
(Minimum vessels= 1)
Laxitive bottle base, glass, aqua 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Medicine body fragments, glass, clear 003
(Minimum vessels =3)
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Indulgences
Tobacco
Pipe, effigy, Bowl fragments 003
Pipe stem fragments, kilon 004

Alcohol
Wine bottle bases, glass, olive 014
(Minimum vessels =5)
Wine bottle finishes, glass, olive 005
(Minimum vessels2)
Wine bottle body fragments, olive 242

Past times and Recreation
Toys
Marbles 005
Doll, porcelain
Face, neck, shoulder fragments 005
Leg fragments 002
(Minimum doll=1)

Pocket Tools and Accessories
Pocketknife 001
Pocket watch key, metal 001

Domestic Items

Furnishings
Bed cator, metal 001
Handle (Chest or Drawer), metal 001

Decorative

Pig head earthenware, green 004
(Minimum vessel=l)
Vase, whole, glass, clear 001

House wares and Appliances
Culinary
Stove lid lifer, metal 001
Cast Iron pot lid, metal 001

Canning
Canning jar lid fragments, milk glass 055
Canning jar rim fragments 013
(Minimum vessels=12)
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Canning, continued
Canning jar base fragment 002
(Minimum vessels= 1)
Canning jar shoulder fragment 001
(Minimum vessels=1)
Canning jar body fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)

Stonewares
Crock, buff 017
(Minimum vessel =1)
Unknown Rim fragments 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Unknown lid fragments 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Unknown Base fragments 004
(Minimum vessels= 4)
Unknown Body fragments 008
(Minimum vessels =6)
Unknown body/handle fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)

Decorated Earthenware
Mocha, Rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Mocha, Body fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Spongeware, Rim fragment, Blue 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Spongeware, Body fragment, Blue 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Sepia Transfer print, unidentified pattern, Body fragments 002
(Minimum vessel =1)
Blue Transfer print, unidentified pattern, Rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Red Transfer print, unidentified pattern 004
(Minimum vessel
Green glaze, base fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Hand-painted, green leaf 002
(Minimum vessel=r2)
Rim fragment, blue 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Body fragment, greenish blue 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
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Undecorated, Earthenware
Bowl, white, plain 002
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Handle, white, plain 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Plate, white, plain 005
(Minimum vessel=l)
Unknown baselfootring fragments 007
(Minimum vessels=6)
Unknown rim fragments 009
(Minimum vessel=9)
Unknown fragments 032

Decorated ironstone
Cup, Flow Blue Montana pattern 003
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Unidentified, Flow Blue pattern
(Minimum vessel=2)
Rim fragments 005
Body fragments 003
Handle fragment 001
Unidentified, Flow Blue pattern, Rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Plate, Blue/White decal pattern 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Plate or Bowl, Unidentified, Decal pattern, burned 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Cup, white, Fig pattern 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Cup, decal pattern 002
(Minimum vessel=l)
Unknown rim fragment, brown decal pattern 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Unknown rim fragment, decal pattern 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Unknown body fragment, decal pattern 002
(Minimum vessel =1)
Unknown body fragment, decal pattern 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
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Undecorated Ironstone, White
Saucer, white, plain 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Cup, white, plain 005
(Minimum vessel =1)
Cup, white, plain 002
(Minimum vessel =1)
Plate, white, plain 015
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bowl, white, burned 010
(Minimum vessel =1)
Lid, white, plain 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Plate or bowl, white, burned 003
(Minimum vessel=1)
Cup, white, plain 002
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Cup, white, plain 003
(Minimum vessel =1)
Cup, white, gold trim at bottom 007
(Minimum vessel=1)
Bowl fragment, white, plain 003
(Minimum vessel=l)
Saucer/Plate, white, plain 007
(Minimum vessel =1)
Unknown rim fragments 072
(Minimum vessels= 54)
Unknown base/footring fragments 017
(Minimum vessels= 12)
Unknown fragments 157

Porcelain
Porcelain, white, handle 001
Porcelain, blue/white rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Porcelain, blue/white rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Porcelain, white, gold trim rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Porcelain, white, plain, rim fragments 003
(Minimum vessels=3)
Porcelain, white, impressed floral motif rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Porcelain, white, impressed design rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
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Porcelain, continued
Porcelain, white/red pattern, rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=i)
Porcelain, green exterior/ white interior rim fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Porcelain, white, plain, base fragment 001
(Minimum vessel=i)
Porcelain, white, plain unknown fragments 007
Porcelain, white, burned, unknown fragments 007

Gustatory
Can-Bottle top opener, metal 001
Bottle crown cap 001
Foil liner 001
Lea & Perrins Worcestershire bottle, Glass, Green 023
(Minimum vessel=1)

Tableware, Glass
Glass, Clear, pantia, Dish cover 002
(Minimum vessel=1)
Glass, Clear, tumbler 005
(Minimum vessels =2)
Glass, Clear, cup rim 004
(Minimum vessels-i)
Glass, Solorized, cup rim 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Glass, Clear, cup rim 002
(Minimum vessel =1)
Glass, Clear, cup rim 001

(Minimum vessel =1)
Glass, Clear, cup rim 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Glass, Clear, cup rim 001
(Minimum vessel=i)
Glass, Clear, cup rim 001
(Minimum vessel=1)

Cutlery
Spoon, sliver plated metal 001

Food remains, Faunal, bone
Cow 065
(Minimum cuts of meat=4 1)
Sheep 035
(Minimum cuts of meat =9)
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Food remains, Faunal, bone, continued
Pig 010
(Minimum cuts of meat =3)
Chicken 209
(Minimum chickens =2)
Unidentified 637

Soda Pop
Containers, glass
Orange Crush bottle, Glass, colorless 098
(Minimum vessel count =3)
Bottle base, glass, and clear 004
(Minimum vessel=4)
Bottle crown top finish, glass, clear 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle body fragment, glass, clear 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle finish and body fragments, glass, clear 034
(Minimum vessel =2)
Bottle body fragments, glass, clear 182
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle body fragments, glass, solorized 002
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle base, green tinted 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle, glass, green tinted 004
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle, glass, green tinted 026
(minimum vessel =1)
Bottle finish, green tinted 002
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle base, glass, green tinted 004
(Minimum vessel =1)
Bottle body fragments, glass, green tinted 074
Bottle, glass, green 030
(Minimum vessel =1)

Home Education, Information and Business
Pen-Quill tip 001
Lead or Graphite shaft 002
Pencil cap, metal 001
Glass, Aqua, Ink Bottle 002
(Minimum vessels=' 1)
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Construction
Construction Material
Bricks Whole 003
Brick, fragments 017
Concrete, tiles 005
Concrete, fragments 001
Tar paper, fragment 001
Stucco, fragments 015

Window Glass
Window Glass .050 thickness 062
Window Glass .055 thickness 035
Window Glass .060 thickness 215
Window Glass .065 thickness 128
Window Glass .070 thickness 238
Window Glass.075 thickness 131
Window Glass .080 thickness 221
Window Glass .085 thickness 092
Window Glass .090 thickness 262
Window Glass .095 thickness 070
Window Glass .100 thickness 103
Window Glass.105 thickness 017
Window Glass .110 thickness 024
Window Glass .115 thickness 005
Window Glass .120 thickness 011
Window Glass .125 thickness 002

Roofing

Slate fragments 009
Composite 004
Large Barbed Roofing nails 008

Hardware
Doorknob, Porcelain, Black 001
Key fragment, metal 001
Padlock, metal 001
Latch, metal 001
Fast joint butt (1/2 of one), metal 001
Butt, Brass 001
Strap hinge fragments, metal 002
Elbow catch fragment, metal 001
Mending plate, metal 001
Angle bracket, metal 001
Corner brace, aluminum 001
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Hardware, continued
Cleat fragment, metal 001
J-Bolt, metal 001
Cotter pin, metal 001
Grommet, rubber 001
Hollow rivet, metal 002

S-Hook, metal 001
Hammock hook, metal 001
Grab hook, metal 001
Gate hook, metal 001
Wire hook, metal 001

Files
Rattail File, fragment, metal 001
Flat File, fragment, metal 001
Taper File, metal 001

Nails
Round Nails 249
Round wire head fragments 250
Square cut nails 088
Square cut nail head fragments 336
Unknown shank fragments 593
Casing nails 002
Finishing nails 003
Boat Spike (used for timber) 001

Screws
Flat head screws, metal 023
Round head screws, metal 001
Oval head screws, metal 001
Screw fragments, metal 013
Screw eye, metal 001

Nuts
Square nut, metal 009
Hex nut, metal 004
Castle nut, metal 001

Washers
Flat washer, metal 006
Split washer, metal 001
External lock washer, metal 001
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Bolts
Eye bolt, metal 003
Button head bolt, metal 010
Hexagon head bolt, metal 016
Square head bolt, metal 004
Carriage head bolt, metal 003
Bastard head bolt, metal 002
Thimble Skiens, metal 002
Bolt fragments, metal 015

Staples
Poultry staple, metal 001
Fence wire staple, metal 001

Fixed illumination and power
Light bulb bases 004
(Minimum count=4)
Light bulb base fragment 001
Rosettes, porcelain 017
(Minimum count=3)
Hurricane Glass fragments 056
(Minimum vessels=3)

Fixed heating, cooling and atmospheric conditioning
Coal, heating 019
Charcoal fragments 002

Personal and Domestic Transportation

Vehicles
Car
Tire fragments, rubber 049
Front Spindle part, metal 001
Manifold clamp, metal 001
Crank case front bearing cap, metal 001
Universal valve cap 001

Carriage
Axle Clip Yokes, metal 002
Wiffletree coupling, metal 001
(half of one)(wagon hardware)
Cockeyes (wagou hardware) 001
Seat Corner Irons (wagon hardware) 001
Carriage, continued
Harness Buckles, metal 002
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Sleigh bell, metal 001

Roads/Parking Lots
Crushed Gravel 028
Tar fragment 002

Railroad
Railroad Spikes 006
Spike shank fragments 002

Commerce and Industry

Ammunition
Cartridges 014
Commercial Services
Copel and Lnmber pen 001
Unknown Business, label, metal 003

Money
Coin, Liberty Head 001
Coin, 1912, Wheat back penny 001

Group Services

Utilities, Pipe
Water pipe, stoneware, red Oil
Pipe, Concrete 002

Fraternal Organization
Modern Woodman of America pin, brass 001

Unknowns

Ceramic, Unknown Function
Tile, white, porcelain 001
Ball, blue, ceramic 001

Rods, ceramic 004
Ceramic fragments 006

Glass, Unknown Function, Clear
Container, whole Cross-mended, clear 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Container, clear 015
(Minimum vessel=1)
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Glass, Unknown Function, Clear continued
Flat body panel, clear, glass 001
Prescription lip finish, clear 004
(Minimum vessels=2)
Perry Davis finish, clear 001

(Minimum vessels=nl)
Patent lip with ball neck, clear 001
(Minimum vessel =1)
Base fragments, clear, unknown function 005
(Minimum vessels =4)
Glass fragments, Clear 1087
Body fragments with pressed designs 022
(Minimum vessels=9)

Glass, Unknown Function, Solorized
Container bases, glass, solorized 006
(Minimum vessel =4)
Container finishes, glass, solorized 002
(Minimum vessel =2)
Body fragments, glass, solorized 002
(Minimum vessel = 2)

Glass, Unknown Function, Aqua
Container, whole, aqua 001
(Minimum vessel= 1)
Finishes, glass, aqua 003
(Minimum vessels=3)
Base/body, glass, aqua 002
(Minimum vessel=l)
Bases, glass, aqua 004
(Minimum vessels=4)
Body fragments, glass, aqua 004
(Minimum vessels =4)
Glass fragments, aqua 108

Glass, Unknown Function, Brown
Finish fragments, glass, brown 004
(Minimum vessel =4)
Base fragments, glass, brown 005
(Minimum vessels=5)
Body fragments, glass, Brown 012
(Minimum vessels =6)
Fragments, glass, Brown 302
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Glass, Unknown Function, Green
Fragments, glass, Green 008
(Minimum vessel=1)
Container, finishes, green-tinted 003
(Minimum vessels 3)
Container, base glass, green-tinted 001
(Minimum vessel =1)

Glass, Unknown Function, Various Colors
Glass, Cobalt 013
(Minimum vessel=2)
Base, glass, teal 002
(Minimum vessel=1)
Fragments, glass, teal 013
Fragments, Glass, Blue 001
(Minimum vessel=l)
Fragments, glass, Red 001
(Minimum vessel=1)
Fragments, glass, gray 004
Fragment, glass, pink 001

Glass, Unknown Function, Burned
Finish fragments, glass, and burned 004
(Minimum vessels=4)
Base fragment, glass, burned 001
Minimum vessel =1)
Body fragments, glass, burned 002
(Minimum vessel 2)
Burned Glass fragments, unknown 169
Milk Glass fragments 020
Porcelain, unknown fragment 002

Various, Unknowns, Functions
Chalk chuck 001
Chalk fragments 013
Graphite chuck 002
Insulator Fiber 016
Plastic fragments 015
Cellophane fragments 008
Rubber fragments 007
Twine 001
Wire fragments 038
Wire fragments, copper 003
Insulated wire fragment 001
Iron Rod Stock 003



1-,
1.)

Metal, Unknown Functions
Wire handle, metal 001
Ring, metal 001
Gear fragments, metal 003
Metal gasket fragments 006
(Minimum gasket =2)
Metal, Unidentified 007

Undiagnos tic
Undiagnostic Metal fragments 274
Undiagnostic Brass fragments 002
Undiagnostic Lead fragments 012
Undiagnostic Wood fragments 002
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Appendix 2
Artifact Descriptions

Copeland Project (35BE90)

All artifacts were classified using Spraug&s "Functional Classification for

Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Sites in Historical Archaeology" (1980)

Personal Items

Fasteners

Buttons

A total of twenty-nine whole buttons along with seven button fragments were

recovered from the Copeland excavation. Of the twenty-nine buttons, fourteen are

agate buttons. These agate buttons are four-hole sew through buttons of various sizes

that were used on men and women's shirts, dresses and undergarments. Agate buttons

are made of white pressed glass and were advertised as "Agate" buttons (Israel 1968

[18971: 320; Kresge's Katalog 1913:74; Sears and Roebuck Catalogue 1969 [19021:

940).

One black glass button was recovered. The surface of the black glass button is

irregularly grooved on the surface. It is possible that the grooves were filled with

either silver or gold gilt. Black glass was often used for mourning buttons and was

advertised as "jet" due to the fact that real jet was hard to come by (Ford 1943:112-

113; Osborne 1994:152-153). Black "jet" buttons were made popular by Queen

Victoria during the 1860's (Ford 1943:112; Osborne 1994:152-153).

One "china" button was recovered. The china button is a one-piece four hole

self-shanked button. The button has a concave white interior with a black rim. China
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buttons were made from the 1840's up to the 1930's in a variety of patterns

(Wisniewski 1997: 66-67).

One two-hole self-shank shell button was recovered. The body is flat, smooth,

iridescent and worn. The button is 1.28 cm (.507 inches) in diameter.

A bone button was also recovered. The button is a one piece with the shank broken

off. The surface is very smooth with no decoration.

A total of six metal buttons were recovered. Three of the metal buttons have

"Boss of the Road" embossed on the front. Boss of the Road was a brand name for

men's work clothes. Buttons with "Boss of the Road" embossed on the front are circa

1878-1948 and were manufactured by the Heynemann Company until it was sold to

the Lee Company in 1948 (Psota 2002:115). The fourth metal button is brass and is

possibly a pants button. The button is round flat two-piece with a broken shank. The

last two metal buttons are two-piece buttons that are heavily corroded.

The seven button fragments consist of six white sew through buttons. The

number of sew through holes these buttons have is undeterminable due the

fragmentary nature of the button fragments. The seventh button fragment is a blue

ceramic button fragment that is possibly a two-hole button.

The buttons have been listed in Table A.15.
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Table A.15: Buttons

Type Material Diameter Design
Dress, one piece, Shell, mollusk 1.28 cm! Discoid flat and smooth, very
two-hole, self shank .507 in worn, iridescent

Dress, two piece, Glass, black, 1.81cm! Discoid, etched surface
looped shank metal shank .076in possibly was silver gilted

Dress, one piece Ceramic, white 1.09 cm! Discoid, Concave white glass
four- hole, self and black .436in bordered by black rim.
shanked
A "china" button

Dress? Shirt? One Bone 1.4 cm! Smooth surface, round
piece. No shank .468 in (discoid), plain

Coat or Pants button Copper Unknown Heavily corroded
unknown shank
type

Three "Boss of the Metal 1.66 cm! Discoid, with the words "Boss
Road" metal buttons .652in of the Road" impressed on
two- piece, front of button.
unknown shank

type________________
Unknown one piece Metal 1.59cm! Discoid with what is a
two- hole sew .609in concaved surface with rim.
through Heavily rusted
Three shirt buttons, Glass, white, 1.59 cm! Discoid with concave well with
one piece four-hole presses .629 in rim. The back surfaces on all
self shanked Possibly also three buttons are pitted around

known as "agate the buttonholes indicating use
buttons" ware.

Three shirt buttons, Glass, white 1.4 1cm! Discoid with concave well with
one piece, four hole pressed .555in rim. The back surfaces on all
self shanked Possibly also three are pitted around the

known as "agate buttonhole indicating use ware.
buttons"

Three shirt buttons, Glass, white 1.54 cm! Discoid with concave well with
one piece, four-hole pressed possible .607 in rim. The back surfaces on all
self shanked also known as three are pitted around the

"agate buttons" button hole indicating use ware
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Table A.15: Buttons continued

Four shirt buttons, one piece Porcelain, .428 in! Discoid with concave
four- hole self shanked white 1.08 cm well. Backs are pitted

indicating use ware.
Dress button one piece, Glass, milk 1.00 cm! Discoid, with 4 raised
unknown shank .388 in circles one surface
Dress button, one piece, Burned, 1.29cm! Discoid with concave
four- hole self shanked porcelain .490 in well raised rim

Shirt button Burned, 1.14 cm! Discoid with concave
glass .451 in well, pitted on back

Pant button two piece, shank Brass 1.22cm! Round, flat and
broken off, possibly a loop .477in smoothshank__________
Two pants buttons two- Metal 1.40 cm!
piece .554 in
Back shank area is heavily
corroded

Snaps

One metal snap with the word "DENT'S" was recovered measuring 1.51 cm

(.415 in) in diameter. One snap head fragment was recovered. Snaps were used as

clothing fasteners.

Rivets

A total of three clothing rivets were recovered. The first metal rivet has a white

fiber attached. The second rivet has brown fabric attached and the third rivet is copper.

Rivets were attached to high stress points on men's work clothes. The Levi Strauss

Company held the patent on riveted clothing from 1873-1908 (Psota 2002:118).

Clip

One metal clothing clip was recovered. The total length is 2.99cm (1.17 in).

The clip is held together by metal spring. When the ends of the clip are pushed

together the jaws of the clip open. When the pressure is released the jaws will close.
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The width of the jaws is .91cm (.35 in). The edges of the jaws curve up in to a

lip. On the interior of the jaw one side has two raised shape triangular points and the

other side has one raised triangular point. Both ends of the clip are oval shaped. One

side is slightly larger than the other.

Adornment

One locket fragment with an engraved floral design was recovered. The locket

body is square. Lockets were often worn by women who kept pictures or locks of hair

in them. The Sears and Roebucks catalog sold similar lockets (Sears, Roebuck and

Company 1969 11902]: 82)

Beads

Two beads were recovered. One is a round blue bead with a diameter of

487cm (.194 in). The other bead is white porcelain and is oblong shaped and is

broken in half.

Buckles

A woman's decorative brass belt buckle and buckle slide were identified. The

belt buckle is 6.64cm long (2.6lin) and is 5.07 cm (.200 in) wide with a cut out

design. The Sears and Roebucks catalog (1897) sold many different styles of Ladies

Belt buckles and buckle slides (Israel 1968 [1897]: 432).
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Body Ritual and Grooming

Dental

One bone toothbrush head was recovered. The toothbrush head is 4.89 cm

(1.93 in) long with four rows of holes for the bristles. The two outside rows have

nineteen drilled holes and the middle rows have twenty drilled holes. The 1897 Sears

Catalog sold toothbrushes that ranged in price from 3 cents to 17 cents depending on

the quality of the toothbrush (Israel 1968 18971: 328).

Hair Care

One whole clear bottle with stopper was recovered. On the bottom of the bottle

the embossed lettering reads "Colgate & Co. Perfumers New York". Both sides of the

stopper have "C & Co." embossed. According to Fike (1987), "Colgate & Co. was

established in 1806 as a soap and candle factory and merged with B.J. Johnson and

Palmolive Peet in 1928" (Fike 1987: 56). The label according to Fike (1987) would

have read "Bandolline Moss Rose 6 % Ethyl Alcohol, For Dressing the Hair and

Keeping it in Place" (Fike 1987:56). The bottle was machine molded with a one-part

finish. The bore is grounded to accommodate the stopper and the lip is rounded. The

neck shape is cylindrical (Jones and Sullivan et. al. 1989).

Height 6.16 cm (2.42 in)

Bore Diameter .98 cm (.36 in)

Body Height 4.25cm (1.67 in)

Base Dimension 2.90cm (1.13 in)
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Medical and Health

Eye care

One pair of wire rimmed eyeglass frames were recovered. The frames are bent.

The eye frames are grooved to hold the eye glasses in place. The earpiece is connected

to the frame by a small hinge and screw allowing for the earpieces to fold in. The

1897 Sears and Robuck catalog sold spectacles in either steel, alumnico, gold or gold

filled frames in a variety of styles (Israel 1968 [1897]: 467-468).

Pharmaceuticals

One whole medicine bottle along with nine fragments representing a minimum

of six medical bottles were recovered. The first container is a whole clear bottle most

likely used for medicinal purposes. This container has a prescription lip with a

cylindrical neck shape. The shoulder is sloped down and the shoulder treatment is

fluted. The horizontal body is rectangular with rounded corners and the vertical body

is straight (Sullivan and Jones et. al 1989). On the bottom of the container is "R&C 5"

with an unreadable number embossed below the number five. The sides of the bottle

are marked with fluid oz. measurements.

Measurements

Bore diameter .634 cm (.249 in)

Lip height .324 cm (.123in)

Neck finish height 2.25 cm (.88 in)

Body Height 5.26cm (2.07 in)

Base Dimension 2.56cm x 1.57 cm (1 .Oiin x .62in)

Container height 7.81 cm (3.09 in)
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A clear base fragment that is rectangular in shape with rounded corners

represents the second container. The base fragment is embossed with the letters "U .D.

Co." along with the letter "W" and number "3". According to Fike (1987), U. D. Co is

the initials of the United Drug Company located in Boston. In 1903 the United Drug

Company became Rexall Laboratory (Finke 1987:80). According to Toulouse (1971)

U.D. Co is the maker's mark the United Drug Company and is circa 19 10-1930

(Toulouse 1971:509).

The third container is represented by five fragments, one base fragment and

four body fragments. The body fragments are embossed and reads "G_ HAM!

UGGIST/ ---ALLIS" [GRAHAM DRUGGIST, CORVALLIS]. The base fragment

had the letters "G N" on one side and" & Co" on the other side. Henry Graham was

a druggist here in Corvallis during the 1880's and 1890's (Gallagher 1993: Appendix

A; Gentry 1895). The base shape was rectangular with rounded corners (A base

fragment with word PLUTO and five body fragments represent the fourth container.

Pluto water was used as a laxative (Andrews and Tyler 1993 :60). Pluto water was

bottled in French Lick, Indiana from the 1890's to 1920's (Andrews and Tyler

1993 :59).

The three body fragments that represent the fifth, sixth and seventh vessels. All

body fragments have embossed lettering that suggests that they are from medicinal

bottles. The first body fragment is embossed with " CINES. I A". The second

body fragment has the letters "M D" embossed. The third body fragment has

CINE C" embossed on it.
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Indulgences

Tobacco

Three white kaolin pipe stem fragments were recovered as well as three effigy

Fillmore pipe bowl fragments. The Fillmore pipe bowl fragments are of a red ware

fabric and the bowl fragments form part ofa face with a nose, eyes and a forehead.

The forehead is crowned with a wreath. This face has been identified as President

Fillmore who was president from 1850-1853. Fillmore pipes were election items used

to get people to vote for President Fillmore (Bell 2004:52).

One of the pipe stem fragment has "Scotland" impressed on the side. Pipe

stems with the name of the nation that manufactured them is post 1891. The McKinlay

Tariff of 1891 required nations importing items into the United States to indicate the

nation that they were from on the product (Cook 1989:206).

Alcohol, Glass, Olive

A total of 261 olive glass fragments were recovered. Fourteen fragments are

base fragments and represent a minimum of five vessels. Five of the fragments are

finish fragments and represent a minimum of two vessels. The other 242 hundred

fragments are body fragments.

Base Fragments, Glass, Olive

Fourteen fragments are base fragments and represent a minimum of five

vessels. The first vessel is represented by three fragments cross mend together. These

cross-mended fragments form a half of a base most likely from a wine bottle. The base

is a shallow concave base and on the resting rim of the base there are wear marks.
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A base and body fragment cross-mended together represents the second vessel. The

base fragment is a partial fragment of a kick up most likely from a wine bottle.

A base and body fragment represents the third vessel. The base fragment indicated that

the basal profile is shallow concave and the bottom portion has faint ripples marks on

the bottom. The body fragment has no mold marks. Base fragments represent the

fourth and fifth vessels. These base fragments are partials base rim fragments.

Finish Fragments, Glass, Olive

Three cross-mended finish fragments represent one olive glass finish. The

finish has a flattened side lip with a v-tooled string rim. It is possible that this is a

finish from a wine bottle based on color and finish. Two partial finish fragments

represent the second finish. The lip of the finish has been broken off and the v-tooled

string rim represents the finish fragments. It is possible that this finish is from a wine

bottle based on color and finish shape.

Past Times and Recreation

Marbles

A total of five marbles were recovered. Playing marbles was a popular pastime

for children to play during the 19th and into the early 20th century. Two of the

marbles are made of ceramic most likely stoneware. Stoneware marbles were

originally made in Germany and production began in Ohio in 1818-18 19 (Baumann

1999:14). The production of stoneware marbles lasted into the early 20th century.

Germany was out producing and out marketing the American clay marble makers

(Baumann 1999:15). Two of the glass marbles (Yellow latticono core swirl and Soild

core swirl) are hand made as evident by the pontil marks on both ends of the marbles.
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Latticinio cores were made from the start of the glass marble manufacturing which

began in the 1840s and lasted into the 1920's (Baumann 1999:35). The amber slag

marble was machine made. Slag marbles were made by a variety of different marble

makers. It is possible that the M.F. Christensen made this brown slag marble and Son

Company located in Akron Ohio from 1905-1917. The M.F. Christensen and Son

Company sold their marbles to many retailers such as the Sears and Roebuck

Company, Montgomery Ward, Woolworth's and Milton Bradley (Baumann 1999:78).

The marbles are listed in Table A.16.

Table A.16: Marbles

Type Description Size
Yellow lattico Handmade has pontil marks on both ends 1.31 crn/
Core swirl Yellow latticono core with three outer bands .505 in
marble (glass) colored blue, pink and green
Stoneware Burned with a piece of blue paint left on 1.36 cm!
marble .52 in
Brown slag Machine made 1.56 cm!
marble (glass) .60 in
Stoneware White glaze has worn off 1.71 cm/ .67
marble in
Solid core swirl Hand made with pontil marks on both ends. 1 .98 cm!
marble (glass) A white core with blue and red bands. .77 in

Yellow outer bands

Doll, porcelain

Eight fragments of a small porcelain doll were recovered. Six face fragments, a

left leg fragment with a painted on blue shoe with a heel and a right upper thigh

fragment were recovered. The leg fragment is 1.75cm (.69 in) long and the right upper

thigh fragment that is 3.24cm (1.27 in) long. Dolls that has painted on heeled shoes

indicate that a post-1860 occupation (Prichett and Pastron 1983:328). Dolls were
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popular items especially among girls (Prichett and Pastron 1983). Porcelain dolls

came in a variety of sizes and styles.

Toy guns, metal

Two toy gun parts were recovered. The first gun part is the barrel and revolver

part of the toy gun. The second toy gun part is the trigger, cock back and barrel.

Pocket Tools and Accessories

Pocketknife, metal

One pocketknife with a bone handle was recovered. The length of the handle is

6.51 cm (2.73 in). The Sears Catalog (1897) sold a variety of different pocket knives

(Israel 1968 [18971: 109-111).

Watch key, metal

One pocket watch key was recovered. The key is 2.29 cm (.90 in) in length.

Watch keys were used to wind pocket watches that required a key (Israel 1968 18971:

372-400).

Domestic items

Furnishings

One bed castor and wheel were recovered. The entire length of the castor is

11.95cm (4.70 in) long. The diameter of the wheel is 4.45cm (1/4 in). The castor has a

metal shaft that is 8.64cm (3.40 in) in length. The wheel is metal and is connected to

the shaft by a metal rod. Based on the length of the shaft it was determined that this

was a bed castor. (Russell and Erwin 1980 11865]: 159-160; Israel 1968 11897]: 98).
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Chest or Drawer Handle, Metal

One metal handle fragment was recovered. The handle is haifa circle that is

1.01 cm (.40 in) wide. Each ends of the metal handle has metal tabs that are 2.06 cm

(.81 in) in length. The tabs have two screw holes. This type of metal handle could be

used on a chest or drawers.

Decorative

Four earthenware fragments were recovered. One base fragment, one face

fragment and two body fragments were recovered. The fragments are painted green

and the face fragment is in the shape of a pig.

Vase

One clear pressed glass bud vase was recovered. The height of the vase is

10.50cm (4.13 in). The base of the vase is ruffled. The vase body is shaped in a spiral

pattern. The spirals come closer together toward the top of the vase. A ruffle

decorated the outside of the vase body 6.35 cm (2 '/2 in) from the base. Part of the rim

of the vase is missing and the top of the vase is slightly melted indicating that the vase

had been exposed to fire.

house wares and Appliances

Culinary

Stove lid lifer, metal

One stove lid lifter handle fragment was recovered. The length of the handle is

15.60 cm (6.14 in). The handle is curved and goes from a solid piece of metal from

where the lifter is broken off and divides into three pieces of metal. Two of the metal

pieces form the sides of the lifter handle while the third piece of metal extends up 2.29
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cm (.90 in). All three pieces of metal meet at the end of the lifter. The third middle

piece of metal raises up and three open spaces are formed on either side. Extending

from the top piece of metal to the two sidepieces are two metal dividers used to

delineate the open space into three segments. Similar stove lid lifers can been seen in

the Morse Hardware Catalog (Morse Hardware Catalog 1920:80).

Pot lid, cast iron

One cast iron pot lid was recovered. The diameter of the lid is 1 5.59 cm (6.13

in). The lid is circular in shape and on one end the metal extends out into a smaller

circle. It is possible that this was used to attach the pot lid to the pot or to hang the pot

lid from a hook for storage. The measurement of the hole is 2.21 cm (.87 in). The

words "PATTERSON & CO." are embossed on the top of the lid. On the top of the lid

in the middle is a flat upright piece of metal used to lift the lid from the pot. The inside

of the pot lid is concave and along the edge of the pot is a rimmed to keep the lid on

the pot. It is likely that this lid was made by the Stuart Patterson Company of

Philadelphia.

Canning

Fifty-five milk glass canning jar liners were recovered. Thirteen of the lid

fragments are burned but are still identifiable as canning liners. A minimum often

canning jar lids is represented. Two lid fragments are embossed with the words "For

Mason". Two lid fragments say" OYD CAP" (BOYD CAP) and one lid fragment

says "ENUIN" (GUENUINE). Boyd was the name of the brand of canning liner

made for canning jars to protect canned food from the taste of the lid (Sullivan and
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Jones et. al 1989:160-161). These liners were made to be used with a cap or screw

band lid. Boyd's patented the first glass liners in 1869 (Toulouse 1960:350).

Canning Jar Fragments, glass

Thirteen canning jar rim fragments were recovered representing a minimum of

twelve canning jars. Five of the rim fragments are clear, three are soloraized, two are

aqua and three are green tinted. Of these rim fragments six have rough grounded rims.

Canning jars with these types of rims are pre-1900 (Hinson 1996:6). One green tinted

rim fragment has three continuous threads lugs. The remaining six rim fragments

have smooth rims.

Two aqua canning jar base fragments represent one minimum-canning jar. The

second canning jar is represented by one aqua shoulder fragment. The third jar is

represented by one clear body fragment. The words "T CONTENTS FU" are on the

bottom of the body fragment.

Stoneware

A total of forty-nine stoneware fragments were recovered and represent a

minimum of fourteen vessels (Table 17). Of the fourteen minimum vessels only two

vessel types are identifiable. The first vessel is a buff stoneware crock represented by

seven cross-mended base and body fragments and ten loose body fragments. The

diameter of the crock is 5 1/2 inches. The crock is glazed on both the interior and

exterior. Stoneware crockery was used to hold beverages and food items. The 1902

Sear catalog sells a variety of stoneware containers for jugs for holding beverages to

butter churners to pipkins (Sears, Roebuck and Company 1969 [1902: 799).
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The second vessel is represented by one stoneware jar lid fragment. The

interior and exterior are brown with a glaze. The jar lid had a round knob used for

lifting the jar lid. The 1902 Sears catalog sold covers for jars, which could be bought

in different sizes to cover stoneware jars (Sears, Roebuck Catalogue 1969 Il 902]:

798). The remaining stoneware fragments are listed in Table A.17

Table A. 17: Stoneware

Vessel Type Fragment Description
Unknown Flat base fragment Red ware with a salt glaze

on the exterior and
unglazed on the interior

Unknown Curved body fragment Dark brown exterior/light
brown interior salt glazed

Unknown Base fragment Dark brown interior/multi-
brown colors on the
exterior

Unknown Body fragment Red ware fabric
Red salt glazed exterior/
mottled brown interior

Unknown Curved body fragment Dark brown interior and
exterior

Unknown Rim fragment Brown salt glazed exterior
and interior

Unknown Body fragment Mottled light and dark
brown exterior and interior

Unknown Body/handle joint Unpainted but glazed
fragment interior/ dark brown

exterior
Unknown Body fragment Light brown interior/ Dark

brown exterior Salt glazed
Unknown Body fragment Dark brown interior/ Light

and Dark brown stripped
exterior Salt Glazed

Unknown Body fragment Light brown
interior/exterior salt glazed

Unknown Body fragment Dark brown exterior
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Earthenware

A total of sixteen decorated earthenware's fragments were recovered from the

Copeland site. Due the fragmentary nature of the decorated earthenware fragments

they have been listed in a Table A.18.

Table A.1 8: Decorated Earthenware

Type Vessel Fragment Description
Type

Yellow ware Cup Rim Fragment The rim fragment is yellow
(Mocha) with a blue band around the

edge of the rim and has three
white bands (Chapman 1993:
260-26 1)

Yellow ware Unknown Body Fragment The Mocha body piece has
(Mocha) four white bands and below

the fourth white band is a
bronze band. Mocha ware
was popular during the
1830s-1850s (Chapman
1993:260-26 1).

Blue and White Unknown Rim fragment Not enough of the pattern to
TranfLpfint identify.
Sepia Transfer

______
Unknown Two body fragments Not enough of the pattern to

print identify.
Red Transfer Unknown Three fragments, two A red transfer prints that is a
print body, one base series of small red dots.

Undecorated Earthenware

Fifty-six undecorated earthenware fragments were recovered. Out of these

fifty-seven fragments seven are base! footring fragments that represent six

unidentifiable vessels. Nine rim fragments represent a minimum of nine unidentifiable

vessels. All of the rim fragments are straight edged rims and one rim fragment is

burned. The thirty-two body fragments belong to unknown vessels.
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Earthenware Bowl/cup white, plain

Two base fragments represent a bowl. On the bottom of the base is a foot ring.

One of the fragments is a base/body fragment and the curvature of the body suggests

that this vessel is a bowl. The fragments are white and plain.

Earthenware handle, white, plain

One handle fragment was recovered. The handle fragment is plain white and is

a possible handle off of a pitcher or teapot.

Earthenware plate, white, plain

Five body fragments represent a plain plate. There are not enough fragments to

determine the diameter of the plate.

Earthenware fragments, white, plain

A total of forty-eight plain white earthenware fragments were recovered.

Thirty-two of these fragments are undecorated body fragments, seven base/foot ring

fragments represent six minimum vessels and nine rim fragments represent a

minimum of nine vessels all of the rim fragments are straight edged rims and on rim

fragment is burned. Because of the fragmentary nature of the artifacts it is impossible

to determine vessel shape and function.
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Decorated Ironstone

Three flow blue fragments represent a teacup decorated with the Montana flow

blue pattern. Two of the fragments a base and rim fragment cross-mended together.

The third fragment is a body fragment. On the base fragment are the letters "MONT

". According to Jeffery Snyder (2000) there was a flow blue pattern called Montana

and was produced by the Johnson Bros. Ltd (Snyder 2000:122). Godden (1991) states

that the Johnson Bros. Ltd is circa 1883-1913 (Godden 1991:355).

Ironstone cup, white, Fig pattern

One punch cup rim fragment and one unidentifiable vessel rim fragment have

been identified with the white ironstone pattern "Fig" (Weatherbee 1996:110). The Fig

pattern was used by both Davenport and J. Wedgewood and the fig pattern was

registered by Davenport in 1856 (Weatherbee 1996:109-110). The punch cup rim

fragment has two raised lines with figs and leaves descending down. Table A.19 lists

the remaining decorated ironstone fragments.
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Table A.19: Ironstone

Vessel Fragment Type Description
Type_________________
Plate Rim Blue and white decal pattern

A floral pattern with flowers and leaves on the rim.
Near the edge of the rim is a looped pattern with
diamonds underneath.

Unknown Rim A Flow Blue pattern. A vase with what are
possibly flowers is in the pattern.

Unknown 4 rim fragments, 1 Scalloped rim fragment with small raised dots.
jççy fragment Flow blue

Unknown Rim fragment Burned decal pattern. A pink flower with green
leaves

Unknown Body fragments Unidentifiable flow blue pattern.
Unknown Rim fragment Brown decal with part of the roof of a house or

barn near the rim
Cup Rim_fragment White with gold gilt around rim
Unknown Body fragment One light brown leaf (decal) on interior side of cup
Unknown Rim fragment Pearl ware glaze two raised lines on interior of rim

fgment
Unknown Rim fragment White, plain
Cup Three rim Decal, a red line around rim with what appears to

fragments be a leaf fragment.
Unknown Rim Scalloped rim fragment with gold gilt on interior

of rim fragment
Unknown Body fragment Decal pattern, tiny green dots make up part of a

leaf
Unknown Body gnt Decal pattern a brown leaf
Cup Handle A cup handle fragment of a cup. Flow blue no
handle identifying characteristics for the pattern
Bowl One rim fragment The rim is scalloped with raised dots. The pattern

five body fragments appears to be of green fern leafs.
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Undecorated Ironstone

Undecorated ironstone, tea saucer, white, plain

One tea saucer plate was recovered. On the back of the saucer is a partial

maker's mark. The partial words are "ON BRO" "ENGLAND" indicating that the

tea saucer came from an English potter. There is not enough of the name to tell from

which "Brother" company the tea saucer was manufactured by. On the front of the tea

saucer is a raised ring in which the teacup would sit. The ring would keep the cup

from sliding around.

Undecorated Ironstone cup, white, plain

Five cross-mended fragments form a white cup fragment with a raised

scalloped pattern around the bottom of the cup. The diameter of cup is 5.57 cm (2 in).

Undecorated Ironstone cup, white, plain

A base/footring fragment and a body fragment cross-mended together

represent a white plain cup. The diameter for the cup is 4.70cm (1.85 in).

Undecorated Ironstone, plate, white, plain

Fifteen total fragments represent an ironstone plate. Ten of the fifteen

fragments cross-mended together. The maker's mark on the back of the plate is the

royal arms with a lion and a unicorn. The words are "EDWARD CLARKE

/PORCELAIN ITUNSTALL /OPAQUE". According to Gooden (1991) Edward

Clarke manufactured pottery at the Turnstall address circa 1865-1877 (Godden

1991:147). The diameter of the plate is 14.26cm (5.61 in).
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Undecorated Ironstone, bowl, white, burned

A total often fragments represent a white ironstone bowl. Eight of the

fragments cross-mended together and the remaining two fragments are loose. All of

the fragments have been burned. The diameter of the bowl is 8.90 cm (3 '/2 in).

Undecorated Ironstone, lid, white plain

One plain white lid fragment with a vertical flange was recovered. It is

possible that this lid is from either a teapot or pitcher.

Undecorated Ironstone, shallow bowl/Plate

Three fragments represent either a shallow bowl or plate. There is not enough

of the base to determine the diameter of the shallow plate/bowl.

Undecorated Ironstone, cup, white plain

A base and body fragment cross-mended together represents a white, plain cup.

The cup has no foot ring but the edge of the base has heavy use wear indications. The

diameter for the cup is 5.23 cm (2 in).

Undecorated Ironstone, cup, white, plain

Two rim fragments and one base fragment represent a cup. The three

fragments are plain white. The diameter was not able to be determined.

Undecorated Irons tone, bowl, white, plain

One base and body fragment represents a plain, white bowl. The base has a

foot ring. There is not enough of the base to determine the diameter.
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Undecorated Ironstone, cup, white, gold gilt trim

Seven cross-mended fragments body and base fragments represent a white cup

with gold gilt trim around the edge of the foot ring. Due to the porosity of the fabric

and the crazing it is possible that this is a transitional piece from earthenware to

ironstone.

Undecorated Irons tone, bowl, white, plain

Three base and body fragments cross-mended together represent a plain white

bowl. There is not enough of the base fragment to determine the diameter.

Undecorated Ironstone, saucer/plate, white, plain

A total of seven base fragments represent a possible saucer/plate. Four

fragments cross-mend together. There is a partial maker's mark on the bottom of the

base. The partial maker's mark is of the lion often found in the royal arms insignia

maker's mark. Underneath are the words "CHARLES/ URSLEM" (CHARLES

/BURSLEM). It is possible that the manufacturer of this saucer/plate was Charles

Meakin. According to Godden (2003) Charles Meakin used the royal arms insignia as

his maker's mark. The dates for Charles Meakin at Bursiem are 1870-1882 (Godden

2003 :42 6).

Undecorated Ironstone, cup handles, white, plain

Three-cup handle fragments were recovered. All three are white and plain.
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Undecorated Ironstone, rim fragments, white, plain

A total of seventy-two unknown rim fragments represent a minimum of fifty-

four vessels. These rim fragments are small and fragmentary. Vessel function was not

able to be determined. Thirty-seven of the rim fragments are plain, white and straight

rimmed (not scalloped). Seventeen rim fragments are scalloped and plain white.

A total of seventeen base/foot ring fragments representing a minimum of twelve

unidentifiable vessels were recovered. The base/foot ring fragments are plain, white

and one is burned.

Ironstone fragments, white, plain

One hundred fifty-seven unknown plain white ironstone fragments were

recovered. These fragments consist of body fragments of various unidentifiable

vessels. Cross mending was attempted but the majority of fragments would not cross

mend together. Four of the fragments have partial maker's marks. The first fragment

has the words "<ROYAL IRON >" and below those words is half of the royal coat of

arms insignia. The maker is unknown and Godden (2003) points out that many firms

including American pottery firms used the royal coat ofarms (Godden 2003:552). The

second partial maker's mark is the bottom half of the rearing unicorn also found on the

royal coat of arms insignia. The third partial maker's mark is faded and is a crown.

The fourth partial maker's mark has the letter "NE" "E" in what looks like a possible

hat or a three-leaf clover.
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Porcelain

A total of twenty-six porcelain fragments were recovered. Due to the

fragmentary nature of the artifacts vessel form and function was not able to be

determined. Fourteen plain white unknown porcelain fragments were recovered. Seven

of these fragments were burned.

The decorated porcelain fragments are listed below in Table A.20.

Table A.20: Porcelain

Vessel Fragment Description

Unknown
___

Rim fragment
_______________-

A porcelain rim fragment with an impressed curricle
design.

Unknown Rim fragment Hand painted red line
Unknown Rim fragment White interior and celadon green exterior
Unknown Rim fragment Painted gold gilted edge of rim
Unknown Rim fragment Blue and white pattern not identifiable
Unknown Rim fragment Blue and white pattern
Unknown Rm_fragment One impressed dot on the rim fragment
Unknown Base Plain white undeterminable vessel type
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Gustatory

Can/Bottle Opener

One can/bottle opener was found. The total length is 1 1 .06 cm (4.35 in), One

end of the can opener is shaped into a triangular point and is used to pierce the top of

metal can. On the other side is a raised piece of metal used to catch the lip of the metal

container to stabilize the can opener. When used to pierce the top of a metal can the

point would form a triangular shaped hole. The other end of the can opener has a

curved notch. The curved notch is used to remove crown top lids off of soda or beer

bottles.

Bottle Crown Top, metal

One bottle crown top from a soda bottle was recovered.

Foil liner

One foil liner from inside of a beverage bottle was recovered. The foil liner is

circular and the diameter is 2.08cm (.81 in).

Lea and Perrins, glass, green-tinted

Twenty-three green tinted Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce bottle fragments

were recovered and represent one vessel. Six of the twenty- three fragments cross-

mend together. The six base and body fragments that are cross-mended together form

the partial base and body of the Worcestershire sauce bottle. On the body of the

Worcestershire sauce bottle are the embossed words "LEA & ERRINS". The

shoulder rim fragment has an embossed letter "E". The word Worcestershire would

have been embossed around the shoulder of the bottle. One of the fragments is a glass

top stopper used to cork the bottle. On the top of are the embossed words" --A &
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RINS". Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce came to America from England sometime

between 1838-1840. It is thought that these bottles did not make it West until 1849

(Zumwalt 1980:269). The bottles were embossed with Lea & Perrins down the side

and Worcestershire around the shoulder until 1920-1921 (Zumwalt 1980:269).

Tableware

Dish cover, glass, clear

Two dish cover fragments were recovered. These fragments formed the body

and rim of the dish cover. There was not enough of the body to determine the diameter

of the dish cover.

Tumblers, glass, clear

Four base fragments and one body fragment represent two tumblers. The base

fragments are hexagonal in shape. The only body fragment is a pressed body fragment

of a tumbler.

Cups, glass, clear

Eleven rim fragments represent seven glass cups. The first cup is represented by a total

of four rim fragments. Two of the fragments cross-mend together. The rim fragments

are of a plain rim with vertical molded lines directly underneath the rim. The second

cup is represented by two rim fragments that are plain with pressed panels on the body

of the rim fragments.

The third cup is represented by one solorized cup rim fragment.

Six plain rim fragments represent the remaining four minimum cups.
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One sliver plated tablespoon fragment was recovered. The handle of the spoon

is missing and the end of the spoon body has corroded away. No design details are

evident. Sears and Roebucks (1897) sold many different styles of silver plated spoons.

Spoons as well as other sliver ware could be bought individually or was sold in sets

(Israel 1968 t1897: 438-445).

Faunal Remains

A total of 956 fauna! remains were recovered. Out of the 956 fauna! remains

sixty-five, are butchered cow remains representmg a minimum of forty-one cuts of

meat. Thirty-five sheep remains were recovered and represent nine cuts of meat. Ten

pig remains were recovered and represent three cuts of meat. Two complete chickens

were recovered. These remains were butchered and Corvallis had a meat market as

early as 1851. Of the fauna! remains 637 fragments were unidentified.

Beverage/Soda Bottles

Orange Crush Bottle Bottles

Ninety-eight Orange Crush bottle fragments were recovered and represent a

minimum number of three clear "krinkly" Orange Crush bottles. Orange Crush bottles

fragments are readily identifiable as Orange Crush bottles due the pattern on the

bottle. The body of Orange Crush bottles has raised lines that horizontally encompass

the bottle. On each side of the bottle three vertical lines extend from the base up to the

neck of the bottle. Three Orange Crush base fragments have the letters "IPCCO"

within a diamond symbol. According to Toulouse (1971), "IPCCO" is the maker's

mark for the Illinois Pacific Glass Company circa 1930-32 (Toulouse 197 1:269). Four
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Orange Crush body fragments have the words "PAT'D" "ORANGE" "CRUSH"

"BOTTLE" "6 FL. OZS" embossed inside of a diamond. According to Rosman

(2004), clear Orange Crush bottles began being produced in the 1920's and production

went until the 1960's (Rossman 2004 n.p). The majority of the clear Orange Crush

bottles had the diamond with the embossed writing on both the front and the back of

the bottle (Rossman 2004: n.p). The patent date for the 6 oz bottles was Aug. 22, 1921

(Rossman 2004: n.p). Based on the Orange Crush bottle bases maker's marks these

bottles were produce circa 1930-1932.

Bases, glass, clear

Five bases represent five possible soda bottles. The first two of the bases

embossed letters "IPCCO" within a diamond shaped symbol. Underneath the symbol

is the number "5". According to Toulouse (1971) "IPCCO" is the maker's mark for

the Illinois Pacific Glass Company circa 1930-32 (Toulouse 1971:269). The third base

has a partial diamond shaped out line that is similar to the shape that contains the

Illinois Pacific Glass Company maker's mark. It is highly possible that this bottle base

is an Illinois Pacific Glass Company bottle. The fourth and sixth base fragments have

no maker's mark or any marking on the bottom the base.

Bottle crown top finish, glass, clear

One crown top finish with mold lines represents one minimum vessel.
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Bottle Body Fragment, glass, clear

One embossed body fragment represents a minimum of one vessel. On the

body are the words "EUGE / ORE" [EUGENE OREGON}. This bottle fragment is

probably from the Eugene Bottling Works/Company that was in operation from 1905-

1923 (Fowler 198 1:27). Fowler notes that the Eugene Bottling Works/Company, "sold

ice, distributed beer and bottled soft drinks..." (Fowler 198 1:27).

Bottles, glass, clear

A total of thirty-three fragments represent two clear soda bottles. Nine cross-

mended finish fragments represent one bottle. The finish has mold line on the neck of

the finish. A complete finish represents the second bottle. Both finishes are pressed

glass and have a ball neck. The remaining twenty-three body fragments are thought to

be associated with these two bottles due to color thickness and association.

Bottle, glass, solarized

Two cross-mended solarized body fragments represent one bottle. The words,

"CITY BOTTLING CO." "ALBANY ORE" are embossed on the front of these two

body fragments, This bottle is from the City Bottling Company of Albany Oregon.

The City Bottling Company operated from 1891-1922 (Fowler 1981:15).

Bottle, glass, green tinted

Eighty-four green tinted glass fragments represent four beverage containers. A

bottle base represents the first vessel with a triangle embossed on the bottom. On the

side of the base are the numbers "7-270 G". A bottle base represents the second vessel

and three body fragments. The body fragments have mold lines on them. On the

bottom of the bottle base is a diamond shape with the initials "IPCCO" inside the



diamond shape. According to Toulouse "PCCO" is the maker's mark for the 11inois

Pacific Glass Company circa 1930-32 (Toulouse 1971:269). Four base fragments

represent the third vessel. On the side of the base are the words "PORTLAN INC.

C" (Portland Inc. C). The base fragments have mold lines indicating that the bottle

was machine made. A cross-mended bottle finish fragment represents the fifth vessel.

The finish is a crown finish with mold lines up the neck and the finish.

Bottle, glass, green tinted

Twenty-six green tinted finish and body fragments represent a possible

beverage. Two of the fragments represent the neck and finish of the bottle. The bottle

has a crown finish and a cylindrical neck. Mold lines run up the neck of the finish.

The remaining twenty-four fragments are body fragments of the bottle.

Fragments, glass, green tinted

The remaining seventy-four fragments are body fragments.

Bottle, glass, green

Thirty fragments represent a green beverage bottle. Ten fragments cross

mended together forming part of the base and body. The base and body fragments

have mold lines indicating that the body was machine made. On the bottom of the base

are the numbers "88". The remaining twenty fragments are body fragments. It was

determined that they are from the same bottle due to color and association.
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Home Education, Information and Business

Fountain pen nib, metal

A fountain pen nib was recovered. The nib reads, "HUNT Co Round point

pens". The 1902 Sears, Roebuck and Company catalog sold a variety of fountain pen

nibs in different sizes. Prices varied depending on the size of nib (Sears, Roebuck and

Company 1969 [1902]: 98).

Graphite

Two graphite fragments were recovered. One fragment is shaped at on end like

the sharpened tip of a pencil. The second fragment is a shaft fragment and is 3.81 cm

(1.51 in) long. Graphite was used in pencils.

Pencil cap, metal

One metal pencil cap was recovered. The total length is 1.48 cm (.58 in). The

cap covered the end of a pencil. The pencil cap is hexagon shaped and around the top

are raised dots.

Ink bottle, glass, aqua

A total of two cross-mended base fragments represent an aqua inkbottle. On

the bottom of the base are the words "CARTER'S 7 V2 MADE IN U.S.A.". The

Carter's ink company began in 1858 and produced ink up until the Carter's ink

Company was bought in 1976 by the Dennison Company (Faulkner and Faulkner

2003 :4 1).
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Architecture

Construction

Material

Three whole brinks and seventeen brink fragments were recovered. One brink

is sand-struck and is 6 inches long by 3 ¼ inches wide and 2 inches thick. The second

brick is 7 '/2 inches long by 3 inches wide and 2 inches thick. The third brick is 8

inches long by 3 '/2 inches wide and 2 inches thick. All of these brick are red in color

indicating that they were fired at a high temperature. None of the brick's

measurements meet the U.S. standard measurements for bricks.

Five concrete tiles and one concrete fragment were recovered. The first

concrete tiles are 6 inches long by 3 '/2 inches wide and is 1 inch thick. Three of the

concrete tiles are 3 inches long by 3 inches wide and are 1/2 inches thick. The fifth

concrete tile is 2 1/2 inches long by 2 inches wide with an undeterminable thickness.

One tarpaper fragment and fifteen stucco mortar fragments were recovered.
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A total of 1,616 window glass fragments were recovered. The window glass

has been placed in table A.21 below.

Table A.21: Window Glass

Window Class
Thickness

Total Window
gent

.50 62
.055 35
.060 215
.065 128
.070 238
.075 131

.080 221

.085 92

.090 262

.095 70

.100 103
A05 17

.110 24

.115 5

.120 11

.125 2
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Roofing

Six slate fragments and four composite roofing fragments were recovered. In

addition, eight large barbed roofing nails were recovered.

Hardware

One half of a doorknob fragment was recovered. The doorknob is made of

white porcelain and painted black. The Sears and Roebucks catalog (1897) sold both

white and black porcelain doorknobs. The black doorknobs were called Jet Rim knobs

(Israel 1968 t1897]: 90).

Cut key shank, metal

One cut key shank fragment was recovered. Cut keys were sold for a variety of

different door locks (Morse Hardware Company 1920:336).

Padlock, metal

One metal padlock was recovered. The total length is 5.72 cm (2 Vt in). The

padlock body is round with a diameter of 3.83 cm (1'/2 inches). There is a small

keyhole for a key to unlock the lock. What appears to be four small brass rivets are on

both the front and back of the padlock. The top of the padlock has a metal half circle

that when unlocked would swing out in order to attach the padlock. The half circle bar

would be pushed in to be locked. The 1902 Sears and Roebuck Catalog sold similar

padlocks (Sears, Roebuck and Company 1969 [1902: 546).

Latch fragment, metal

One latch fragment possible for a door was recovered. The latch is broken and

is 6.19 cm (2.43 in) in length. The bottom of the latch measures .65 cm (Vt in) wide.

The top of the latch is triangular in shape.
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Joint butts, metal

Half of a fast joint butt was recovered. The total size of the fast joint butt

would have been 3 V2 inches x 3 V2 inches. The fast joint butt is a rectangular and has

two screw holes for attaching to a door. On one side of the fast joint butt are two

hollow metal tubes that the pin goes through. The pin would hold both sides of the fast

joint butt together.

One brass butt was recovered. The size of the brass butt indicates that it would

have been used for either cabinets or drawers (Ettlinger 1988). The brass butt

measures .75 inches in length and total width when opened would be .44 inches. Each

side of the butt has two holes for small screws and one side still has the screws

fragments in the holes.

Strap Hinge fragments, metal

Three strap hinge fragments were recovered. The first strap hinge fragment

recovered is one half of a strap hinge. The length of the strap hinge fragment is 3

inches. The total length of the whole strap hinge would have been 6 inches in length.

The Morse Hardware catalog sold 6 inch strap hinges for $8.40 per dozen (Morse

Hardware Catalog 1920: 398).

The second strap hinge is whole but twisted. When opened the total length of

the strap hinge is 8 inches. There is a screw hole at the end of each strap. The Morse

Hardware company catalog sold 8-inch strap hinges for $9.25 per dozen pairs (Morse

Hardware Catalog 1920:398).

The third strap hinge fragment is too corroded to determine the length.
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Mending Plate, metal

One mending plate was recovered. The edges of the mending plate are too

corroded to determine the measurements.

Elbow catch, metal

One elbow catch fragment was recovered. Elbow catches were used to latch

windows or cupboards (Ettlinger 1988). The elbow catch fragment has two small

screw holes and on end has the "catch" that would latch the window or cupboard shut.

The 1902 Sears, Roebuck and Company sold elbow catches for 2 cents each or 23

cents for a dozen (Sears, Roebuck and Company 1969 11902]: 543).

Brackets, metal

One angle bracket was recovered. The edges of the angle bracket are two

corroded to get complete measurements (Ettlingerl988: 206).

Corner brace, aluminum

One aluminum corner brace was recovered. The corner base is "L" shaped and

has two screw holes to attach the corner brace to a wall or other item. One end of the

corner brace is attached to the middle of a metal aluminum strap. The aluminum strap

is attached to the corner brace by a metal-flanged hollow rivet. The aluminum strap is

2 3/4 inches long and 1/ an inch wide. There are two holes for either nails or screws on

either end of the strap. Writing on the metal strap reads "<BOND> <ADEL 6>
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Cleat, metal

A cleat fragment was recovered. Cleats were used for quick tying ofrope or

window blinds (Ettlinger 1988:272). The base of the cleat fragment is 1.85 inches

long. The base of the cleat is pointed on either end. The base of the cleat rises up V2

inch. Each end of the body extends past the base and curves up and over.

J-Bolt, metal

One J-Bolt was recovered and the total length is 3.70 inches. Part of the shaft

of the bolt is threaded and is 1.85 inches in length. The J-bolt is in the shape of a

hence the name i-bolt (Ettlinger 1988). The J-bolt could be screwed into a beam or

ceiling and be used to hang a variety of different items.

Cotter pin, metal

One cotter pin was recovered. The length of the cotter pin is undeterminable

due to corrosion.

Rivets

Two hollow rivets and a black molded grommet were recovered. The first

hollow rivet is 1.11cm (.43 in) in diameter and is .42 cm (.16 in) in height. The rivet

is round with both ends flanged outward and the center is grooved. Hollow rivets are

used to connect two pieces of metal together. The second hollow rivet is .19cm (.077

in) in height with a diameter of .65 cm (.25 in). Both ends are also flanged outward

and grooved between the two-flanged ends. The molded grommet is used to protect

objects from the sharp edges of metal. The grommet is .70 cm (.27 in) tall and

diameter of inner circle .66 cm (.26 in) and the diameter of the outer circle is 1.14cm

(.45 in).
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A total of five different hooks were recovered. The first hook is a hammock
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hook. The hammock hook is attached to a plate that is 2 x 2 inches and has four screw

holes in each corner. Hammock hooks were sold to hang hammocks but could be used

for other purposes (Morse Hardware Company Catalog 1920:415).

The second hook was a grab hook. The top of the grab hook is looped so that a

rope or another hook can be attached. The body of the hook is "J" shaped. The very

end of the hook curves up and over a little towards the body of the hook.

The third hook that was recovered is an iron wire and screw eye gate hook.

The metal hook is 3 inches long and is attached to a screw eye. The screw eye would

be screwed into a gatepost and the metal hook would have hooked into a latch. The

1897 Sears and Roebuck catalog sold iron wire hooks and screw eyes in different

lengths. A three-inch hook and screw eye was sold for .03 cents each, .18 cent for a

dozen and $1.50 per gross (Israel 1968 [1897j: 82).

The fourth hook is a S-hook. The length of the S-hook is 4.22 cm (1.66 in).

The fifth hook is a double metal wire hook. There are two metal wire hooks

attached to a metal link. These two metal wire hooks move freely around the link. The

link that these two metal wire hooks are attached to is also shaped into a hook on one

end.
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A total of 925 round and square nails fragments were recovered. In addition to

the nails 593 shank fragments were recovered. The nails have been placed in Tables

A.22 and A.23. 250 round wire head fragments were recovered along with 338 squares

nail head fragments

Table A.22: Round Wire Nails

Round Nails Round Clenched Nails
60d 11 2
40d 3 1

30d 20 1

20d 47 1

16d ii 3

12d 10 2
lOd 8 2
9d 48 9
8d 15 4
7d 36 0
6c1 14 0
5d 7 1

4d 15 0
3d 0 0
2d 4 0
Total 249 80
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Table A.23: Square Cut Nails

Square Nails Square Clenched Nails
60d 0 0
40d 2 0
30d 3 0
20d 1 0
16d 2 0
12d 7 1

lOd 21 2
9d 0 0
8d 16 2
7d 0 0
6d 9 1

Sd 1 0
4d 21 2
3d 5 0
Total 88 8

One boat spike and spike fragment were recovered. The spike is 7 inches long

with a chiseled end. Boat spikes were used for hard timber. The spike fragment is 5 V2

inches long.

Staples

Three staples were recovered. The first staple is a poultry staple that is 3/4

inches in length. The second staple is a fence wire staple that is 1/4 inch in length. The

third staple is 1.22 inches in length.

Bolts, metal

A total of fifty-six bolts and bolt fragments were recovered. The bolts have

been listed in Table A.24.
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Table A.24: Bolts

Bolt Description Diameter Length of Length of Entire
Type threaded unthreaded LengthP_________
Eye Shank was broken

_-
Outside of

off eye bolt .90
in! mterior
of eye bolt
.25in

Eye Shank broken off Outside of
eye bolt
diameter
1.15 in!
interior of
eye bolt .55

Button .74 in 1.90 in 1.30 in 3.20

Unknown No bolt head very -

corroded diameters
and lengths
undeterminable

Button Square nut is .37 in -

head attached to shank
No head Only bolt shank .75 in

fragment
Button Square nut attached .269 in
head to shank to

corroded to
determine threaded
and unthreaded
areas

No head Bolt shank with .55 in
hexagon nut
attached

Square Flat washer and .383 in
hexagon nut
attached

No head Bolt shank with -

two washers and a
square nut attached



Table A.24: Bolts continued

No head Bolt shank with .300 in
square nut
attached

Hexagon head Broken shank
machine very corroded
Hexagon head Broken shank .364 in
Hexagon head Broken shank .451 in

flat washer
attached

Hexagon head Broken shank
badly corroded

Bastard Head Broken Shank .258 in
Square Head Broken Shank .435

with square nut
attached

No head Bolt Shank with .315 in
square nut
attached

No head Bolt shank badly
corroded

Bastard Head Broken shank
badly corroded

Button bolt Broken shank .387 in
Undeterminable Bolt Shank -

due to
corrosion
Undeterminable Bolt Shank -

due to
corrosion
Eye Bolt Complete bolt .65 in 1.68 in 4 in 5.68
Carriage Bolt A0 in 2.25 in un_______ 3.25
Carriage Bolt .30 in 1.20 in 2.83 in 4.03
Hex head Broken shaft .45 in
machine Bolt
Carriage Bolt Broken Shaft, .33 in

entire length

Button Head Broken shank 20 in -____ 1.5 in
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Table A.24: Bolts continued

Hexagon Head .31 .70 .80 1.5
Button Head Nut attached to -

shank to badly
corroded

Button Head Badly corroded .30
shank

Hexagon Head With a square nut .45
and flat washer
attached

Button Broken Shank .35 in
Hexagon head Washer attached .30 in

to shank broken
shank

Hexagon Head Threaded entire .40 in - I in
length

Hexagon Head Threaded entire
length broken
shank corroded

Hexagon Head Flat washer
attached to
broken shank

Hexagon Head Broken shank,
badly corroded

Hexagon Head Threaded entire .35 - I in
length

Hexagon Head Threaded entire .43 in - 1.20 in -

length
Button Head Threaded entire .30 in

length broken
shank

Button Bolt Shank with flat .22 in
washer and
square nut
attached badly
corroded

No head Broken Shank -

washer attached
Undeterminable Bolt Shank -

Hexagon head Broken shank -
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Table A.24: Bolts continued

Hexagon Head Broken Shank
and badly
corroded

No head Broken Shank .70 in
No head Broken Shank .70 in
No head Broken Shank .50 in
No head Broken Shank
No head Broken Shank - -

Square Head .305 in 1-1/2
SquareHead .189in 2in

Screws

A total of 38 screws and fragments were recovered and have been placed in Table 25.

Table A.25: Screws

Screw Type Description Gauge Length
Round Head Broken shaft

with square
nut

6

No head Broken shank 8

Flat Head 7 1 inch
FlatHead 8 1.19
Nohead 6 1

No head Broken shank
with square
nut attached

FlatHead 8 1 V2

Flatflead 9 1'/4
Flat Head Broken Shank

to corroded
Flat Head Broken Shank 8 -

Flat Head Broken Shank 16 -

Flat Head Broken Shank 11 -

NoHead 9
Flat Head 10 1 V4
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Table A.25: Screws continued

Flat Head 7 1

Oval Head 6 1

FlatHead 10 1/4

Flat 1-lead Broken Shank 6
No Head Broken Shank 8
No Head Broken Shank 5

No Head____ Broken Shank 8

Flat Head Broken Shank 9
Flat Head Broken Shank 9
Flat Head Broken Shank 11 N/A
No Head Broken Shank 4
Flat Head Broken Shank

badly corroded
-

Flat Head Broken Shank 9
Flat Head Broken Shank 11

No Head Broken Shank 7
Flat Head Broken Shank 8
Flat Head Broken Shank 8
Flat Head Broken Shank

to badly
corroded

No Head Broken Shank 8
Flat Head Broken Shank 9
NoHead 9
Flat Head Broken Shank 6
Screw

fragment.

Screw -

One eye screw was recovered. The 1897 Sears, Roebuck Catalog sold screw

eyes for 3 cents to 5 cents per dozen (Israel 1968 [1 897j: 99).



Nuts, metal

A total of fourteen nuts were recovered and have been placed in Table A.26.

Washers, metal

A.27.

Table A.26: Nuts

Nut type Size
Square 1 inch
Square 3/4 inch
Square .63 inch

.81 inch
Square ½ inch
Square 1/2 inch
Square / screw shank ½ inch
Square w) screw shank .66 inch
Square .64 inch
Hex .86 inch
Hex .62 inch
Hex .60 inch
Hex .60 inch
Castle .90 inch

A total of seven washers were recovered and they have been placed Table

Table A.27: Washers

jype Size
Flat 1 inch
Flat 1 inch
Flat 1 inch
Flat 3/4 inch
Flat 3A inch
Flat ¼ inch
Split lock ¼ inch
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Three files were recovered. The first file is a flat bastard file. The flat bastard

file is 13.87 cm (5.46 in) long and is 2.42 cm (.95 in) wide. On the file are faint file

rasps diagonally across the file.

The second file is a round bastard file sometimes called a "rattail" file. The

round bastard file is round with the file rasps going around the file in a diagonal

pattern. The file is broken and the total length is unknown. The third file fragment is a

taper file and is broken (Morse Hardware Catalog 1920).

Fixed Illumination and Power

Four light bulb bases were recovered and one light bulb base fragment were

recovered. Three of the fragments are glass insulator fragments found in the base of

light bulbs. The fourth light bulb fragment is of the brass base with the glass insulator

and cap enclosed in the base. In addition, the bottom part of the glass light bulb is

enclosed with in the base.

Rosettes, porcelain

Twelve fragments of porcelain rosettes for cleat work were recovered (Morse

Hardware Company 1920:309). A minimum of three rosettes is represented. Of the

seventeen fragments three are burned. One fragment has the words," . . . LIED FOR".

A second rosette fragment as the date "1922" on it.

Fixed Heating and Cooling

Nineteen pieces of coal and two pieces of charcoal were recovered.

Coal was used to heat houses.
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Personal and Domestic Transportation

Car Spindle, metal

A total of fifty-three car related artifacts were recovered form the excavation.

A front Spindle part was recovered (Lang's 2003). The spindle is 7 7/2 inches in

length. The spindle tapers downward from the top to the bottom and across the top of

the spindle is a horizontal hollow piece of metal (piece is broken) that is 11.17 cm

(4.37 inches) in length. On one end of the horizontal body is a hollow circular piece.

The diameter of the inside hollow circle is 2.08 cm (.82 in) and the overall diameter is

2.77 cm (1 inch).

Manifold Clamp, metal

One manifold clamp was recovered (Lang's 2003). The manifold clamp is 8.21

cm (3.23 in) long. The manifold clamp is round with a hollow center that is threaded.

The bore diameter is .81cm (.32 in). On either side of the body are winged shaped tabs

that are 4.01 cm (1.58 in) in length.

Crank case front bearing cap, metal

One crank case front bearing cap was recovered. The crank case front bearing

is a half circle piece of metal that is 4.51 cm (1.77 in) wide. On either side of the

crankcase front bearing cap are hollow pieces of metal that connect the crank (Lang's

2003).

Universal valve cap

One universal valve cap was recovered. Universal valve caps were advertised

in the Morse Hardware Catalog as being able to be "used on all sized motor valves"

(Morse Hardware Catalog 1920).
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Tire fragments, rubber

Forty-nine rubber tire fragments were recovered. One of tire fragments has a

patent date of 1933 embossed in the rubber.

Vehicles- Wagons/Carriages

Two axle clip yokes were recovered. Axle clip yokes were used on both

carriages and wagons. The first axle clip is 11.25 cm (4.38 in) in length and has

rounded ends. One either end of the axle clips are two punched holes. The bore

diameters are 1.55 cm (.61 in) and the distance between the holes is 5.98 cm (2.35 in).

The second axle clip is 10.88 cm (4.28 in) in length with rounded corners. The

distance between holes is 5.11 cm (2.02 in) and hole bore diameter is 1 .50 cm (.60 in).

The 1897 Sears Catalog sold axle clips for 7 cents for one or 75 cents for a dozen

(Israel 1968 [1897]: 61). The customer was to specific the size needed.

Harness buckles, metal

Two metal buckles used for horse harnesses were recovered. The first harness

buckle is square shaped and measures 1.40 x 1.40 inches. The second harness buckle

is rectangular shaped and measured 1 1/5 x 1.35 inches. Different styles of harness

buckles are found in the 1897 Sears and Roebuck Company Catalog (Israel 1968

[1897]: 764-765).

WhUjietree coupling, metal

Half of one whiffletree coupling for a wagon or carriage was recovered. The

Sears and Roebuck's Catalog (1897) sold the exact same whiffletree coupling low

pattern (Israel 1968 [1897]: 62). The whiffletree coupling is 4 inches long. Either end

is pointed into a diamond shape and has a hole for either a screw or bolt. The main
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body is circular with raised hole to fit the other side of the whiffletree coupling.

Estimated length of the coupling is 4 inches based up measurements for whiffletree

couplings given in the 1897 Sears and Roebuck Company Catalog (Israel 1968 [1897]:

62)

Cockeye, metal

One cockeye was recovered. Cockeyes are a piece of wagon hardware. This

cockeye was used with the number S and 15 ferrules (Spivey 1979:40). The cockeye is

7.77 cm (3.05 inches) in length and is threaded along the body. Across the top of the

cockeye is a horizontal handle like piece of metal that is 4.14 cm (1.63 inches). The

1897 Sears catalog the advertised cockeyes as Malleable Whiffletree Tongues and sold

them for 24 cents per dozen (Israel 1968 [1897]: 62).

Seat corner iron, metal

One seat corner iron for either a wagon or carriage was recovered. The seat

corner iron is a rectangular shaped piece of metal that forms an "L" shape or the out

side edge of a corner. The length of the seat corner iron is 6.22cm (2.45 in) long and

each side is 2.54 cm (1 in) in width. Each side of the seat corner irons has two screw

holes. The seat corner was used to protect and strengthen the corners of seats on

wagons and carriages (Spivey 1979:60).

Sleigh bell, metal

One sleigh bell was recovered. The diameter of the bell is 1.65 cm (.65 in). The

bell is round with a metal lip around the middle. Sleigh bells were used on horse

harnesses and were sold on a strap for $2.50 (Israel 1968 [1897]: 106).



Railroads

A total six of railroad spikes were recovered along with two headless railroad

spikes. Two of the railroad spikes are 1/2 inch by 5-V2 inches in length. Three are 1/4

inch by 4-V2 inch length. The sixth railroad spike is 7 V2 inches long.

Roads/Parking Lots

Twenty-eight pieces of crushed gravel and one piece of asphalt were

recovered.

Commerce and Industry

Ammunition

A total of fourteen cartridges were recovered. Seven are cartridges of different

calibers and the remaining seven cartridges are from shotguns.

The first two cartridges are .22 caliber cartridges. The first cartridge has the

initials, "US" in raised lettering within a raised circle. The second .22 cartridge has

the initials, "US" impressed on it. Both cartridges were both made by the United

States Cartridge Company and are rim fires. According to John Barber, the United

States Cartridge Company was founded in 1869 and was sold to the National Lead

Company in 1909 (Baker 1987:52). The date range on these cartridges is from 1886-

1926. The third cartridge is a .40 caliber with the initials W.R.A. CO. and W.C.F.

impressed on the back. The fourth cartridge has the caliber number partially worn

away and it either a .32 or .38 caliber. The initials "W.T.A. CO. and W.C.F. impressed

on the back. The initials W.R.A. CO. and are the initials for the Winchester Repeating

Arms Company. The initials W.C.F are the initials for Winchester Center Fire

meaning that the cartridges are center fires.
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The fifth cartridge is a .38 caliber cartridge with the initials "W.R.A. CO." and

the initials "S & W" impressed on the back. S & W stands for Smith and Wesson and

the initials Winchester Repeating Arms Company.

The sixth cartridge is a brass coated .45-center fire cartridge and is heavily

corroded. The seventh cartridge is badly corroded and the lettering is unreadable.

Out of the seven shotgun shells six of them are for 12-gauge shotguns and one

is for a 10 gauge shot gun. The first shotgun shell is a 10-gauge shotgun shell had the

initials is impressed with the initials, "U.M.C." (Union Metallic Cartridge) and the

words, "New Club" indicating the brand of shot gun shell. U.M.0 stands for the Union

Metallic Cartridge Company and "New Club" is the brand of shotgun shell that the

Union Metallic Cartridge Company made.

The second shotgun shell is a 12-gague-shotgun shell. The initials,

"U.M.C.CO" are impressed on the back of the shell. The initials U.M.C. CO. were

used by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company from 1867-1911 when it merged with

Remington Arms (White and Mundfall 1963:199).

The third cartridges is a 12-gauge shotgun shell and has the initials "W.R.A.

CO." and "Rival" impressed on the back. W.R.A. CO. is the Winchester Repeating

Arms Company and Rival is the brand of shotgun shell.

The fourth 1 2-gague-shotgun shell has the word, "Winchester" and the brand,

"Blue Rival" impressed on the back.

The fifth 12-gague shotgun shell has the initials, "U.S." and the brand name

"Defiance" impressed on the back of the shell. "U.S. stands for the United States

Cartridges Company. According to John Barber, the United States Cartridge Company
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was founded in 1869 and was sold to the National Lead Company in 1909 (Baker,

1987:52). The United States Cartridge Company began using head stamps around

1886 and used them up until they were bought by the National Lead Company (Baker,

1987:52). The date range on these cartridges is from 1886-1926. The sixth cartridge is

a 12-gauge shotgun shell with "Leader" impressed. The name of the company

obliterated. The seventh is a 12-gauge shotgun shell fragment. Only the brand name

Monarch can be seen.

Commercial Services

Business

Three metal tag labels were recovered. The first tag is aluminum and is 3

inches in length. On one side has the number and letter"2 B" engraved. One end is .35

cm (.140 in) wide and the other end is .84 cm (.33 in) wide. The wider side has a small

slit in which the narrower end can be placed.

The second label is brass and is bent into fourths. Both ends are rounded and

each end is perforated with a small hole.

The third is a metal label from some kind of container was recovered. On the

label are the words". ST" below that are the words "ARY & CO".

Ink pen, plastic

One ink pen with a retractable nib was recovered. On the side of the pen are

the words "J.W. COPELAND ARDS/ CORVALLIS 411 S.W.2ND. 75-2416". The

total length of the pen is 12.87 cm (5.03 inches) long. The pen is plastic. The bottom

of the pen is black with an orange divider where the pen twists apart. The orange
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extends up to the end of the pen and is covered with a clear plastic covering. The push

button that retracts the nib is a blue color.

Monetary

Money

One 1900 liberty head five-cent piece and a 1912 wheat back penny were

recovered.

Group Services

Utilities

Eleven salt glazed red ware water pipe fragments were recovered. The pipe

fragments are salt glazed on both the interior and exterior. All fragments are curved

and are 2.09 cm (.82 in) thick.

Two concrete pipe fragments were recovered. On the exterior of the pipe

fragments are two raised ridges. Both fragments measure 2.54 cm (1 in) thick.

Fraternal Organization

One Modern Woodman of American pin front was recovered. The pin is in the

shape of an axe head. On the front of the pin are the letters "MW of A" Modem

Woodman of America. In addition to the letters there is a leaf. Below the leaf is a log

with an ax. Modem Woodman of America is a fraternal organization that was started

in 1883. The 1902 Sears Catalog sold a variety of pins and charms for different

fraternal organizations and secret societies (Sears, Roebuck Catalogue 1969 [190211:

83). According to the Modern Woodman of America web site this style of pin is circa

1890-1940 (!/wy.modern.woodman.org)
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Unknown

Ceramic Unknown

One white porcelain tile measuring 3/4 x 3/4 was recovered.

A round earthenware object was recovered. The object is dyed blue. The

diameter is roughly 1.38 cm (.54 in). The surface is rough and pitted and appears to be

flaking off.

Four ceramic solid rod fragments with an unknown function were recovered.

The diameter is .51 cm (.20 in). The length is undeterminable since all ceramic solid

rod fragments are broken.

Six unknown ceramic fragments were recovered. They are listed below in

Table A.28.

Table A.28: Unknown Ceramic

Vessel Type Fragment Description
Type

Unknown Body fragment Unglazed terra
cotta fragment

Unknown Body fragment Buff
earthenware
glazed

Unknown Rim fragments Rough exterior
body with
scalloped rims

Unknown Rim fragment Red ware fabric
with clear glaze
with some
crazing

Unknown Rim fragment Red ware fabric
unglazed
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Glass Unknown Function

Glass, Unknown, Clear

One whole clear bottle was recovered. The bottle has mold seams up body and neck of

the bottle. This container has a prescription lip with a cylindrical neck shape. The

number "30" is embossed on the bottom of the bottle. The shoulder form is sloped

down and the body is circular.

Bore diameter .850 cm (.334 in)

Lip height .433cm (.143 in)

Neck Finish Heigh.1.90 cm. (732 in)

Body Height 6.17 cm (2.34 in)

Base Dimension 3.17 cm (1.25 in)

Container Height 8.11 cm (3.195in)

Bottle, glass, clear

Fifteen fragments represent one clear glass container. Four base pieces are

cross-mended together. The bottom of the base is textured with no distinguishing

marks. There is not enough of the base to determine the diameter. Five body

fragments cross-mend together and five body fragments are loose. The finish has a

handle on one side and the rim has continuous threads. On the finish is a small

impressed number "6". This container is similar to apple cider jugs or cheap wine

jugs.
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Bottle, glass, clear

Twenty-seven fragments of a clear container have been cross-mended together.

The base of the container is rectangular with chamfered corners. On the bottom of the

base is an Owens suction scar. Owen suction scar were made by semi-automatic

machines circa 1889-1926 (Jones and Sullivan et. a] 1989:39). Mold lines go up the

body, the finish and the lip/rim of the bottle. The neck is cylindrical and has horizontal

shoulder. The body is tapered upward. The lip of the body has a threaded lip with

three lugs.

Measurements

Container height 17.46 cm (6.87 in)

Body Height 14.22 cm (5.60 in)

Bore diameter 1.49 cm (.587 in)

Neck-finish height3.24 cm (1.27 in)

Base dimension length 7.60 cm (3 in)

Base dimension Width 4.30cm (1.70 in)

Finishes, glass, clear

Five finishes were recovered. Three finish fragments have prescriptions lips,

one has a Perry Davis finish and one has a patent lip finish. These finishes and lip

types are often associated with prescription and medicinal bottles (Sullivan and Jones

et.al.1989). The first two finish fragments with prescriptions lips have bore diameters

of 1.52 cm and the third bore diameter is 1 .05cm. The Perry Davis finish bore

diameter is 1.40cm. The fifth finish has patent lip with a ball neck the bore diameter is

1.44 cm.



Bases, glass, clear

Five clear base fragments were recovered and represent four vessels. The first

base fragment is a plain oval base shape with no identifying marks. The second base

fragment is a round base. The third base fragment is an elixir or handy base profile.

On the bottom are the letters "H" with an "A" directly underneath. Underneath the

"A" is a line. Under the line is the letter "K" under the K is a dot with the number

"12". The H and A are the maker's mark for the Hazel-Atlas Company circa 1920-

1964 (Toulouse 1972:239). The fourth base fragment does not have enough of the

base to determine the shape. The fifth base has three fragments of a body base cross-

mended together. The texture of the base has an orange peel texture. The maker's

mark on the bottom is an H with an A underneath the H. Under the maker's mark are

four numbers "3352". This is the maker's mark is of the Hazel Atlas Company and

was used from 1920-1964 (Toulouse 1972:239).

Pressed glass, clear

Fourteen clear glass fragments with either pressed or cut glass designs have

been recovered. Due to the small nature of these fragments vessel shape and function

cannot be determined. These fragments have been placed in Table A.29.
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Table A.29: Pressed Glass Designs

Vessel Type Fragment Type Description
Unknown Body fragment clear Press molded pattern of raised

diamond pattern. One of the
raised diamond shapes has
smaller diamonds cut into
diamond shape. There is also
what looks like ray bursts.
Pattern is called sunburst
pattern (Lee 193 1:40)

Unknown Rim fragment clear Scalloped rim fragment with a
press molded half circle. Not
enough to identify rest of
design.

Unknown Body fragment clear Press molded three horizontal
lines. Only the ends of the
lines are represented. The ends
are rounded at the ends.

Unknown Body fragment, clear Pressed glass design of a
possible flower

Unknown Rim fragment clear Deeply scalloped rim pressed
glass

Unknown Rim fragment, clear Deeply scalloped rim pressed
glass (scallops are not a wide
as 5-122-g)

Unknown Body fragment, clear Pressed molded lines crossing
each other to form a small
diamond pattern

Unknown Body fragment, clear Press molded diamonds with
four small raised dots within
the diamond shape.

Unknown Flat body pieces Etched floral design with big
(possible plate??) leaves and petals.

Unknown Body fragment Pressed molded design.
Unidentifiable not enough
design on the glass.
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Glass fragments, clear

A total of 1326 clear glass fragments were recovered with unknown function.

The majority of these fragments are two small for positive identification.

Finishes, glass, solarized

A total of two finish fragments were recovered. The first finish fragment has a

crown finish and a tapered neck bore diameter could not be determined. The second

finish has a flanged lip and a cylindrical neck with a downward sloping shoulder. The

bore diameter is 1.78 cm (.70 in).

Bases, glass, solorized

Six solorized base fragments were recovered and represent four minimum

vessels. The first vessel is represented by two cross-mended base fragments. The

edges are severely chipped and exact measurements could not be taken.

The second vessel is represented by a base fragment with a body dimension of

6.40 cm (2.52 in). On the bottom of the base is a cut star surrounded by a textured

surface with a raised line and raised dots.

A shallow concave base represents the third vessel with a press-molded design

on the bottom. The design is called "Single Star Design" (Daniel 1975:374). Two

fragmentary base fragments represent the fourth vessel.

Body fragments, glass, solorized

The remaining two fragments are unknown body fragments.
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Bottle, glass, aqua

One whole aqua bottle recovered. The bottle is molded and is twelve sided. On

the base is pontial scar from a glass pontial. The lip is a hand applied flanged lip. On

the side of the bottle is a scar mark that was made during the production of the bottle.

Measurements

Bore Diameter= .78 cm (. 42 in)

Height= 11.08cm (4.35 in)

Lip height = .23 cm (. 087 in)

Neck Finish Height = .1.86 cm (.80 in)

Body Height =3.34 inches 87.65 mm

Base Dimension= 3.49 cm (1.35 in)

Finishes, glass, aqua

Three finish fragments were recovered and represent three minimum vessels.

The first finish fragment is a partial round lip finish. The second fragments is half of a

neck fragment with a mold line. Both of these fragments represent unknown vessels.

The third finish fragment only has a string rim.

Base and body fragment, glass, aqua

Two fragments represent an unknown vessel. The first fragment is a base

fragment the second fragment is a body fragment. The base fragment is flat

indentation and the body would have had recessed panel (s). The body fragment is part

of a recessed panel with the letter " L" embossed on it. Both pieces are heavily

oxidized.
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Bases, glass, aqua

Four aqua base fragments of unknown vessels recovered. These base fragments

are too fragmentary to determine the base shape.

Body fragments, glass, aqua

Four aqua body fragments were recovered. The first body fragment has the

letter "T" and the letters "I H" embossed on it. The second body fragment has the

letter "R" embossed on it. The third body fragment has the letters, "ERS" embossed

on it. The fourth body fragment has the letter "S" embossed. It is unknown what types

of vessels the body fragments belong to.

A total of 103 unknown aqua fragments were recovered.

Vessel, glass, green

A total of eight body fragments were recovered and represent an unknown

vessel. All eight of the fragments have been exposed to fire and some are melted.

Based on color and faint design it has been determine the fragments belong to the

same vessel. Two of the fragments are a partial base fragment and has a raised design

of small dots. It is likely that this is part of a larger design.

Fragments, glass, green

Two opaque green fragments of an unknown vessel were recovered.

Fragments, glass, green tinted

Four green tinted fragments were recovered. The first fragment is a rim

fragment with a flattened side (Sullivan and Jones 1987:92). The second fragment is a

prescription lip fragment. The third fragment is a patent lip fragment. The fourth

fragment is an unknown base fragment.
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Bases, glass, brown

Five base fragments and one whole base were recovered and represent five

vessels. The dimension of the whole base is 6.54 cm (2.57 in).

Finishes, glass, brown

Four crown top finish fragments were recovered and represent a minimum of

four containers.

Body fragments, glass, brown

A total of twelve body fragments with embossed writing on them were

recovered and represent a minimum of six vessels. Two flat panel body fragments

represent the first vessel. One fragment has the letters "RY CO "embossed on it. The

second fragment has the letters "A 1".

Seven cross-mended fragments represent the second vessel. These fragments

consist of six body fragments and one partial base fragment. The base is rectangular

with either rounded corners or flat chamfers. The word "STORE" is embossed on the

flat panel body. Underneath the word 'STORE" are the letters "REET". (Most likely

the word STREET) underneath the letter "REET" are the letters "AND. OR"

(possibly PORTLAND OR).

The third vessel is represented by one flat panel fragment. On the panel

fragment are the numbers and letters "<304> <POR >" possibly indicating an

address in Portland OR.
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The fourth vessel is represented by one flat body panel fragment with the

letters "TLE" possible the last letters of the word SEATTLE. The fragment also has a

pressed design of three horizontal lines underneath the letters. The panel has a

scrolling border pattern.

The fifth vessel is represented by one flat body panel fragment with the word

"STORE".

Fragments, glass, brown

A total of three hundred two unknown brown glass fragments were recovered.

The majority of the brown glass fragments are small and have no distinguishing

features. Some of the fragments have mold lines indicating machine made vessels.

Fragments, glass, cobalt

A total of thirteen cobalt blue glass fragments representing two vessels were

recovered. One fragment is a body fragment of either a square or rectangular shaped

container with flat chamfer corners. The second vessel fragment is a body fragment

with a raised diamond design. The remaining ten fragments are unknown body

fragments.

Fragments, glass, teal

A total of fifteen teal glass fragments were recovered. Thirteen of the

fragments are unknown body fragments. The remaining two fragments are base

fragments that cross mend together. The base fragment was either rectangular or

square with chamfered corners and recessed panels.
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Fragments, glass, blue

A light blue corner body fragment of an unknown vessel was recovered. The

fragment is pressed glass with horizontal lines. The shape of the vessel was either

rectangular or square.

Fragments, glass, gray

Four gray glass fragments were recovered. Three of the fragments cross mend

together. There are not enough of the fragments to determine vessel shape.

Fragment, glass, pink

One pink glass fragment was recovered.

Fragments, glass, red

One red glass fragment was recovered. The glass is curved with seven raised

ridges on the interior of the curve.

Fragments, glass, milk Glass

Twenty milk glass fragments were recovered. The function and vessel types

that these fragments represent are undeterminable. Three of the fragments are melted

indicating they were exposed to fire. One fragment has an embossed floral design.

Burned Glass

A total of seven burned glass container fragments were recovered. Four of the

fragments are finish fragments, one is a base fragment and last two are body

fragments. These fragments are of unknown vessels.

Metal, function unknown

One metal ring with a diameter of 5.73 (2 '/ in) was recovered. Function is

undetermined.
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Gears, metal, unknown function

Three metal gear fragments of various gears were recovered. The functions of

the gear fragments are unknown, but it is possible that they caine from some kind of

machinery. The first metal gear fragment had ten metal teeth. The teeth are evenly

spaced 1.00 cm (.39 in) apart. The fragment indicates that the gear is circular in shape.

There is a part of a metal arm extending from the side of the gear fragment. The metal

arm fragment is 1.99 cm (.78 in) in width.

The second gear fragment is possibly a part of the first gear fragment as the

spacing of the teeth and shape of the teeth are the same. The gear fragment also has a

metal arm that is 2.06 cm (.81 in) wide. The third gear fragment has a concaved

interior. The gear teeth flare outward. The space between the teeth is .32cm (.126 in).

Gaskets, metal, unknown function

Six gasket fragments represent two metal gaskets were recovered. The first

metal gasket has a width of 2.44 cm (.96 in). The gasket fragments are to corrode to

determine what the diameter would have been. The second metal gasket has a width of

2.11cm (.73 in). The diameter of the gasket is 15.39cm (6.06 in).
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Metal, function unknown

Three iron rod stocks of various thicknesses were recovered. The first fragment

is 447 cm (1.76 in) in length and is 2.32 cm (.90 in) thick. The second iron rod stock

is 4.42 cm (1.75 in) in length and the thickness 2.38 cm (.93 in). The third iron stock

rod is6.46 cm (2.54 in) in length and the thickness is 1.75 cm (.69 in).

One metal ball with a 9/16 diameter was recovered.

The remaining artifacts are undiagnostic artifacts with unknown functions.

They are listed in the Typology: Appendix I
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Appendix 3
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Appendix 3
Summary Typology Tables

Copelancl site (35BE90)

Table A.30: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 4 by level

Personal
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Level
5

Total
rtifacts

Fasteners - - 2 2
kdornment - -

Belt Fragments - -_______ I______ -_______ I____________
Body Ritual & Grooming
\4edical and Health -_______ 3 -_______ 3

Pipe, Indulgence - -

3

3

Wine, Indulgence -______ 1 1

Toys -______ -______ 1 1 -______ 2
Pocket Tools &
Accessories

-

Total -______ -______ 4 I. 12
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Table A.3 1: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 4 by level

Domestic Items i.eve
1

i1eve

2
Level
1

levelLeve
1 5

Leve
6

level
7

level
8

Total
rtifacts

Furnishing - - - - - - - -

Canning 1 2 2 - 5

Culinary - - - -

Stoneware - - - - -

Earthenware - 2 1 1 8

Ironstone 24 16 15 2 - 46
orcelain - - 2 - 2

Gustatory - 2 2

Tableware - - I 1

Cutlery -

Food remains-
Cow

1 7 1 1 10

Food Remains-
Sheep

8 8

Food Remains-
Chicken

- I I

Food Remains- -

Food Remains-
Shell

- - 4 - I.

Food Remains-
Jnidentified

44 28 3 5 120

E3everage
Container

12 - 12

Hiome Education - - -

Total 92 61 6771 1 229
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Table A.32: Summary typology of Architecture items for test unit 4 by level

\rcliitecture Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
1

Level 5Level
6

i.evel
7

Level
8

Total
rtifacts

Construction
vlaterial-Brick

8 1 - 1 10

Construction
vlaterial-

Concrete

- -

Construction
Vlaterial-Tar

- - -

Construction
Vlaterial-

oofing
Vlaterial

-

Hardware - - -

Window Glass 10 15 12 - 37
-looks I 1

7iles - -

oundNails 2 11 10 7 30
Square Nails 1 2 - 1 4

Unknown 32 7 8 2 49

oat Spike -

Screws - - - -

olts

uts
Washers - - - -

Staples 1

ixed - -

Fixed Heating
andCooling

2 - 1

Totals 35 39 37 22 ) 1 1 135
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Table A.33: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 4 by level.

Transportation Level
1

bevel
2

Level
3

bevel
4

Total
&rtifacts

Vehicle Part - - - - -

Tire Fragments - - - - -

Carriage! Wagon Hardware - - - - -

Fai1road - - 3 3

Total - - 3 3

Table A.34: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 4 by
level.

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Total
rtifacts

[-lunting -_______ I_______ -_______ 1

Commercial Services - - - -

Vloney - - - -

Jtilities-Pipe Fragments -________ -________ 6 6
fotal - - 7
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Table A.35: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 6 by level.

Personal Items Level
1

Level
2

Level
1

Level
4

Level
5

Level
6

Total
rtifacts

asteners - 3 1

dornment -

3elt Fragments -

3odyRitual&
Grooming - - - - -

-

Vledical & Health 1

ipe, Indulgence 1 -

Wine, Indulgence 7 13 13 2 35
foys -

ocket Tools &
\ccessories -

Total - 11 14 13 2 12
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Table A.36: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 6 by level

Domestic Items Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

LevelLevelLevel
4 5 6

Leve
7

LevelLevelLevel
8 9 10

krtifact
Totals

urnishing - - - - - -

Canning - 3 4 - - 1 8

Culinary - - - - - - -

Stoneware 2 - - 2
Earthenware - 5 - 3 - 8

Ironstone - 17 1 7 1 1 - 2 - 35
Porcelain - - - - - -

Gustatory - - 1 1 - 2
Tableware - - - - - - -

Cutlery - - - -

ood remains-
Cow 6 3

9

'ood Remains-
Sheep 1

1

'ood Remains-
Chicken 1 77 1

82

'ood Remains-

ood Remains-
Shell

ood Remains-
inidentified 3 19 18 5 8 - 2

55

3everage
Container
{orne
Education
Total 0 2 34 36 106 10 9 - 2 3 202
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Table A.37: Typology summary of architecture items for test unit 6 by level

4irchitecture Leve
1

Leve
2

Leve
3

Leve
4

Leve
6

Leve
7

Leve
8

Leve
9

Level
10

Total
rtifacts

Construction
Vlaterial-Brick - - - - - - -

Construction
Viaterial-Concrete - - - - - - -

Construction
Viaterial-Tar Paper - - - -

Construction
Material-Stucco - - - -

oofing Material - - - - - - -

1ardware - - - - - - - -

Window Glass - 3 6 2 11

E-looks - - - - - - - -

iles - - - - - - -

ound Nails - 2 8 50
Square Nails

- 22 15 6 2
- 15

inknown Shanks - 2 - - 2
3oat Spike - - - - - - - - -

Screws - - 1 - .- 1

3olts - 1 - 1

'4uts - - - - - - - - -

Washers - 1 1

Staples - - - - - - - - -

Fixed Illumination - - 1 - - 1

Fixed Heating &
Cooling - - - -

Total - 70 32 2 6 2 - 111
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Table A.38: Typology summary of commerce and industry items for test unit 6 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
1

Level
5

Total
rtifacts

riunting - -_____ -_____ 1 1 2
Commercial Services - - -

's4oney - - - -

Jtilities-Pipe Fragments - - -

Total - - - 1 1 2

Table A.39: Summary typology personal items for test unit 10 by level

Personal
Items

Overburden.Leve
1

Leve
2

Leve
3

Leve
1

LevelLeve
5 6

Iota!
&rtifacts

asteners -___________ 5 1 t 2 12
dornment - -

3elt Fragments - 1

3ody Ritual & Grooming - - -

Vledical&
ilealth

1

ipe, Indulgence -_________ -

Wine, Indulgence 1 4 - 11 4 14 5 39

Toys I_____
ocket Tools &
ccessories

I 1 2

Total 1 10 3 11 9 17 5 56
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Table A.40: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 10 by level

Domestic Overburden Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Level
5

Level
6

Total
rtifacts

Furnishing 2 - - -

Canning - 2 - 2

Culinary - - - - - - - -

Stoneware - 1 -

Earthenware 3 3 - 6
Ironstone 2 5 10 12 5

Eorcelain I - - - - - I________
Gustatory - - - - - - -

Tableware - - 1 - 2 3

Cutlery I - 1

Food remains-Cow - 1 2 7 3

Food Remains- - - - 1 1 6

ood Remains- - - 1 148 149

ood Remains-Pig - - - - - - -

ood Remains- 2 - 2

ood Remains-
inidentified

- 20 75 5 18 -

3everage
Container

- - - - - - - -

-Tome Education - - - - -

fotal 2 9 33 94 231 29 1 353



Table A.41: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 10 by level

OverburdenLevel bevelLevel bevelLevel bevel bevelLevel bevel TotalArchitecturi
1 2 3 I 5 6 7 8 9 4rtifacts

Construction - -

Vlaterial-
3rick

Construction - I

Viaterial-

Concrete
Construction -

Viaterial-Tar
Paper

Construction
Viaterial-
Stucco

oofing I - 1

Viaterial
[-lardware 1 - 2 - 3

Window 2 21 6 9 i 13 - 57
Glass
[-looks -

Files - - I________

ound Nails 2 - 3 1 - 6

Square Nails 3 1 4 10 1 - 19

Unknown 14 15 5 2, 13 23 - 72
Shanks

3oat Spike 1 - I

Screws 2 1 3

3olts I I I - - 7

4uts

Washers -

Staples
ixed I - - 1

Illumination
ixed 3 - 3

-leating and
Cooling
Total 16 50 13 16 35 43 - 173
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Table A.42: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 10 by level

Transportation 1evel
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

Level
5

Level
6

Total
rtifacts

Vehicle Part - - - -

fire Fragments - - - -

Carriage/Wagon
ilardware I - 1

Railroad -______ 1 -______ 1

Total -____ -2 -____ -____ -____ 2

Table A.43: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 10 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

OverburdenLevel
1

Level
2

Level
3

level
I

Level
5

evel
6

Total
rtifacts

Hunting - - - - - -____ 1 1

Commercial
Serv ices

1 - I

Vloney - - - - -

Jtilities-Pipe
'ragments

-

Total 1 - 1 2



Table A.44: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 7 by level

Personal Items Level
I_______

Level Level
3

Level
4

Level
5

total
Artifacts

asteners - 2 1 3

dornment - - - - - -

3elt Fragments - - - - - -

3ody Ritual &
Grooming - -

vledical and Health - - - - - -

ipe, Indulgence - - - - - -

Wine, Indulgence 1 1 -______ 3 7
foys - I 1

ocket Tools &
ccessories - - -

Total 2 2 3 1 3 11
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Table A.45: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 7 by level

Eomestic
Items

Level I Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level
5

Level
6

Level
7

Total
rtifacts

Furnishing - - - -

Canning 2 1 1 2 - 9

Culinary -______ 2 - 2

Stoneware - - - -

Earthenware 1 1 - - 2

Ironstone 4 5 -

orce1ain 2 1 - 3

Gustatory - - - -

Tableware - - - - -

Cutlery - - - - -

Food remains-
Cow-_______ -_____ 1 2

2 - 5

emains-
Sheep - -

3 3

Food
Femains-
Chicken -

-

Food
Eemains-Pig 3 1 1

5

Food
Remains-Shell- -

Food
Remains-
Unidentified 3 1 12 4

- 23

Beverage
Container 2 1

1 4

[-Tome

Education 2 1

3

Total 19 17 18 10 5 1 69
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Table A.46: Summary typology of architectural items for test unit 7 by level

rchitecture Leve
1

LevelLevelLevel
2 3 4

ievel
5

Level
6

Level
7

rtifact
Totals

Construction Material-
E3rick 1 1 2

4

Construction Material-Concrete2 1 1

4

Construction Material-
Tar Paper -

Construction Material-
Stucco -

oofing Material - -

-lardware 1 1

Window Glass 100 Ii - 141

-looks - 1 -1
iles - - -

ound Nails 18 17 " 66
Square Nails

1 18 1

10 31

Jnknown Shanks 12 21 8 1 - 72
3oatSpike - - -

S crews 1 1

3olts - -

'1uts -

Washers - - -

Staples - - -

ixed Illumination - - - -

Fixed Heating and
Cooling - -

Total 121 28 19 - 1 321
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Table A.47: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 7 by level

Transportation Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

evel
I

Total
&rtifacts

Vehicle Part 1 -______ -_______ 1

Tire Fragments 15 -

Carriage/Wagon Hardware - - -

Failroad - - - - -

Total 16 -______ -______ -______ 46

Table A.48: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 7 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

eveI
1

Level
2

Total
&rtifacts

i-Tuntmg 1 -________ 1

Commercial Services
Vioney - - -

Jtilities-Pipe Fragments
Total 1 - 1
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Table A.49: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 5 by level

Personal Items Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

bevel
4

Level
5

Total
rtifacts

asteners - 1 2 3 - 6
dornment - -

3elt Fragments - - -

3ody Ritual & Grooming - - -

Yledical and Health -_______ 7 -_______ 7
ipe, Indulgence - - -________ 1 1

Wine, Indulgence I 11 14 33
Toys - 1 - 1

Total 4 8 14 8 14 18
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Table A.50: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 5 by level

Domestic
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
1

Level
5

Level ( eve1

7
Total

rtifacts
Furnishing - 2 2
Canning -_____ 2 1 2 5

Culinary - - - - - - -

Stoneware - - - - - - -

Earthenware 1 3 1

Ironstone 5 24 8 1 38
orcelain - - - - - - - -

Gustatory 1 1

fableware - - - - - - - -

Cutlery - - - - - - -

ood remains-
Cow -__ 5

- - 2

7
ood Remains-

Sheep
-

- -

- - - -

-

'ood Remains-
Chicken - - - -

- -

-

'ood Remains-
)jg -______ 5 -______ -______

- -

5

ood Remains-
Shell

-

- - - -

- -

-

ood Remains-
Jnidentified

-

5 5 4 2

- 6
22

Beverage Container 80 9 2 91
Flome Education - - - - - - -

Total 92 52 18 5 -______ 8 175
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Table A.51: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 5 by level

&rchitecture Level
1

Level
2

level
3

Level
4

Level
5

Total
rtifacts

Construction Material-
3rick - 2 2 I

Construction Material-
Concrete - 1 - 1

Construction Material-
TarPaper - -

Construction Material-
Stucco

oofing Material -_____ 2 2
-Tardware - - - -

Window -_____ 112 112
Glass - - - - -

-looks - - -_____ 1 1

riles - - -

oundNails -____ 10 2 2 14
Square Nails -_____ 1 6 11 3 21
Jnknown Shanks -____ 10 7 2 19
3oatSpike - - - - -

Screws - - - - -

3olts - -______ 1 1

uts - -_______ 1 1

Washers - - - -

Staples - - - - -

Fixed Illumination - - - - -

'ixed Heating &
Cooling

Total -_____ 135 20 18 3 176
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Table A.52: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 5 by level

I'ransportation Level
1

Level
2

Level
1

&rtifacts
Totals

Vehicle Part - -__________ 1

Fire Fragments - -

Carriage/Wagon -_________ -_________ 1 1

Failroad - -__________ 1 1

Total - - 1 1

Table A.53: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 5 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

evel
3

rtifacts
Totals

Flunting - -_______ 1 1

Commercial Services
Vioney - -_______ 1 1

Utilities-Pipe Fragments
fotal -
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Table A.54: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 11 by level

Personal Items Level
1

Level Level
3

i.devel

I

evel
5

Total Artifacts

asteners 1 2 3 5

domment - - - - -

3eIt Fragments - - - -

ody Ritual & Grooming - - - - -

vledical and Health -______ 7 -_____ -_____ 7
ipe, Indulgence -_____ -_____ -_____ 1

Wine, Indulgence 4 -_____ 11 4 14 33Toys-_____ -_____ I_____ -_____ -_____ 1

ocket Tools &
\ccessories - - - - -

-

Total 4 8 14 8 17
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Table A.55: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 11 by level

Domestic Items Overburden Level
1

Level
2

Total
&rtifacts

Furnishing -______________ 2 -________ 2
Canning -____________ 5 -_______ 5

Culinary - - - -

Stoneware - - - -

Earthenware - 2 2
Ironstone 1 32 50
Forcelain I________________ -_________ -_________ 1

Gustatory - - -

Tableware -_______________ 1 -________ 1

Cutlery - - - -

ood remains- I 1

Cow -__________ I_____ -_____ 1

'ood Remains-
Sheep-_____________ -_______ 1

ood Remains-
Chicken - - - -

ood Remains-
'ig - - -

7ood Remains-
Shell - - - -

ood Remains-
Jnidentified -_____________ 8 6 14
3 everage
container 102 25 130
-lome Education - - - -

Total 2 153 82 08
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Table A.56: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 11 by level

\rchitecture Level
1

Level
2

Total
&rtifacts

Construction Material-
Brick
Construction Material-
Concrete
Construction Material-
Tar Paper
Construction Material-
Stucco 12 12

oofing Material - - -

Hlardware - -

Window 66 3 69
Glass - - -

Flooks - - -

Files - - -

Eound Nails 14 6 20
Square Nails 9 1 13

Unknown Shanks 11 18 39
Boat Spike - -

Screws
1 - I

Bolts 2
'Iuts 2 - 2

Washers i__________ - 1

Staples 1 - 1

Fixed Illumination 1 - 1

Fixed Heating &
Cooling 1 -

4

Total 124 31 165
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Table A.57: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 11 by level

Transportation
Level
1

Level
2

Total
rtifacts

Vehicle Part - - -

Tire Fragments - - -

Carriage/Wagon Hardware - - -

Eailroad 2 -________ 2

Total 2 -________ 2

Table A. 58: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 11 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

Total
rtifacts

-lunting 2 '1

Commercial Services 1 1

Vloney - -

Utilities-
Pipe Fragments

- -

Total 3 3
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Table A.59: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 9 by level

Personal
Items

Level
1

ieve1 Level
3

Level Total
rtifacts

asteners - 1

domment - - - -

3elt Fragments - - - -

3ody Ritual &
Grooming
Viedical and Health - -

ipe, Indulgence - - - -

Wine, Indulgence 13 1 14
Toys 1 1

ocket Tools &
ccessories

Total -_______ 15 1 -_______ 16
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Table A.60: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 9 by level

Domestic
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Total
rtifacts

'umishing - - - -

Canning - - - -

Culinary - - - -

Stoneware 9 9 19

Earthenware 1 1 2
Ironstone 8 13 - 21

orcelain - - - -

Gustatory 2 21 23
[ableware - - - -

Cutlery - - - -

ood remains-Cow_____ 1 1

ood Remains-
Sheep 1 1 2

'ood Remains-

'ood Remains-

'ood Remains-
1

'ood Remains-
Inidentified
3everage
Container
Jome Education - - - -

F otal 22 1.4 6 73
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Table A.6 1: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 9 by level

Architecture Level
1

Level
2

Level F otal
.rtif acts

Construction Material-
3rick
Construction Material-
Concrete 3

3

Construction Material-
Tar Paper

1

Construction Material-
Stucco

oofing Material - -

4ardware - - 2

Window Glass 14 72 7 93
Jooks - -

iles - -

ound Nails 32 - 79
SquareNails 2 13 - 15

Jnknown Shanks 5 14 2 61
3oat Spike - - -

Screws 1 - 1

Bolts 3 - 3

uts - -

Washers
Staples I________ -

Fixed Illumination - -

Fixed Heating &
Cooling 8

8

Total 111 1469 267
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Table A.62: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 9 by level

Transportation Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
1 Total Artifacts

Vehicle Part
Tire Fragments

Carriage/Wagon Hardware
ailroad 1 -________ 1

Total I_______ 1

Table A. 63: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 9 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

Total
Artifacts

E-lunting 1 1

Commercial Services -

\4oney -

Utilities-Pipe Fragnents -__________ 1 1

Total 1 1 2
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Table A.64: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 1 by level

Personal Items Level
1

Level
2

bevel
3

Level
4

Total
rtifacts

asteners 1 - 1 2
dornment - 1 1

3elt Fragments 0
3ody Ritual &

Grooming - 0
Viedical and Health - -_______ 0
ipe, Indulgence -________ 1 1 2

Wine, Indulgence 5 - -______ 5

Toys 1 -_______ 2 -_______ 3

ocket Tools &
ccessories 0

Total 7 1 5 1 14
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Table A.65: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 1 by level

Domestic Items Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

rtifact
Total

Furnishing - - - -

Canning 25 -_____ -_____ -_____ 25
Culinary - - - - -

Stoneware 5 1 6
Earthenware 4 I

Ironstone 9 24 8 -______ Ii
orcelain 2 2

Gustatory - - - - -

Tableware 1 1 -_______ 6
Cutlery - - - - -

ood remains-Cow_____1 7 1 2 11

ood Remains-Sheep_______1 3 1 5

ood Remains-Chicken_______1 0 1 2

'ood Remains-ig_______2 2 2 6

ood Remains-
Shell

3 - - 3

'ood Remains-
Jnidentified

4 58 29 I 95

3everage
Container

5 24 29

-Tome

ducation
1 - - 1

Total 63 125 42 7 37
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Table A.66: Summary typology of architecture items for unit I by level

rchitecture Level
1

evel
2

Level
3

Total
rtifacts

Construction Material-
kick
Construction Material-
Concrete
Construction Material-
TarPaper
Construction Material-
Stucco

oofing Material -________ 2 -_________ 2
-Iardware 2 2
Vindow Glass 53 -________ 53
-looks 1

'iles
ound Nails 203 57 16 276

Square Nails 29 - 32
Jnknown Shanks -_______ 65 29 94
3oat Spike
Screws 23 2 1 26
3olts 3 -_________ 3

uts 1 -________ 1

Washers 3 -__________ 3

Staples
ixed Heating &

Illumination II -__________ 11

ixed Heating &
Cooling
Total 329 126 78 533
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Table A.67: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 1 by level

Transportation Level
1

Level
2

Total
rtifacts

Vehicle Parts 1 -_________ 1

Carriage/Wagon Hardware -________ 2 2
ailroad -_________ 1 1

Total 1 3 1

Table A.68: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 1 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

F otal
rtifacts

4unting -_______ 3 3

Commercial Services -

Vloney -

Jtilities-Pipe Fragments 6 - -________ 6
ratemal Organization -

Total 6 -_______ 3 9
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Table A.69: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 2 by level

Personal
Items

Level
1

Level Level
3

Level
I

Total
rtifacts

asteners - 4 6
dornment - - - - -

Belt Fragments - - - - -

3ody Ritual &
Grooming - - - -

-

vledical and Health -_______ -________ I_______ -________ 1

ipe, Indulgence - - - - -

Wine, Indulgence -_______ 1 -_______ 3

Toys - - - - -

ocket Tools &
\ccessories - - - -

-

Total -_______ 2 6 2 10
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Table A.70: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 2 by level

Domestic
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
1

Total
rtifacts

Furnishing
Canning 2 1 2 9
Culinary
Stoneware 4

Earthenware 2 1 3
Ironstone 10 12 22

orcelain - 1 4

Gustatory
J'ableware -________ 4 -________ 4

Cutlery
ood remains- - 3 3

Food Remains- 1 1

Food Remains-

Food Remains

Food Remains-

Food Remains-
Unidentified

20 28 5 19 72

Beverage 9 9

Home Education
Total 32 56 20 22 130
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Table A.7 1: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 2 by level

4rchitecture Level
1

Level 2Level
1

Level 4Level
5

Level
6

Total Artifacts

Construction Material-
3rick - - -

Construction Material-
Concrete -

Construction Material-Tar
aper - -

Construction Material-
Stucco
thofing Material 2 -_____ 2
Jardware -_____ 3 3 1 -_____ 7

Window Glass 1.9 - -_____ 1.9

ilooks -_____-_____ 1 - -_____ 1

iles - - -

ound Nails -____ '0 32 2 -____ 54
Square Nails 10 12 12 1 2 35
Jnknown Shanks 3 16 81 -____ 103
3oatSpike - - - -

Screws -_____ -______ 1 2 -_____ -_____ 3

3olts -_____ 13 2 -______-_____ -_____ 15
.Tuts -_____ 2 - -_____ 2

Washers -_____ -______ 1 - -_____ 1

Staples - -

'ixed Heating and
Illumination 2 3 -

'ixed Heating and Cooling- -

[otal 7 116 133 17 3 2 272
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Table A.72: Summary typology of transportation items for test unit 2 by level

Transportation Level I Level 2 Level 3 Total
\rtifacts

Vehicle Parts -_________ 1 1 2

Carriage/Wagon Hardware - - - -

Failroad -_________ I_________ -_________ 1

Total -_________ 2 1 3

Table A.73: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 2 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total Artifacts

-Tunting -_______ 1 1

Commercial Services - - - -

Vloney -_______ 1 -_______ I_____________
Jtilities-Pipe Fragments - -

ratemal Organization - - - -

[otal -________ 1 1 2
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Table A.74: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 3 by level

krchitecture
Level
1

Level
2

evel
1

Total
rtifacts

Construction Material-Brick - - 3 3

Construction Material-Concrete - -

Construction Material-Tar Paper -

Construction Material-Stucco -

Foofing Material
E-Tardware - - -

Window Glass - - -

ETooks - - - -

Piles - - - -

ound Nails -______ I -______ 1

Square Nails - -

Unknown Shanks 1

Boat Spike - - -

Screws - - -

Bolts - -

uts - - -

Washers - - -

Staples - -

Fixed Heating and Illumination -

Fixed Heating and Cooling -_______ 2 -_______ 2
Total 1 3 3 10
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Table A.75: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 12 by level

Personal
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Level
1

Total
rtifacts

Fasteners -

tdornment -

Belt Fragments -

3ody Ritual and Grooming -

Viedical and Health 1 1

Pipe, Indulgence -

Wine, Indulgence -

Toys -_______ 1 1 2

Pocket Tools and Accessories -

Total 1 1 1 3

Table A.76: Summary typology of domestic items for test unit 12 by level

Domestic Items Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Total
rtifacts

Furnishing -

Canning -______ 1

Culinary -

Stoneware
Earthenware -

Iron stone 6 6
orcelain 1 1 2

Gustatory -

Tableware -

Cutlery -

Food remains-Cow 6 2 8
ood Remains-Sheep -_______2 -_______2
'ood Remains-Chicken -_______ 1 -_______ 1

Food Remains-Pig -

ood Remains-Shell -

ood Remains Unidentified -_______ 20 26 16

3everage Container
-lome Education -

Total -_______36 33 69
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Table A.77: Summary typology of architecture items for test unit 12 by level

rchitecture
Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Total
4rtifacts

Construction Material-Brick
Construction Material-Concrete
ionstruction Material-Tar Paper I - 1

Construction Material-Stucco
oofing Material -_______ 1 -_______ 1

-lardware I I_________
Window Glass 3 9 14 26
Hooks

iles
ound Nails 9 6 3 18

Square Nails 1 -______ 1 2
Jnknown Shanks 11 5 14 30
3oat Spike
Screws -

3olts -

4uts
Washers -

Staples -

ixed Heating and Illumination 1 -______ 1

ixed Heating and Cooling -

Total 25 23 32 80

Table A.78: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 12 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Total
rtifacts

-Tunting -

Commercial Services
Vloney -

Jtilities-Pipe Fragments
raternal Organization I - - 1

Total 1 - -________ 1
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Table A.79: Summary typology of personal items for test unit 8 by level

Personal
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Total
Artifacts

Fasteners 1 1 2
Adornment - 1 1

Belt Fragments
Body Ritual and Grooming
Medical and Health 1 1

Pipe, Indulgence
Wine, Indulgence 21 8 29
Toys
Pocket Tools and Accessories
Total 23 10 33

Table A.80: Summary typology of domestic items in test unit 8 by level

Domestic
Items

Level
1

Level
2

Total
Artifacts

Furnishing 1

Canning 2 - 2
Culinary
Stoneware - 1 1

Earthenware 9 9 18
Ironstone 1 10 11

Porcelain 1 1

Gustatory 1 1

Tableware
Cutlery
Food remains-Cow 2 5 7
Food Remains-Sheep - 1 1

Food Remains-Chicken
Food Remains-Pig - 1 1

Food Remains-Shell 8 8

Food Remains-Unidentified 13 73 86
Beverage Container
Home Education
Total 38 100 138
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Table A.81: Summary typology of architecture items in test unit 8 by level

Architecture Level
1

Level
2

Total
Artifacts

Construction Material-Brick 6 - 6
Construction Material-Concrete 1 1

Construction Material-Tar Paper - 0
Construction Material-Stucco 2 - 2
Roofing Material - 1 1

Hardware 2 - 2
Window Glass 304 589 893
Hooks
Files - 1 1

Round Nails 29 - 29
SquareNails 11 24 35
Unknown Shanks 13 26 39
Boat Spike
Screws 3 1 4
Bolts 11 14 25
Nuts 2 - 2
Washers 1 - 1

Staples
Fixed Heating and Illumination 2 - 2

Fixed Heating and Cooling
Total 382 656 1038

Table A.82: Summary typology of transportation items in test unit 8 by level

Transportation Level
1

Level
2

Total
Artifacts

Vehicle Parts 3 3

Carriage/Wagon Hardware 4 4
Railroad 1 1

Total 8 8
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Table A.83: Summary typology of commerce and industry items for test unit 8 by
level

Commerce &
Industry

Level 1 Level
2

Total
Artifacts

Hunting 1 1

Commercial Services (Copeland Pen and
Business label)

1 1 2

Money
Utilities-Pipe Fragments
Fraternal Organization
Total 3




